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INTRODUCTITI

4.

1

In the eight years 'that the Schonell- Educational Research
Centre has been brganizing and conducting seminars into various
aspects of special education, it has always been the Centre's aim
to look at special educatiorl from a different ,vantage point each
ybar. On this occasion, we believe we have achieved affrQsh and
broader perspective on the problems confronting .eXceptional
chilqi.en by involving, at -the organizational level, the disciplines
of Medicine and Social Welfar as.wpli-as Eduction. One of the
outcomes of organizing the seminar on this broader professional -

base' was e inclusion of ti elve working parties in the program.
These.Workin Parties enabled parents, teachers,foster-parents,
paediatri nui-ses, physiotheraplsts, child psychiatrists,
special tators, speech therapists, psychologists, members of
various of er fessions, and members of voluntary organizations
to come to er in an atmosphere conducive to" a. mutually
productive interchange of. ideas - as well as Vera free expression
of cri-ticisth and grievance. More will, be said about the
organization of these Working PartieS and the manner in which
their findings have been reported in the special introduction to
Sedtion 17:of this publication. A

The .Eighth Annual Seminar in Special Education was, without
doubt, a r9sounding succeft. It was very well attehded and
expression$ of appreciation were sufficiently abundant to gratify
the organilzers. Some special aCknOwledgements are obviously due, 5

and should be made forthwit

the first place, _,the Honable- the Minister for
Educatio was not only willing, to perform .the official opening Qf
the -semi .ar; he was also kind enough to allow the editors to use
the; spe ch he made on that' occasion as a Foreword to this
publical ion.

It must also be acknowledged that much of the success o
this s'.eminar is due to the time, the ideas and the practical
help given by Dr. Simon Latham, Mr. Pat Briody and Mr. Robert
Plummer. Without their suggestions as to Where, Who and HOW, t1is.
seminar could never have run as smoothly OWit did.

Intead-of.that hackneyed phrase, "last but by no me
least", let us in all justice acknowledge, first, last and fo the.
duration of the seminar, the huge contripution.of Miss!Heathe
McDonald, Principal of the Hospital Schabl, Royal Children's
Hospital. It was on these_new and beautiful school- premises that
many of the activities encompassed by, the Eighth Seminar two place.
Ahd these included the 'many excellent displays mounted by s ecial
schools and voluntary organizations. '



Not all papers presented during the Eighth Annual 1

Seminar are included in this publication:. A notable omission is
the excellent,paper presented by Dr. Ro eit .Godfreyi F.R.A.C,P.
It was felt by the editors' that this pa er should more properly
1::, e publ.ished, in the first inst ce, b a Paeditrtt or other .

medical jolirnal; for the emphasi f this parti9ular paper was
hospital-medical, and it was primaiNily addresOrto an audience )

of .paediatricians. and arranged by the Paediatrfc, Society of
-Queensland. Two other papers, each contributing %o one-third of
two different plenary.sessions do not appear because the authors'
approved manuscript8 had not been received at the time when it was

.,

felt absfolutely necessary . to =go to pree. -----.,

Editingpapers presented at a seminar in which the
disciplines of Medicine, Social Welfare, Law and Education are
all .reprdsented, in no easy task. If we are to preserve the flavour
of a multi-disciplinary exchange of ideas, then we must 11So
preserve somethihg of the different tyles land different conventions
which each 'dis.cii5line brings to its mode of reporting., We hope we
have done this in such away as to produce a document which is
continuously readable while not forcing all coptrj_buftors into the
educational- psychological mould that is the most-'-familitlpform of
reporting to the editors.

The presentation of these proceedings was contributed 'to in
smal 1 way. by 'Wek-Idy Barrie, who 'tindery/0Jc the task of preparing. the

Orafts and expertly tvr "l the rriPnw;rrip in its final, form.

p
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FOREWORD -
s.(

The, Hon. Bird, M.L.A.,
-Minister for Education and Cultural Activities

1

' 6 LPas is the Eighth Annual SeMinar conducted' 1;), thetFred and
Eleanor Schonell-EducatioAA1 Researdh Centre and is-agcollaborative
ventuxe between the Department -of fEdUcation- , the RRyal Children's'
Hospital and the Schonell Centre.

The thhme dhven fpr this Seminar is "Children: Health,
Education and lfare% In line with, this theme the Seminar Program
includes repr sentltives of the fields of health, education amd welfare '

from government departments, the University of Queensland, voluntary
organizations, and the community at large.

The venue for the seminar; the recently-opened
,

Royal Children's
Hespital.school, is particularly appropr4te because it pis a perfect
Ncample of m lti-disciplinary cooperation.1 The'school, whidhl4as

ing a joint
e state

officially o ene4 just three weeks ago, was from the begi
/p1 ning effor't between the Royal Childreii4s Ho Ptal
dep rtments of healthand education.

/L

Whilst perus-ing -the semi isar program I note./ that the,papers
to e presented focus strongly on collaboration between Ifledidiete
education and social welfareledn the interests of the children. RelPective
points of view

that
be prespnted by eminsnt leaders in their fields and

it is, my hope that as a rd of this seminar the 3or %impetus given
to interilisoiplinary approaches to community probl s will permeate
throughout the activities of all individuals and organizations
participa_ting in this seminar.

1

As my colleague, Dr. Edwart>ds, stated during his address at the
'opening of the Hospital school, it is so easy to forget the total
interests of the child wherione is caught up in the flurry of pro nal
activity. Whether .6ne is involved in the field of health, educatio or
welfare, i& is*Weartening to,,remkpd ourselVes of the total needs o the
child, During thisSeminar; Mrs. Quentin Bryce 'addressed herself- o 'the
topic ' "In Law, the interests of the child shall to paramount". Th
philosophy'needs tolbe continually applied -iiiiwall avenues of public

same

service so that it nay trul be said: .

- in M icine, the interests o the child are paramount; -
-Ion E._cation,the interests df the child are paramount; and.

- in So
cp,

.1.. I Welfare, the lntertsts of the child are paramount.

.,I was particularly plated that the first eynote address, .

,-
delivered byDr. Mitchell highlights parent invo-j, em t in the health,
education and welfare of thei<children. It hag ory been my 'belief that

0

9



parents have a key role in the habilitation andthabilitation,of.Cfiildren.

,

t%
..,k

As Minister for -Education, I have actively encOuraged the patticipation of
parents' in school activi&ies at all levels Tram pre - school through to -
further education. .

One of the major challenges facing the Division of Special
Education -within my department is the proviS'ion of 1.1itable,education for
all children who are able to be educated from the age when diagriosig of
educational problebs is possible'. This is a massive undertakingwhich
has been accepted in principle at this stage. -It is an 9nder aking which
can only be effected in collaboration .with other government de tments ,

such as health and children's services and with approved vorUntar ,

organizations who are currently providing special-education

41Seame people actually argue that 6pe.cial education is a' luxury
we cannot afford, or it .is a waste of time. In times of
stringent financial conditions, it would be easy to slash p rats for
minority groups such as the handicapped to make more funds aVa bible

,..for regular schools. °'
4$..--.4;

.
.?0.1.

But those Ow have witnessed the joy of achievement on the ''4,-.4''\_

fac df a Llearning.dis-abled child when he is able to read his first $a '

sen nce or theL,physically handicapped child who is sable to write er'
se.. .fit sentence.7would argue strongly and quite properly, in my vi ,'

o .thC
ias;;I:i.1:1

-qt.. ..'..

; .4.-

t at investmeOt in special education not only brings human dignity
handicapped, but also gives every child the opportunity to reach .h
potential as a:human beihg. which after all is the inalienable ri
each oneaof us.

In the case of the severely handicapped, the result of education
may simply be that tiv handicapped adolescent is self sufficient in
feeding; toileting and dressing. Even at that level the cost-effectiveneSs
of special education is much greater than the cpst of custodial care, ;;

which would be necessary for the rest of his life if he was deprived of
educational intervention during childhood. .

For children with less'seVere handicaps, the pay-off to the
c =unity fir the investment in special education is even. more evident
an rewarding for those who are able to observe the satisfaction from
at evement experienced by handicapped children who have been assisted to
becoNe productive citizens. In this total regard I want to commend my
colleiaVie, Dr.. Edwards, for his initiative in training residential care
ersonnel for the severely handicapped.

I understand that medical evd nce clearly indicates the higher
incidence of suicide, depression and faMily breakdown 'among parents pf'
the handicapped. It is in this area that the support services and social
welfare agencies_ in addition to ap0apriate medical and educational
provision become imperative. Again the team approach to solving the
problem at the, family and`-ealmunity level as well as individual, caSework.
is essential.

(
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Every menber of the community has a respons
support to the interests.of the 'handicapped, to go
help those Tess fortunate than ourselves. I have
cooperation received to-date from government sage
houses, and community groups in fostering the aim
special education in my department of integrating the handicapped
whereVer possibl in education,-in the community and in employment.
We have done wel but we still have a lot to achieve together, particularly
for the more s erely handicapped:

In the progr&m,working parties were engaged in nterout areas
of.particular concerh-regarding handicapped children. Th aim of the
'forking parties was to look in depth at the specific issues firoM a range.
of viewpoints and to formulate recommendationS for future action. Some
of the topics for the working parties provided for a fresh look
continuing problbms. Other topics reflected new developments such as
programs for homebound children.

ibility to lend
the extra mile p.
n delighted by the

schools, business
the division of

I am colleigus, Dr. Edwards and Mr. Herbert, look
ferward, as I do to reading the recommendation of this week's cooperative

deliberations by experts on the health, education and welfare needs.tT
handidapped-cialdren. sa.

. _
.

. I
We.dlready have a number of special education ventures in which

our departments- work in close cooperation - these include the, Hospital
scho2ls (Royal Children's, Mater (Children's, Ipswich, TodWoombla and

WT1 11e), the Tennyson Special School, the Guidance and Special
ucatjton Branch with the -Central'Assessment Clinic and Chil0 Guidance

Clinics, while the De tment of Education .p.nd the Department of.ChildreWs
Services work togeth in providing for the.Outlook Special School,
Boonah, the Kalimna raining Centre for Girls, ,,and child care officers.

r Finally, I,wano assure you that the government is 'interested
in the results of your discussion of legislation relating to children,
particularl\if changes can-be made to prottecit thesrights of children.

.^
. .

'ff
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CHAPTEWIT.-

r _,,, first Keynote Address

PARENT ENT IN
,

EDUTHE HEALTH, cATLON, AND WELFARE
.-. o

Nift..'.

. OF THEIR CHILDREN
.

_ D.R. Mit_he
,

.
- '

. i ...,
.

, ,- I .
.-I face this add s with some trepidation OnceNI.am aware th

is only twee years since my friend and colleague, Professor Peter Mitt
.. from the Hesx.px Adrian Research Centre, Addressed a special edUcation

here in Brisbane on a similar. theme: I- am also aware that Professor
Watts is an advocate of some of the vositionk I Wish to commend to yo
and.that, no _doubt, many-of you know of her work in this area. Furth

i I have, in .part, 'stolen my own thunder', for an article I have writt
this topic has just been published in the latest issue of Rehahilitat-
in Australia.* :

Be that as it may there are various issues to do with the pa:
grofesslonal partnership thap- I should. like to bring td your attentioi
ipitially-by posing five questions to y6u:,

1,- H6w weli-

do )4ou know the ilrents of the,children for whom
_

you have responsibillty?
40

2. Have you obsNeM4rd them interacting with their children?

3. Do you keep parents accurately informed on the precise
a

a
features of their children's progress?

4. Have you helped parent.S acquire specific skills in
handling their children?

5. Do you give parents opportunities to suggest goals and
Vlethods?,,'

My attitude toward* these questions will become clear in tleAso9rse of
lecture, but ,let me .say from the outset I am advocating that prOfessicwho deal with handicapped children should see themselves as partners c
parents in providing the best environments for handicapped childi%n.

I think it is salutory to remind ourselves from time to time t
our various profess,ions have not been around all that long. Relative
our 'long history, the broad mass of peoplkbave had free actress to seh

.77

* Parts of this lecture are based on: D.R. Mitchell, Special Educati
families and the handicapped, an interactional view, Rehabilitatic
in Australia 1977, 14(2), 16-19.
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health, and social welfare Agencies for only a brief pe 'od. And, as we
well know, tine .rights of handl apped children for an e ucation are 6nly.
just being recognised, even some so-called developed societies: - e \

OM%

Viewed from this -pers ective, it is clear tha for most of our,
history, we have relied upon means.otheir than formal stitutions such as--
th6 sahbol to socialise our young into the beliefs, knowledge, and skills
of'ourparticular societies.: I refer, of course, to the family; While I
have no wish to turn the clock beck to the archaic days.when neglect and
ill-treatment was the lot:of the handicapped person, Wtheir families
received no assistance, I do.. want to stress that eyen in relatitely
sophisticated societies, the family is still the primary agency for

Al
socialising the young.

It is timely that the importance of the family be stressed
right nowfor two reasons. Firstly, I fear that the quantitative and
qualitative increase of services for the handicapped creates the real risk
of parents of handicapped children abdicating their responsibilities.
Thve is a'dangerous trend for parents to place their trumt,in the
professional, and, correspondingly, for the professional to perceive
himself or: herself as havihg extraordinary, exclusive skills.- Unless we
are careful, this will place barriers between those' whose skills should
be combined in they` interests of children.. The second reaso r the
timeliness of considering the role of the family in socia sing .the 4,

handicapped; is the increasing pressures parents face tp retain the
.

handicaed child in the family, in the community. In view, society ,
has an obligation to-provide the Wecessary)assistance to familiesto help
them in their discharge of this responsibility.

. .
.

While most.
.

professionals who Aearkwith handicapped children would
proNitlyakcetit the view that the, family playS an impeatant ;vie in

. mediat'ng between the handiCapped child and his broader environment, I

14
ques on whether its full implications, have been realised in the design of'
educa ion, health, and welfare services. Since my main background and -

interests are in special education, I will focus my rmarks on. that area.
But I dcwhope, that aigood deal'of what I have to say is Of*relevance-to
thde,of you from social welfare and health agencies and even from general
education.

1
1

.In the remainder of tills ad/dress, should like to focus on two
main topics 4;

1, The Role of the Family.
2. Programmes of parent involvement.

The role of, the family

How; then, should the role of the family in 'special education be
taken into account and how cn it be-augmentedt

1 4



J
. As ,I see it, special,educatOis view'the families of handicappd'

children in a varie y of ways: Some have a vague appreciation that '

parents have an important role to p y, but theyNarechot quite surovihat
it is, or what they should do about i . Into this group fall those who
are thrdWn:into a state of bewildermen or even anxiety,'wben confronted 4
by paretts who wish_ toe Consulted abo tLiiP involved in their child4en's,
educatiorv- .

A second group comprises thostispecial educators'who view
.parents in a.negative light,.perhapS. 'ndingvthem convenient ,Scapegoats .

for their own inadequacies. This group also contains those who complain
about some parent as being obstacles to the,kmprementation of their
teaching progr s;. It also comprises' those who have rigid..notions Of
what constitutes the 'correct' approach to educating children-and who;
find difficulty in accepting that parents may'ciell.have different. strategies
or even different goals. They rarely seek contact with the famillesof.
handicapped children-or, when they do, the communication is so dominated
by a.status-differential as to be non-productive or even counter-.*
productive,

The third and ''ideal" groOp of special educators and I do believe
that some do fall into this, category, - take account of two4main
principles: Firstly, they accept the view that the family ,/,s an. integral
part of the total system of.special,.edupation. They would accept that -

links must be established between parents and the various agendj.es that.
. have been delegated by &society, or by the parents theMselves,. to.educate
and care for the handicapped child.

These links - C-.

,

regular :i-Ideally, there should' be direct or indirect contact
on a daily bagis.for young children .and at reait weekly for
older chilldren. This may-fake the form of.face-I.o-fate
consultations in the home arid/or the schcrol, or it may be
limited to telephone conversations or the exchange of messages
in a diary that accompanies the- child. Acceptance of this
principle means that.professi 1 personnel:. must be provided
with the facilities and b4e time o engage A regular 'r
consultation :with parents. ` . .

:.

two-way : It is very ,important for arents and professionals to k

See themselves as pal-tners in the .lanning and implementation of
programmes for handicapped childre While parents generally are
reasonably receptive to the advice of professiorials, I am afraid
,the revers is not always the case. This is unfortunate, for
many pkrents can.offer.professionals valmiple insighp inip the
behaviouf of their children and into Ways'qf handling them. To
place them in the role of passive recipiehts of advice would not
only be presumptuous but it would. be to cut oneself off frbm
insights and abilities gained, in many cases, after deep thought
and intelligent experimentation over several years. Unless there

15
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is good reason to -13,01-e otherwise,-tey must be viewed as
-sk lied particilpants th duc tion and cve 9f their children'
and they should be at vely involved and aoAurately informed
about aJl aspects of their children's development 11)%being
open t ideas, there is much that professionals can and Must
learn f parerits.

effective
'on prof
receiving
down, this

erging from .the previous point.-is the responsibility.
Mona s to develop ways .of effeckely transmitting and
idea to and from parent* 'When this process breaks
is le s a fustifiCation for berating parents than for

critically, examining one's own communication skills. Tobe
realist c, however, it'is clear that not allTarents,are able or
willing o take" advantage of even the best-manag6d opportunities.
No matter ow hard one tries, there will qlway.lbe a residual
group which ill res'st the notion of partnergip. . The. aim

should be to m s group.

, Furthermore, within his total system, the parents should have, '

Full aid meaningful opportunities toi take. part in thegkdecision-making
prodess. This point was well expressed in Futuft.b4o? ChiLlnele (197W,-
the final report of the 1;efoqp t in Classification of Exceptional Children:
tommIssioned by the U.S. Depa tment of Health, Education, and' Welfare:

"All.fe4bral, state an communityprograms that provide funds
for services. to exceptional :children ,should*quire that -

parents (hnd:whenever pproprlate, young people .themselves)
hays an effective voice in the design, conduct,: and .evaluation
of the program.,,2Profes ional and voluntary organsatiops
concerned-with exceptional children should make the empowerment
of parents high-priority objective of their programs" (p.30):.

Indeed, 'there is now a law in the .United.States (Public Law 94 - 142)

that requires, parents and teachers to cooperate planning and developing
educational" programmes,forihandicapped children. Although I. have no
knowledge of the extent to which. this law is being', mpiemented, its
existence is clear testimony to.the recognition. in the United Startes of
Parents' moral, ethical, and legal obligations and rights to bse-tctively

involved iii the education of their handicapped children.

allok
To summarize sii far, then, my point is that for 'thy' majotity of

handicapped =children, the family is tht primary socialisation agent.
To ignore it or to work in competition with it, can only dilute or
subvert the Uorth of the special education provided in schools and cliniCs.
As I have suggested, acceptance.of this vak-of the crftical importance
of family has radical implications for the structure of special education,
for the roles of specialAducatOrs, and, of course, for the .way in _which

special educators are prepared for that role. This should not...be seen as

a diminution of the importance of the special educator'but rather as a
shift in emphasis away from his/her traditional role into a much more

demanding - and ultimatelyotore rewarding rble.

.



Haying dealt at some length with tlenotion that She family should
be viewed -es integralepart of the total stem of special education, .

- let us turn how -to the second - and relat4d: requirement for a soundry4
-r\..,, based programme,4 family involvement in-Special education. It is

sitply thi'S: any attempts to modify the behaviour of the handicapped .

I(
chiZd should be'directed at theoldriily as!far assossible.,

-..-
...-

-

r -teachers, psychologists, and others Cibncerned with- the optimal4
d
..

evelopTent of handicapped children should be as mu-Ch concerned with
k V working with parents as withOchildren. They should be designing

yelogtammes for parent to use, ,thus meeting the needs of parents such
a the mother

ir-
of a six -year old Dqwn''S;dyndrome child I 'talked o in.

> Mann
.

ester: ; c
.

7
"You- don't know what to do for em.' There's not.enough
information given' to usto*ip them. If we knew. a bit
more about a child like Pa41. we could help him -more."

. w
1

Pro rammes of` Parent Involvement
_

v . ...,
,.

In recent years,tithere has been a.d4amatic upsurge of prog ammes

f

died atotraining parents to become mor !effective in the educa on
and care of. their handicapped ch.O.dren. A number of these which ha e
emphasized the role of parents as behaviou modifiets have been revie ed
by writers such as Berkowitz and Graziano (1972), Johnson\and\Katz (1973),
Nay (1975), and O'Dell (1974).,,,Still others have emphasized-,iraining.
in play techniques (Jeffree,ACCorikey and HewsOn, 197p, engaging in a

-v,task or skill-oriented,trainink programme. (Bricker and Bricker 1973),
using resource kitS (Cohen ;and Gloecklery1976, and Riedell, 1974). It
is of course, beyond' the scope ofthis-lecture to summarise all these.
studies; there=are ten programmes, however, which I.should like to bring,
tcro5rour attention, some .bejeguse of their local interest in Australasia,

,

and some frOM England an).U.S.A...because of their important contributions
to developments in.this fi:eld.

.

-;4

1. The Portage Project, Oisconsin (Shearer and Shearer, 1972).
Commencing in 1969, th,Wproject is a home-based-teaChing.programme

/serving a rural area a* directed -at involving parents in the education
ri:)ftheir preschool children (0 - 6 years, mean 'IQ ;of 75) identified as.

having...significantly

I

elayed development in the areas of motor, self-
help, social.languag- , or cognitive-behaviours... Its main strategy
involves "teaching pgrents whit to teach, how to teach,.what't9 reinforce;
and how to observe 4c1 record behaviours." Home educators visit each:
family for 11/2 hoursper week to help ,parents implement a meitod of
"precision teachin0 in which specific behavioural goals are' selected
for the child to learn during the week, baseline data ate recorded, and
parent are giver0Oldand& in the form of minutely detailed written
inst fctions On h'W tohelp the, child achieve particular &pals,
Emphasis is placA on the need fo parents to keep' detailEd records

. of the child's athievements, and home edutators carry outo regular
..:probe tests to determine if the p scribed skills. have been learned.I



Ay.
.

ms`s Sywirome Project, Model Pl-eschoolhter-for
HandicappedCOOlden, OniiMraity of Washington,` (Hareten -an . :
Haring, Z'74) 'This project began in 1971 ,..initial y with D'own's ,,,
syndrome' chid between 18 and 36 months, but was sipsequently
extended ('to Cover children up to the early primary s ool level. The
principal bals of the programme are to develop and use sequential
programmes for increasing the children's rate of Zevelopipg Motor"
communication,'social,- cognitive,, and serf help skills anvil 4p brinewtHie

ildren's developmental vatterns as close as possible tcOlOrmal .,
Children's developmental norms.

'':';
,

1,!r ,An important feature of the project is the trainI4of4parehts
to carry out the,progr4 rmmes desied for their ipdivid4rchild. This- '

by means of supervised obervations4nd other practical
work, guided reading,regliAlar- discussions with the professional Versohnel,
viewing filAits, videotapes, and tape-slide presentations`
other pam6nts and regular pafticipation in. the cla'ssrOomi:programmes

. .

by acting as teitChe4' ides and.data-gatherers.

6 -'

1

4,' PIP (Parent InvolVe)ment Project), Hester Adrian Research
Centre, UnsVersity of Mancheste (Jeffree, McConkey, an Hewson,,1975).
This project evolved, in part', from experience withwor 'shops for parents
of hamdicapi)edchildren (CLAIningham and jeffree!, 1975). The workshops
took the form Of,a combination of lectures andSmall 1g up-tutoi.iais,
the latter permitting, greater flexibility, in aelapti o individual
fathily.differences. Morkshkips were aimed at Helping arenp to make,
more accurate and obSectiveassessments-of their chid; 's nails and to
gain an understanding of.principles which willliell, change behaviour
and develop skills for this, and in the' subsequent d ve opment of an
pa-May Intervention_pproject,semphasis is placed ,0 Ogren s acquiring a

g'tgichin.model incorporating c .
'/

. a. observation and aSsessmerq, using deVei(opmental charts
as a kuide;

A 1

..i, II b. seleciion and analysis of tasks, in which obje:ctlyes, are
. set and a'relevant task is selected arid broken down into
a series of small steps; 1

.

f7
A

c. presentation of task, in which favourable learning
conditions-are covered; and

d. evaluation of the arild's progress bY%obseiVation and
simple testing. .

4. Dawn's Syndrome Project at Macquarie University (Thorley
'et al., 1976). Thts experimental project Commenced in 1975 as an exemplar
of a programme of early intervention for Down's .syndrome children-in

1
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the years 0 - 5. The basic strategy pf the project entails:
. ;

...a series of programming efforts directed towards establishing
behaviours in highly controlled; one-to,one, instructi.dnal
environments, then transferring Ahem tp less controlled class-
room environments, and finally transferring them into the home
via a parent training programme...

The objectives,of the latter include:

a. keeping parents informed of the.prograthme;

b. ins/.ructing them in behavioural techniques;

c. helping them know and understand. the objectives of the
curriculum;

d. helping them know the goals to which their own child.
is working;

e. _providing opportunities to shalt_ their probleths with-
other parents of Down's syndrome children.

Both parents are expected to attend two nights a term for
parent training sessions, the %e complementing the on -the -'spot training
received by mothers while-'working as teachers' aides in the programme.

i

5. EPIC (Education' Programme for Infdnts and Children) at
Preston Institute of Technology (CluniesL,Ross, f976,'1977). This early
.intervention project for intellectually and emotionally handicapped
preschool-children and their families commenced in, 1976. One of the
major assumptions of the project it that since parents of handicapped
children need emotional support as well as specific help in raising their
childrfn, the intervention should fotus on parents as well as the child.
To this end, one Or two mothers are! rostered to act as teacher aideg and -
parents take part" in a ten-week; three hours per- week, course in child
development and child management. Parents are to ht general social
learning principles and their specific application to their own childrell.040 --,..,..
The weekly sessions are divided into a lecture-disc n and a small_

group discussion- laboratory. As part of the course, each parent is
required to implement programmes at home with their children and to
bring back to the weekly meetings records of the child's performance.
Home programmes entail approximately half an hour of structured teaching
per day. At the conclusion of. the course parents are encouraged to
develop further programmes at home, and group mee;ings of parents to
discuss progress are held monthly. < ft

6. Parents- as Language Therapists for Intellectually Handicapped
Children, Australian Capital Territory (Rees, 1976). This project
commenced in 1975 with the aim of establishing a language interventisp
programme for moderately to severely intellectually handicapped children,

19



-4nd-in 1976 it ev44ved to a systematic.evalilatiay of the effects orle.--
children's recerit54e and. expEe-SSiVelanguage'devtlopment of three .

intervention strategies10. The.first'of these-involve a behavioural
approach in which pardhts are. trained 'in pperant learming principles;
the second is based on a-udepeloeMental speech therapy model 'of language
interventiolp; the third group receives slipportivec-ounsell-ing--fro
trained social "workers, with no,systematic effort to irmolvsparents
in the training of-their children. P eats 1A-allielthree groups are
involved in group meetings once a for ight during the nine-month
period:of treatment and, in addition, the mothers involved in the
first two groups -brin.g their children o the weekly sessions of those
intervention prbgramm

2

7. Monnin on Parent Guidance Centre, Melbourne (Hewitt, 1974).
This.Centre'commenced irvOMbryonic form n 1970 -apd,has since developed
i to, a multi-disciplinary service"staf d by teachers and a variety of
con ltans-cs.6.Vehaspsychelogi.sts, spe eh,A.herapists,_
It c ters for children. from birth to 4.11yearsWho have hearing impairment,
visu impairment, language disorders, delayed development, or any
combination of these conditions. yhe main aims of the centre are

FirstAy, to increase the family adjustment td, and understarlding
of, the handicapped. child.
Secondly, to promote patterns of management which will elicit
maximinh.responSes'from the .child, while seeking-practical
parental participation. ,

Thirdlyj'to make available to the parent, in a climate of
f ongoing support, information about '"the handicapping condition

.,.. which will enable realistic adjustMents to be made in terms of
the child's future life, .

1(Hewitt, 1974, p.4)
/

.4. To thege ends, a teachet and an approffiate consultant are assigned to
each family:' The consultant Wor closely with the teacher tp develop
relevant programmes and-is responsible for the on-going evaluation of
progress. The teaChere.s Tole is to demonstrate specific techniques f r
parents to carry out at home, the emphasis beitg on teaching parents ow
to teach their children, In addition, parents have access to a li.bra y
from which they can ,borrow books, pamphlets, and cassettes on a range of
topics, .and a toy library is'Also.available, Home visits, free taxi
services within. Melbourne, and' free rail vouchers for country parents/
as well as low7coSt overnight accommodation, allJLelp to make this
service. accessible to a wide range of families.

.',. .

8. Home Training Section of Correspondence School, New Zealand
Dbpartment of Education. For some years the Home Training Section has
be*m catering for handicapped dMildren.of school age living in any part
of New Zealand who, for any reason, are unable to attend regular or
special education facilities. .The scheme was extended to preschool

20



handicapped children kn. 1972. In this progr
with guidane and materials designed to mee
child. Although there are occasional home vstaff of .the Home Training Section, the emph
correspondence be,tyeen the families and the
regtalar fitd/o Aoadcasts.

it
e, paren s are

he needs',f thei
isits from. the 1e1,
asis is on two-
teachers, 4uppl

-.
provided
r pa ticuIai
lingt -basE
y
ted

9. Dawnstart, Wellington,-New Zealand (Itrat n, 1975, 1977).
This project began in Palmerston North-in 1975 as a d velofmental clinic
catering for children whosb developmental ageis betty en 0 - 30 months.
Since 1977 it has also teen operating in Wellington nd is in the process
of being e tepded Vo de 1 with older preschool child en in the
Wellington etrop itan area (Early. Birds Project). (The main concern
of Dawnstart is to arrange and monitor individually- ased programmes
fdr handicapped infants/ to be cafried out in the ho es, while Early
Birds also has a -concen for giving 'aNents effecti e coping strategies
but, in addition, involves a great deal more contac with other children
and adults in group settings.

1 4P-

10. PATH (Parents as Teachers oft4e Hand capped), University
of Waikato, New Zealand. This project will comme ce in 1978 under. my
direction and will have two-inter-related themes. Theme One will have as
its aim tire development, evaluatidni and dissemi ation of materials.
designed to help parents facilitate the devpdopm nt of their, handicapped
children. There isa considerable and gro4ing b dy of literature and
materials of relevance to this theme - some of w ich has already been
mentioned above but a good deal of it is inac ess'ible not only to
parents, but also to .professionals who work Jo/it 'faMilies. In order
to build up.resources in this area, tape-sl-fde rogrammes with accom-
panying booklets directed at parents of handic ped children and video-
taped pregrammes suitable for use with profess onals working with families
of handicapped children will be developed.1 Th me TWO will have as its
objective the evaluation of the effects of tw contrasting- programmes
using parents as teachers of their young inte lectually handicapped
children.

If

'Conclusion

In this paper; I, h ve stressed that special services for
handicapped children are rh danger of becoming institutionalised and
divorced from the primary ec ogical system in which the handicapped
Child spends most of his time. In particular, I have argued for a re-

. evaluation of the educational importance of-the family. I-have -

recommended thetgthe family be .viewed as an integral part of the total
system of care. for the handicapped and that parents _should be actively
involved and accurately informed about their children's development
right from the time of identification. Ana, finally, I have advocated



- 104

ilbat theifamil'Y system, rather than the individual isolated Child;
should bd the prime f Cus of services. Taken toOther Oints
haVe radical japlica Ions far the waY in. wh i the' roles of p fessionals
in health, educatio and welfare iNdefined'and/for.thq ways in Vlach
they should be traine to fulfil these ivied.
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PTER 2

Second Ke

Geoffrey.SWaW.

SIGNALS

One.of the definitions for SIGNALS in the Concise Oxford
.

Dictionary says:Preconcerted or intelligible sign 1 conveying inform4t--
or directions especially to persons at a distan-ce'i; and I trust that this
is an appropriate title for this paper.

Let us look at the provisiol of special'education-historically,
hoping,that by doing this we will have an appropriate viewing distance.
Vie,cannot detach or divorce ourselves from our history. We can, and
we do,.try to. forget unpleasant sections of our history, and it is'

accurately with hindsight than with foresight.

The earliest, history of care and concern for the handicapped
was one Of misunderstanding and superstition, and Gearheart and
Weishahn place this period from the beginning of man up until about 1800.N-
There are numerbus scriptural ..references tO the deaf, the lame and the
blind, and Christianity was responsible for 'considerable change in
attitudes towards-the less fortunate. Before Christian times, the
Spartans, the Romans and the Athenians, imbued as they were with the
purity of .the race, found elimination .the simplest answer to the

. problem. Some societies were not so brutal - there is'a sculpture
dating back to about 3000 B.C. and taken from the Temple7of'Memphis
and now preserved in Copenhagen which shows a gatekeeper with what
authorities nowyegard as a spastic condition. It is perhaps the
earliest record we have of an integrated handicapped person!.

2
Hebraic-Law and late Christian teachings exhorted that the

handicapped should be aided, and there are some instances of the
practical' implementation of his prior to 1800. St. Basil's Hospice
for the Blind was established in the fourth century, and later Louis
IX (Saint Louis) founded in 1260 a hospice for the soldiers blinded
during the Crusades. Unfortunately, this hospice encouraged its
inmates to augment funds by begging.

_Another .'significant event in the. sixteenth century was the
success of Pedro Ponce de Leon., who "Successfully.taught atsmall group
of deaf children to speak,..thus breaking the long-held belief and
superstitition that deaf people were ineducable and incapable of
benefiting from any kind of ,teaching. It would be foolish to suggest

%,
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, . that because lAustralla was not set led until':1788 we missed, .outon this era; such is :not' true. We,'or,frather'our : .1.

their prejudices with them and when bne thinks of .,,,,,',..iar
rs, brought.
isSitudes of

the physically an in_tellectua able,O.onees., andicaptied . : - 4

istobably %fared very rly. 0 , _-.1 q -" 6:k.
, e

a: . .The changed Concept .of individdal- worth in the early: part .:

of tie nineteenth ,century heralded the 'period described as ;,the Agee d.r
-,. InstitUti ns, and that is where.Queensland cammeiked.-its' aCti_vity in

. for 188 statement by. the Inspector of Orphanages who said:
i-the area f specihl,,pdue t; on t 'W't read ..in tiftt.,P:arliamentatjr. Reports

. There were 13 children in .the-Deaf, Dumb a d Blind
Institute in Sydney at the Fend of the year. 1 was
admitted and 4 discharged during 1888. Thee children.
cost £36 per anni.Am,each, 430 for maintenance, and £6
for clothing. The sum' of £442.1a.0 was sent out of the
colony to support- them; this motgy Will be retained and
spent here, as soon as the committee erect the necessary
buildings at koollaongabba.

The committee he refer ed to got-under way and in 1893 an area
of land, at what was then known as oolloongabba, but $ now known as
Annerley, right away from the cent of population; as vezt d in .a
Board orrrustees. It is well., oe that for neighbours the blin
deaf and dumb. - as they were;hen called - had 'Dutton Park Cemeter
Bciggo Road Jail, end the Diamant a Orphanage. The Institutional bra
was also the Era of Complete Seg egatioh. The handicapped were to beneith ner seen nor heard.

Queensland state school pr vision in this part of this century
commenced with the establishment o the first opp6rtunity :classes
attached to- Sout .Brisbane Boys' Scho With W.F.Bevington,
Inspector of Schoo s, as the guiding light; classes were established
for both the mildly .ntellectually handicapped and' the moderately .

intellectually handic pped. This was a remarkable provision. for an'.
Education Departaiient. You will know that" in most, parts of the world
the.moderately and ev ly ntellectu ly handioapped were regarded as
ineduc le, althou ome were dgscribe as trainable. I.t was thoughtthat re for them was purely custodi , and many were 'plated/in, 'Mental .

hospitals or asylums, as they were en termed. .Litt14.reffort was madeto teach these children. Unfortunately, the classes for 'the moderate*
intellectually handicapped - which viereefor boys only - were closed, in
the early thirties, schools 'could not manage appropriate programs,4nd
the presetsce of the ,children in the School ,;seemed to/disturb some of .
the parerqs._, Various suggestions we made -about caring for these
children. An island colony was oneut the,Backward Pet-sons Act of
1938 gaire the responsibility to the Department of Home Affairs, and the
Department. of Public Instruction was no longer responsible for classes
for moderately handicapped chlldren,.
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_ 1 The thirties; forties aOld fifAies ushered-rfn the 'era of,parerit f>

. and citizen involvemenf-. .We-ffnd the QueensllandSociety_fv.:Crippfed- ,

Children commencing activity' 'ii 1932, and the.eSt'ablishment'of a. State
School at Montrose Home two >ears later. TheAueensl d SRcietY',for i

Crippled,Children was initially concerned about.thgr'c "Idten '016 had
s ered from pollomyelitis,!a Condition now almost 'u nown,id our' :
mmunity because of the successeS`of medical science:

. k. iv op
It was 1n'''1933 that the residntial: section of the School for

-the-Deaf-and the Blind was.mqved from, the administrative control of .the4Department of Home Affairs to the Department of Public Instruction. The
Parliamentary Report of this change described it s an improvement in .

many ways -7, for some years one department provide the teaching services
and another the residential services.

The Queensland Spastic-Wolfare League was founded by a' ,group
of interested citizens and concerned parents in' 1954. A treatment and
training centre was set up in a magnificent old home in NewFarM, The
Queensland DepartMent of Education provided teachers aril later a school
was built as part of. the, Spastic Centre complex. : The need for this
cen.tre was demonstrated by the increasing number of cerebral palsied
children sur iving as a result of medical and scientific progress. A
condition th t once caused infant mortality and was purely a scientific
and medical' oblem, became a complex educational and social:problem
'when] the chil ren survived.

Another monumental effort on the part of parents to ensure
education for their handicapped children, was the establishment of the
Queensland Sub-Normal Children's Welfarie ASsociation. At this time,

.

these children, because of their condition, were-eXcluded from state.
schools and the responsibility,forthe establishment of day care centres.
was that of the Department-of Home Affairs (now the DepartMentdf Health)
which latt-r,, and still`, provided'subs,idies for. this organization.

Other organizations, the Autistic Children's. Associ'atiop and
the Queensland.Association for the Pre - School ,Education of tfiebeaf,
were parent,motivated, and' commenced to provide services.

- .

A more .decent organization, SPELD, commenced adtivity as .a
parent support organisation. ,It aims at assisting children with learning
disabilities, but tries,,to do this through the existing structures. '

The Down's Syndrome Association and the Queensland Spina Bifida'
Association are both parent motivated groups with support,servicesTor
parents and the client group.

,:s,

\ .
.,New%professions'have emerged'. in thi s century and with the

professions) an appropriate body of knowledge. The psychologist,
physiothyrapist, the speech therapist, the occupational' therapist and-

*
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the social wo er all
the

important. part to play in the care
and habilitation of the handicapped. There were problems in 'establishing
independence of each discipline, and certainly role cohflict4nhibited.
the movement of these new disciplines into the schools which were once
the exclusive working place for teachers. These people brought entirely
new dimensions to the work and nOw'fOim part of the team.

,

Thattrainifkaf teachers specifically for work in special A

't education has been another development of this century. Departments of
Special Education are now a feature of many Colleges of Advanced
Education, and Universities, and Queensland must consider itself very
fortunate indeed for having had Fred and Eleanor Schonell yorking here.
`Their impact rand influence on work with all.childrenjwas consideTable.
Sir. Fiat Schonell took up the Chair of Education at the University of
Queensland in 1952. -

.Handicapped people and their aspirations have also influenced
our.attii46eS. The spate.af autobiographies that were either published
or republished in the lAst thirty years indicates that handicapped people
do havea positive contribution to make, and I think particularly of
Carlson's work Born That Way. When Little, in 1892, gaVe.his clinical
description of spastic paralysis, feeblemindedAess was regarded as-an
integral part of cerebral palsy for quite a feW years.

v..,

How real and unreal have been expectations r the handicapped?
i

Research :has now become an intgkral part o the special education
activity, and one hopes that the suPply and deldvery of-services to the
-handicapped are; flexible enough to adjust and adapttto the results of
reputable research. r:

C
Learning eisabilities-is an area that has received a consideiable

amount of attention In the last twenty years. It has, as most'educators
claim, grown rapidly and continues to experience phenomenal growth. i

Some of the "discoveries" in the area tend to' be distorted. and it has
taken some time to view these in perspe,ctive. Successful research in one
area of exceptionality can have considerable effect in another. For
example, mediCal research into the prevention of poliomyelitis, the
reduced infant mdrtality rate, the aggressive surgery on children born
with spina bifidq, the development of ,hearing aids, the effective-treatment
of trachoma, the ute ofanti-convulsant drugs are just some of the
instances that have changed camatically the nature of special education. \

No patent would want ta have a. handicapped child by. choice.. . .

Very little seems to be written about the parental role, and some ofoUr
material seems to:be based on the observation of a few parents. Roi h,
(1974) in writing about this very topic,. says that the frequent occu rence
of 'words such as guilt, shame, hostility and remorse giveg, one a.-'
completely biased and prej004ced impression that immediately sets the
worker on the defensive.

dis



The parental role is that terribly important one of
e being a parnt, not a. teachei's aide,-nor a the'rapist's aide, but a

pare.9Lt with a unique relationship with a child.

The Signals

1. Superstitions and misunderstandingo

How much more.understanding and Ast-superttitious are we today? Has *

public ed9Fation been :sufficient and realistic enough to allay primitiVe
superstition arm improVe understanding of .the handicapped?

2., B4ving for the.hamdicapped,
. .

Have we become more'.subtle than. the people in the HoSpi.ce of Louis IX?
How much of the work with the handicapped ,still depends. a great deal
on the proceeds 9f raffles, bingo and contests? Are we equating social
responsibility with a begging bowl?. What effect` does this have on the
people we are wanting tO assist?

3. Costs

Are we still evaluating programs `in terms of cost? Are we still like
the InspectOr of Orphanages in 1`889? Certainly one .shoul expect .value
for money. The butcomes for individuals should be the prime
consideration.

4. Edu'cation for all children

When Bevington\ helped establish his classes in 1923, he had in mind ally.
children. Unfdrtunately, techniques were inappropriate for the moderately
and severely handicapped and these classes disappeared. It is hoped
terms such as "ineducable" Flame now disappeared.

5. Institutions for children
\

The medical.model for the care of handicapped children has been found'
wanting. Placing hAndicapped."children who are not Sick in hospital-like
establiShments must be the most inappropriate placeMent possible.
Handicapped children are not necessarily ill children, although they
may need some form of medical care.

- /

6. Parent.organizati,ons and the provision of services

Do parentsstill have to raise, funds to provide-services for their
'children? lie'forties seemed to be the era in which this had to be done.
Parents have an important role to play in being effective parents. They.
'should not have t6 be' fund- raisers, physiotherapitts, occupational
therap,ists, or speech teachers or teacher aides.

7.. Teachers are now better trained than ever before

.PToirams are, and should be, much more effective as'a result of this'j
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8. Aspirations and expectations of the handicapped

These have been unrealistic - sometimes too loW, leading tb.frustration
and sometimes too high, bringing disappointment.

9. Research .

'Research has helped us to a better understanding of the handicapped
and much of this has had a treat effect on' the understanding of non -

handicapped children. Research in different disciplines needs to be
6d4sseminated in language that can be understood,

L

10. _ Constan'tly changing patterns of needs and provision leave
no room 'for complacency.
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In mediaeval times the concept of childhood as it is known today
did not exist. Children were either. infants or, as soon as they could
'leave the constant-attention of mother or nurse, miniature adults.
This is reflected in paintings of the period where Children are given
adult proportions. _Thos of noble birth: destined to fill important
roles wereifianed carefully but the lot of most children was to assume
responsibilities as early as possible. Infants were of little concern
ap their hold,on life was tenuous: children were treated as servants. .

aid chattels and child .marriages,,arranged° to suit.thebconvenience of'
families, were not Uncommop. This did not signify cruelty'on the part
'of parents - most showed great affection toward their offspring. It
was anattitude.of mind derived from the fact that childhood, as a
period of special needs,-had literally not been Aiscouered. It
reflected too, the very short life expectancy of adults of the times.
To reach_ thirty was to be. old.

With the coming of the indwtrial6revolution, children
were exploited as a cheap,Source of labour. Boys and girls had to get
ev ry possible penny into their impoverished, and overcrowded homes..
T e condition of chimney sweeps was perhaps the most piteous. The job
I.volved climbing up long, twisting, soot -coverer flues. Chimneys
Were not alWays cooled adequately before the lad went up, nor was it

.

unknown for a master to light a fire underneath to hpsten the progress
of a reluctant boy. Elbows and knees had to be toughened to aid
climbing. OnANottingham sweep is on record as saying, "no one knows
what cruelty a boy has to undergo in learning. The flesh must be
hardened. This NX_Oone by rubbing elbows and knees with the strongest
brine close by a O't fire. You must stand over them with a cane or
coax them with the'ptomise of _a halfpenny." (Reader, 1973). Even

'when the skin was raw, Tt, had to be rubbed with brine- again and again.

Children working'for parents were no less, exploited., One girl
told of her five -and a half

\
ypar old sister, who had already worked for

two.years stitching gloves. She was pinned upright to her'mother's
knee and slapped upon the hsad-to keep her awake on Thursday and Friday
nights when late orders had-to be completed (Reader,.1973). The Earbrof,.
Shaftesbury's crusade for improved working hours resulted in an

.

"enlightened" law of 1833, which was'passed over savage opposition.
Children between nine-and thirteen werenot allowed to work more than
a forty-eight hour week. Those between thirtsen and eighteen not more

1
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than sixty-eight houri s; but this law did not apply to children working
down the mines, many of whom were crippled by lack of sunlight' and
.desperately hard work..

$

' It "was quite common for parents to leave infants drugged with
opium or gin when' they left home for long hours to earn a pirttance.

-....C.A.rhosis of the liver due to chronic alcohol i gestion was not
unknown as a cause of infant deaths in the eigh tenth century. By
opr standards, childhood mortality was inordinat y high. A childCi.
born in eighteenth century London had onlya 50-50 chance of surviving
beyond his 5th birthday. In the industrial north of England, Aspin
(1,969) reports that 62% of the population died,befoie the age of 5.

Of course some children were carefully nurtured, but harshness
inv.1% aded much of the childhood of the Victorian' age.. The hdadmaster of
a'famoUs.British school got his lists mixed up, and in error, "soundly
thrashed"411 group of boys who presented themselves for church. He was
not unduly concerned however, as physical punishment was a regular
occurrence and it was common to ask a schoolboy, "when` were you last
beaten?" (Reader, 1973).

Social conditions for childi% in the first settletent at Sydney
C e in 1788 were little better, although there is some evidence
tha the "bout diOus" sunshine" .of the Antipodes compensated to a degree
(rickets was unknown), but food was limited and the &iet unsuitable:
A disproportionate number of the child population were,born to unmarried
convict women and the quality.of.care they-received was, questionable, 41011110

Zo,say the least. Problemfamp.ies'appear to have been recognised by
the administration and attempts made bp -help their children even' at
this stage. In 1789, a four year old girl was removed from the care of
her mother (described as an abandoned woman), in order to save her

afrom "inevitable ruin",'and sent to Norfolk Island.. to be taught reading,
writing and husbandry (Gandeva and GaAdevia, 1975).

In the face of so many physical problems, it is hardly surprising
that, generally, the child's psychological development received little
attention. Later howeVer., sporadic observations were,made on deviant
childhood behaviour in the 18th and 19th centuries. 'The difference
between mental subnormality and mental illness' in childralb was recognis
apd therewas a growing awareness of individual, differences and the
need to cater for them. The'first description of an autistic child
was made by Haslam in 1799 (Walk, 196'4). A boy of ten years was
studied at the Bethlem Hospital in London. He suffered a change in
character at two, became the unrelecting foe of all glass, china and
crockery; incapable of forming relationships-and inaccessible to any
display of kindness.

Management of'these disturbed children was often harsh, sinCe
they were held morally responsible for their behaviour. In 1850, Crichton-
Browne recommended a humanelapproach; a wholesome diet, cod liver oil
and general cleanliness were to replace the lash and solitary confinement:

a
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± Controversy about the nature of psychiatric disturbance in childhood
-was considerable. Kraft-Ebing and Heiler postulated an organic basis,
such as .physical or brain.deterioration. Later, when higher education
for women raised fearg that female intellects might be,overtaxed with
knowledge, scholastic overstrain gained support as a'cause of mental
breakdown.

&ring the-first'years of the 20th century with the conqueSt of
many of the physical ills of childhood, horizons widened and included

. psychological and social aspects of ch1ld development. Advance's in
bacteriology made the prevention of infectious. diseases possible.
Could psychological disturbances be similarly prevented? It-was with
this in mind that Juvenile Courts and later Child Guidance Clinics were
instituted. Bedause of the complexity of "many of the family problems
encountered, a., team of psychiatrist, psychologist, teacher and Social
worker evolved to tackle them.

RoutiYie Meaical examination of school children started at the.
turn of the.iscenturyand. represented =the first integrated effort of

-*medicine and education' to work -together for the welfare of children.
education, introduced in the -1870's in Queensland, not

only drew attention to children unable to benefit .by standard teaching,
butAilaced all children in a situation where abnormalities could be
dp;tected and measures taken to improVe their health.

In the detection of handicaps, particularly sensory defects' and
orthopaedic conditions, routine inspections were of tremendous value
and the School Medical Setvice has a praiseworthy record in this
respect, especially since the geography of Queensland makes for
particular difficulties. Since gocia. l conditions often contribute-to
the child's total handicap, integration with child welfare services
was the next logical step. The development of the DiviSion of Youth
Welfare and Guidance offered facilities for referral and treatment' of
children with psychological problems. An impc;rtant neuh development has
been the appointment of school couT)sellors by the Education Department.
These people hay,' time and .ry rf, prIviqe 011 mnttFsrc relating tr, the
t,tn1 wc,11 being nf thr rhild-

Working together the 'whole child' approach

At this point, it is appropriate to consider clinical situations
'in which medical, educational' and social agencies_ must work together
to serve the interests of the child. This is not a tomplete list but
it represents important areas where. integration is esseritiAl. a These
situations are seen through the eyes of a clinician and from a medical
viewpoint, but that is commensurate' with the title of this paper.

4

(i) Schooling in hospital and the prevention of invalidism.

For whatever reason a child misses school, absences represent
. social handicap. Not only does he fall behind with his school work, but

he misses social interaction with peers and the discipline involved in
learning.
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. . . 4.
The philosophy must be that the classroom is..the natural place

i
for a child during school hours and unless there i very good reason for
-absence, he should be ih it. A hospital school of ers the means_of
ensuring that the child with.proIonged illness continues his education
and, a5 is often'the-case, makes 47for time lost before admission. if

he. is:physically inCK able of- coming to school, teachers may visit im

in the ward. .

% '1 "....".71,

Sarah, an 8 year old, suffered from burn's involving 70% of her
body surface: ,Ofter'4 weeks iln'hospital she was referred for a
-psychiatric opinion.because of her severely depressed state. She was ..

withdrawn and apathetic. In fact.he'' main 'social, responses were anxiety

and infantile whining whenever. dressings had to be changed.- Management. .

,
involved paramedical,'nursing and medlial staff working togeter to
improve her reaction to her physical state. A most. important member
of this team was the teacher. Sarah's arms were .immobilized by scar
tissue and 'work had to be done by word of mouth; nevertheless school
.work. represented a return. to normal life and a step toward rehabilitation.
Sarah's scars are such that her work prospects are limited and her.

educational level will be an important factor in deciding her eventual

employment. in.commOn with many children whosuffer accidents, Sarah
camefrom a background of social problems. Social worker involvement

with the child's family makes the return.home:easier for, these, tragic

children.

ChrOnic physical illness-always-has psychological overtones
and there is no doubt whatsoever that an attitude of invalidism produces
psychological crippling which can be a more severe handicap than the

primary one. School attendance during hospitalization is an effective

antidote to this. No matter how well a ward is run it has overtones

of sidkness.- School as a normalising influence and teachers' attitudes
help the child adapt to his handicap. The ucation Department's ,

laudable efforts to integrate handicapped pits into the general.

school system whenever.,possible, means tha teachers are involved with

,crippled children more than,previously: Their management of these
children has important implications for the medical profession.

The establishment of a Psychiatric Unit in the Children's .

Hospital has meant that patients with emotional and behavioural. difficulties

:can be admitted. In most of these, education has suffered in one way or

'another and schooling.it hospital represents a Most important aspect of

treatment both from remedial and disciplinary aspects:. At this point,

I.should like to express my warmest admiration for -Miss Heather, McDonald
and her stall, who, coped over the years ifin the most'difficult condi!tions -

as anyone who has ,seen the 'old school 2411 know - and made school. a

rewarding. experience for thousands of thildren 'during their stay in

hospital.

it
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(ii) SchoOl refusal - the neurotic child..
.

The truant has long been with us,- but there is evidence that
school phobia, where.the child has an irrational, fear of school is
becoming more common. Typically, this disorder. presents at two periods
Of school lidgp.. the early, grades, when it represents anxiety
resultant to the separation of a Mother. and 'her over - dependant child,
and at and the start of high school,. In the latter group,
there are indications:of More serious disturbance, commonly early
personality disorder' and neuroticism. The.clinical,picturejs'of an
anxiety ridden student who is the product of a neurotic family. Most
of these patients are, potentially good students and loss of schooling
has serious implications. ...Because they frequently shOw an admixture of
somatic symptoms°- and manipulative (and their mothers are nothing, if
not manipulative), it is common for tklem to have missed an inordinate
amount of schooling before they reach medical attention. Some refusal
reqUires urgent treatment. Aside; from anxiety about catching up; the
more the child is absent, the more he misses thenorMalising influence
of peers. and the c los er. he is thrown into irrt-O-raction--with -,
neurotically disturbed family.

Many school refusers. come to attention so late that a return:,
to school is extremely difficult, sometimes impossible. There is

ad. / probably no condition where it is more important for doCtor, teacher
and social worker to collaborpte in management. Picking the child whose
reasons for absences seem invalid, and whose over-anxious mother pushes
himto school physically, but by her demeanour and. tone of voice subtly
encourages him .'to return home, no.C.be 'too difficult,but'getting
parents to see the need for help is quite another matter. Immediate
return to the classroom is-essential and a teacher who is prepared to
meet.the child at the gate, make school as rewarding as possible and
help him catch up, can often be a deciding factor in the outcome. The
social worker has an equally important role. Someone prepared to escort .

the child to school if necessary; and, to work with the/family in order
to improve their attitudes, can be invaluable. There is much to be said
for making the curriculuM more appealing to the 14 and 15 year olds, as

(iii) The total management of, the child with a learning disability.

Nowadays there is'rrefineed to stress the problems Of the child
with multiple minimal handicaps.' Long term studies such as those of
Menkes (Menkes et al: 1967) and Anderson (Anderson,.1972). show a
disquieteningly large proportion of these children grow into socially
maladjuSted adults and a few become psychotic. "As'Andersorrgays
'society pays(the high cost of minimal brain dysfunction' (Anderson,
1972). The initial presentation of these Children may 'be:. to teachers
because of classroom difficulties; to psychiatrists because of
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emotional or behavioural problems; to social workers as society drop
outs and delinquents. One example is a child who, at 8 years old
presented with untidy/work at school, and at 13 years as a psychiatric
patient after attempted suicide.

4

Once a diagnosis of.minimal brain dysfunction is made, it is
imperative that all involved with the, chid. khow what his handicaps are
through free interchange of information between professionalsTailoring
the child's education to meet his needs is a laudable aim, but can
only be done if an adequate -profile of his disabilities is obtained. If,

as is sometimes the cage, a child's activity level impairs his
performance and drugs are prescribed, his teacher has a right to know
what "is happening'. Her report on the effect of medication is likely to
be more. objective,than that of his emotionally involved parents; and

scales,cales, such as that developed by Conners (Conners, 1969), give
her the means of makiAg a scientific approach.

------iiiiii6edrastetiric card has resulted in arlarger nuMber of
children surviving the hazards of birth and among these, lea's severe
neurological handicaps are seen than in the past. In fact, subtle
impairments may hot become evident until the child is, challenged with
school work. "At risk" registers for children likely tb be affected;
have beeq tried but havesivolipd a mixed blessing leading parents and
teachers to anticipate trouble unnecessarily. ft is important to
remember that normal variation in childhood can be very wide.

) The disadvantaged child.

Children maybe disadvantaged because of poor socio-economic
backgrounds or unstable family relationships, or both. When, as
happens today, one marriage in four ends in divorce.before the children
of the union reach school leaving age (Brit. Med. J. 1972), it' is
axiomatic that lirge numbers of youngsters are at -risk of developing
emotional disturbance resultant to their parentS' marital problems.

The Family Law Actof 1974, makes the best interests of the child
a primary concern when custody and access by parents, is being
determined. Although members of the Family Law Court make every
effort to implement this, matters can go astray and Children may become
torn betwen.two. warring parents, each determined to have his or her

way: Social workers are primarily involved with, these cases but some
reach medical attention, often because Of behavioutal symptoms.
Schools may have a iteryimportant_influence on these children,_ offering
'stability in a world of dissent and changing valuea. If the'- teacher is .

informed about what is haivening(In'the child's life, then her sympathy
and understanding can, do much to\mitigate the effects.of violence in
the hOme. In one parent families, the teacher's potential as a
substitute identificatOry figure is very great. In fact, recognition
of this. has led to the.introduction of male teachers into the early
grades of school and into kindergartens..

35-



For the culturally disadvantaged. child, school '-can be a .

discouraging experience. Poor physical care, lack of fine moto nd
ldnguage skills, negatiye attitides toward staff and lack of mttiv tion,
all combine to produce a child who 'is likely ta become a school fai ure.
Programs such as Operationpeadstart have shown that".an.early enriched
environment can.help these children in' the early grades. _Unfortunately,

.
performance tends to fall off during school life, since the home is.
.unable to support and sustainjthe child'S progress. It is suggested
that sociat worker involvement with the family may improve' this by
altering ,parent attitudes to the value of e ..ation. .

. . .

(v) Topical problems. ,

Pregnancies in younger'teenage girls have been increasing
steadily in numbers over the past .few years (Brit. 'Med. J. 1975.
The reasons for this are unclear but feeling of deprivation and
rebellion.in the girls seem to be important. Less intelligent girls Are
at greater risk. The hazards for children bornof such pregnancies are
considerable and include increased perinatal complications, physical
jillness, cruelty and neglect. For the girl heis43K elf, and here I quote
from a memorandum prepared by, the Royal4Collegelof Psychiatrists in.
Bkgland (Roy. Coll. Psychiat. 1977) 'there is inevitably serious.
disruption of schooling together with. exposure either to the rental 'and
physical complications of termination or to the' responsibility of making -

decisions about adoption or caring for the child before she ishsufficiently
emotionally mature. Can teachers, doctors and social,workers'combat
this problem and the associated one of the increased prevalence of
venereal disease in young adoleScents?

1..

I believe they can in the following ways:

1. Sex education in schools needs careful appraisal and a realistic
approach. It should be entrusted to mature, well informed individuals
and not the youngest member of the biology Staff. It must be
treated within the context of a discussion of inter-personal
relationships generally, and not as/ an isolated phenomenon.
Sessions in which members of all three disciplines listed above,
give advide to students would be ideal.

2. Health education for boys and girls should include practical
details regarding contraceptive methods and means of obtaining
a
contracepti,we advice. From the point of view of prevention, it
is the imparting of practical knowledge that is important, since
this is very often not' provided by the family. Moreover this
must be geared to the less intelligent. Facts relating to
venereal disease must also be clearly defined.

3.

s.

Ih health education, the importance of early reporting of
.
pregnancy should be stressed, and quoting from the memorandum,
1Wentioned' above 'In every secondary school there should be
some identified person to 'whom a girl can go for a discussion
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in confidence' if she thinks she may be pregnant', end of quote.
This persop should .have a thorough knowledge of all methods of
helping the girl.

Should the girl keep her pregnancy, it is `most important thdt her
schooling be continued up to.the confinement. In the U.K. special
classes are arranged for pregnant school girls. These include
Mothercraft.and child development. Correspondence courses could be,
arranged here. There is no doubt that adOption is in the best interests
Hof tie baby., and if this is Arranged; rehabilitates and.return to schoor,
as soon as possible are, essential, if.the.mother is. to take her place
in society subsequently, and indeed, these,may ac as deterrents to re-

' conception.

Figuret relating to the misuse of,drugs and alcohol by
Queensland school children were published in 1975 and although the survey
was open to methodological criticism, it produced an alarming picture-
Re9bgnition of the child at risk, for drug dependency because of
personality or family difficulties,and a knowledge of the symptom's of
drug abuse is essential for all, those involved with young people.
Teachers need help in this respect, both by giving information (drug
fashions change rapidly) and by having agencies to which they can refer
when necessary. As in the case of. school refusal, many of these .

youngsters reach help at too late a'stage. Education relating to the
dangers of drug experimentation and misuse is an important deterrent.
In, Queensland, the yluvenile.Aid Bureau could well be involved with schools
in this respect.

.(vi) Early detection of.psychiatric disturbance.

'What has been said abol.h drug abuse is relevant to this.
,

Early detection of serious emotional disturbance is essential to -

satisfactory treatment,eparticurarly so in the case of schizophrenia:
The gifted student who fails toifulfil,his promise, who becomes apathetic .

and withdrawn, with bizarre interests and behaviour is his problem more
than a particularly disturbe4 adolecence? Again, the teacher is in the
best position to pick the early signs. A study of juvenilesuicides'in
Brisbane .(Connell, 1972) showed nearly every one had communicated their
ideai of self-destruction to adults, often teachers; before the event. -
However, if teachers are to act effectively in the interests of these/
.yoUngsters, they must have adequate liaison with, and the backing, of,
psyChiatric and social services.

So often there is an administrative block between? the teacher
becoming aware of a disturbed pupil and obtaining help fiar him: Physical
conditions in which children are reared have improved immensely in the

P past century, but now children are subject to more subtle pressures, not..
the least of which is high pressure advertising ana the ubiquitous
television set. A recent inquiry into' children's television, shows that

3
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public con..Vciente is awakening to the probleMs imposed by mass media
upon young people. It is up to those concerned/With.the development. ch.

of.childrenoto keep- such matters within the putilic eye.

Automobile, accidents, which componly involve head injury, have
increased in prevalence overthe past 3 decades. ,Rehabilitation of the
brain damaged child, his education and choice of a career is a most
important area for integration of the disciplines under discussion. These
children have all their life ahead of them. Cdgnitive deficits often'
improve surpriingly the young brainJias'tremendous reserves - but
the. behavioural difficulties which may be so severe as to impair the
.chMd's total functioning, require the attention of doctor, teacher and
social workela combined.

Looking into the future
. .

It has been implicit in,all that I have said that efficient.
communication between disciplines involved with the welfare of the child
is essential in order to further hl interests. Teaches, medical staff
and social workers use their own jargon, incomprehensible to others and
often, like charity, it covers a multitude of ignorances and omissions.

'. If these professions are to communicate effectively, then they must hare
the basic tools with which to do so. Probably this should' relate to
training at the' student level', to interdi'sciplinary teaching in training

40 colleges, medical schools and social work departmentS. One ha;*ho
desire to produce jacks of:alltrades; but there is a very great need
for. all to have Sufficient knowledge to make communication betweeri the
specialities effectiVe. It follows that onceza common language has been
achieved, then facilities for liaison between the disciplines' must be
improved. The falling birth rate makes for smaller classes and allows
more time to study individual differences among pupils. If these are
to be and allowed for; .doctors, school nurses, teachers and
social workers must have an opportunity to meet and exchange information

It has lot-en.fa practice in the Children's 'Hospital for several
years to old a weekly meeting of a team comprising the headmistress of
the scho , a guidance officer from the Department of Education', a
psychiatrist, a psychologist, nursing staff, a social worker, a speech
therapist_ and a play therapist. In addition others :involved with a
given child's welfare may be invited. .This allows detailed discussion
of child patients and often their families, and realistic planning for
their management and future. It is true that this is done ideal
conditions but it should be possible to extrapolate to other sChoOls.,
The benefits of'interpersonal discussion are obvious. The time saved
by not having to write reports outweighs,thedisadvantageSOf some,
personnel having to travel to the school. A constant problem faced-by
professionals who work with children, is the family who !shops around'..

It is not uncommon in Psychiatric Outpatients to be faced
with a child who has been seen at dne or two hospitals (often by several

-

specialists), the school.medical officer, the Children's services,.
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the Department of Guidance and Special Education and the -Division Of
Youth; Welfare and Guidance. Parents may obfuscate because tgey:want ,
an unbiased second or evsn third opinion; but many are confused, and,

forgetful and have no ib'tent to withhold -information. Work with
Children can be duplicated, triplicated or more because of this,.. One,
way. of reducing this problem wOuld4be to establish a central retard``'

system of children'with.chronic.handicps:to which variousageriCies
'could refer for information when a child was- brought to attention. The
establishment of a centre for developmental asseg.Nkelnt in the early years
of life, within the Children'% Hospital would offer an excellent start
for a scheme such as this

Finally, comes the of research. SchdOldays are the
.

only period of the human life span when the whole population is captive
and, 9though this lends itself particularly to research, it is probably
spot utilized as effectiveky.as\iit could be. There are many area's to
be studied. - the prevalence of learning disorders, methods of
rehabilitating the brain damaged and.the delinquent and the integration-
of children from differing ethnic and minority groups into schools are'
some,of them. One Of.the. greatest-problems, and one which represents
an enormous expenditure of public money, is .the number of 'drop -outs'

from high school and tertiary edlication' system-s. Most of these -failures

.
do not relate primarily to lack of intelligente or specific learning ..

Thandicaps;',..these have been weeded out in the early grades" They relate
. primarily.to motivatidnai difficulties about which we knoW very.little.

' The eplotional.factoits which determine .a child's adjustment to sthooi-and
'learning are tricky and Intangible, but terribly important. This would
seem a fruitful.area to explore;-.The-medital and teaching professions
-and sociologists have unique skills to contribute to this important-area
'and by getting together and pooling information, could c/me up with very

useful results..

In conclusion -

History gives no grounds for complacency about our management of

children. The social, family and.disease pressures on children today
may be\aifferent from those of yesterday, but are certainly no less

troublesome, for the child.

For many- children wit}. chaotic backgrounds, school can be a most

stabilising influence, somewhere which gives oppOrtunities for'creative
activity, for interaction with peers and identification with mature and

sensible adult figures. As such, this hoSpital school must be regarded,

'as a sound investment for the-future; especially so because of its -

uniqueposition. ',It offers medical, edu=onal and social work
personnel an opportunity to worVtogethe d to, study ways and means of
furthering the interests of the most important of creatures - the child.'
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CHAPTER 4

COLLABORATION BETWEEN EDUCATION, HEALTH AND WELFARE:

AN EDUCATIONAL VIEWPOINT

James Ward

Introduction

In presenting this paper I wish to pay tribute to the
enterprise of the organisers in assembling a large and diverse.
interdisciplinary group of contributori, truly representative
of the theme for the seminar: Its preance is a reflection of
the growing attention given to the interdisciplinary approach
in the technical literature, Andrews,(1975);.. theexistence
Of efficient interdepartmental delivery systems at both State
Commonwealth levels; e.g. the Commonwealth Rehabilitation
Service and active organisations such as ACROD and'AG)SOMD which
have a multidisciplinary composition:. The. necessity for a fully
collaborative approachto the education and care of the handicapped
is well recognized and, in the U.S. at least, is given a firm
legislative basis through the public laws relating to developmental
disability, Publi Law,-131, 91-517. Even so, most of us are
agreed that it is/ essential that the concept be given continued
advocacy in the strongest possible terms in view of its'implications
for the organisation of services for those at various forms of
educational'i.medical and social risk. I wish therefore to discuss
these implications under the following six headings.Wfiich refer to .

important general areas of potential collaboration:

(a) statements of ideology and the identification of
community needs;

(b) resource management;

- .(c) delivery systems and what .,they deliver;

('d) aluation;

(e) creation of new approaches;

(f) research needs.

In this. I will refer to three main problem areas for
intervention in: education and care; the developmentally,.
disabled; the field of learning disabilities,. howevet defined,
and the treatment of maladjuStment ox emotional disturbance.
In some sense therefore the topics are habilitation, rehabilitation
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andstreatment. My comments will derive frpm:two sets of general
assumptions about the contemporary approach. to problems in
special education and about the nature of programmatic work.

The first set concerns a developing community's attitude-to
the handicapped that they should be educated and cared for in as

normal an environment as possible: Wolfensberger's so-called
normalization principle 1969). Allied to this are'such concepts_
as. mainstremting Kaufman (1975) which allows for the spatial,
temporal and curricular integration of children and deinstitution-
alization with its consequences of community responsibility for

care. Normalization implies not only massive changes in the

Social philosophy but reotganisation of services at all levels.
Thus, delivery systems have to change their aims and their

functions:N.. in education this will require modification of
training at all levels.- Relationship to other systems must
necessarily be changed and the evolution of new systems may be

confidently anticipated.

.

The second set of assumptions refer to the technical nature
of effective programming for the handicapped and would list
aspects such as prevention,10arly identification, early inter-

vention, continual positive discrimination in use of resources
and long-terM planning, monitoring of needs. Such approaches
are common to all forms of service delivery and to their
contributory disciplines. Most of the technOlogies to which

reference will be made are deriyed from psychological and

educational intervei*ion; but these are now used by a very great
variety of professionals and paraprofAsidnals and there
certainly no exclusivity attending to their use and future

development.

(a) Ideology

A most important long-term focus for iliterdisciplinary
cooperation is that= Of setting up corporate goalS for the community's

services for the handicapped. For some years now the themes have

been deinstitutionalization and normalization and there is now
evidence that.consensus',on these is gradually evoling. Progress,

however, is slow and the most tangible evidence of an accepted
ideology is that of fundamental legislation and the accompanying 4

public acts which enable appropriate financial support to be given.

The experience of the U.S. in the area of developmental disabilities

is most instructive., Developmental diitability is now the target

for quite explicilt. interdisciplinary efftmt, authorized in,public
acts and reflected in the support given to research institutions, .

technical assistance programmes and all ...fxrds oeservice deltixery.

This repreSents'an extremely'interesting form of modern change
agency, but:much remains to be done and workers such as Keogh (1975)
and Gallagher'(1972) reitIvate the need for continuing advocacy.
The development of compaeOpnate and supportive. attitudes has to

be accompanied by greatertssumiStibn of personal respOnsibility.and
all delive.iy systems tend to be involved in ongoing public
eliducation, particularly with a view to prevention.

r.



(b) Resource management

If achieved, corporate goals must be translated into .specific
goals which can form the basis for policy and which can be
incorporated into planning. It, is here that professional input
is most significant for if waste and duplication of effort is to
be avoided there has to be interdisciplinary-consensus over the
identification of groupst_in need and the optimal use of resources

a to ,meet their needs. Here past experience has not been happy,
particularly, in the case of the severely and profoundly retarded
and the emotionally disturbed.

Need is therefOre assessed against a context of corporate
goals and, planning of the use and 'development of. resource curves.
It* is evident that the magnitude of the problems involves

.

resource:management. on a very largescale. For example, the
combined 1976 budgets of the U.S. Departments of Health,
Education and Welfare amounted to 179 billion U.S. dollars. To
this figure must be added the cost of other community agencies
Which deliver direct services and which have been traditionally
involVed in major ccintributions to the,educatioh and care of
children, at risk.

Therefore the achievement of optimal use of resources is a
complex and ever changing goal which all agencies mustrjointly
pursue. 4 The full mobilizationand utilization of community
resources can only evolve over time as planning, programme
design :and technology becomes more effective. As has already
been stated it willk'also.be brought about by successfdl change
agency in terms of alteking community attitudes. Among other
things such positive change will be facilitated byexempiary
forms of management. Here one thinks of management by objectives
(M80) and the application.of the so-called matrix principle'to
resource management. The matrix system can readily accommodate
the traditional statutory base to management by calling upon the
relevant-talents from other agencies in a problem orientated
teamwork approach.

(c) Delivery Systems

However, irrespectiveOf any informal and temporary arrange-
Ments which are made to capitalize upon resources, contemporary
_planning inevitably incorporates some formal concept of service
delivery. -We'are indebted to military, Organisation, business
management-theory, and the experience of medical services for
tlr main conceptual advItnces in a developing field. a-Service
delivery requires explication of a target population; assessment
of needs;, a plan-for the deployment .of resources with a view to
service delivery and evaluation.

:

4,3
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The identificatipn of target populations has of course a
profound effect upon (the development of,the rest of the system and
in the area of special education has long been a source of
controversy 4p. It is clear to educationists at least, that sucJ st

identification has been dominated by medical categorization
sygtems rather than instructional needs. Although a rigid
categorical approach to service delivery is now being relinquished
in favour of much looser categories of handicap, compare Mittler
(1976) it nevertheless tends to persist as.a vehicle for-funding.

The above issue continues to dominate the planning of
provisions. A fundamental debate has proceeded as to whether
there should be a single system for all children, irrespective
of handicap; a system with sub-systems for special education or
a dualistic approach with ,-eparate normal and special .systems.
Historically speaking the influence of medical and social welfare'
departments has -tended to promote separatism: particularly in
the case of medical control of facilities for the severely-
retarded or muftihandicapped and emotionally disturbed and
social welfare's involvement in correctional education: Both
legiplation and practice have tended to remove the more
deleterious effects of this segregation. Even so it would be
misleading to suggest that educationalists are unanimous in '

condemning highly specialized facilities, and some would,consider
that provision should be judged by its ability to deliver the
appropriate technology favouring the special school or segregated
approach, e.g., Throne (1973); Cruickshank (1974) at least for
the severely handicapped or emotionally disturbed child.

What is delivered

Since it could be argued that the growth of technology will
eventually determine the suitability or otherwise of various types
of structure it is legitimate to enquire as to what.is actually
delivered to the client. In special education this might be
summarized as the tephr+ques by which he or she can learn
acceptable levels oft basic educational and self help skills;
interact-positively with-others in the environment and thereby
develop normal feelings of self worth. For these purpOs9s the
most. sophisticated approaches are derived from psychologiEal
work into child development, learaot-ngtheory._and the social.
psychology of interpersonal relationships. Most of these,
however, represent variations upon the general behaviour
modificatibn paradigm which.seeks to gain control over the. stimulus,
environmental and contingent events' in learning. In this the
influence of Skinner (1953, 1968) has been dominant. . Reviewing
a larige number of studies in the field Ward (19754-1dentified four
basic aspects of methodology, operant and respondent conditioning;
modelling and self regulation which forM the basis for programmes.

44
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In the search for an optimalized learning experience for all
ren several related technologieg have been proposed. These
different emphasis to the behavioural p'aradigm according to

th broad needs of their problem area. Thus, in the broad. field
of 1 arning problems a technology of direct instruction, i.e., "if
you At, a child to know anything you must teach-hiM" has been
deplo d with conspicuous success by social behaviourists as
Becker id his co-workers (compare the Follow Through Planned
Variatio Experiment, 1977), using the "DISTAR" series of materials.
The evidence here is based upon large -samples of urban disadvantaged
children and is cumulative, with little sign, thus far, of the
"ash-out" effect common to interventionist programmes. Similarly,

.precision teaching models nowvariously names: data-based
instruction; exceptional teaching; a'daptive teaching, etc.,
incorporate the same fundamental principles but with a greater
emphasis upon monitoring-and responding to the students' responses.
Such technical approaches have the considerable advantage that they
are reglicable in the sense that effects of various salient factors
can be identified.and controlled in parallel settings. They can
moreover be readily taught (compare. White and Haring, 1976).

The more challenging areas of habilitation requil..10 an intensive
and rigorous applicationopf psychological principles involving a
fine grained analysis of behaviour and very exact control over
learning. The main problem encountered here is one of lack of
generalization of behaviour but thiS is amenable to technical attack (se
Stokes &Baer, 1977), and there is evidence that developmentally
disabled children can now achieve basic skills in literacy,
numeracy, self-hellp and communication at levels prviously unknown
In the areas.of emotional disturbance:and social deii.ance the
technologies are broadened so as to extend the therapeutic effects
of the educational process. The various forms of behaviour ,

therapy and counselling techniques are more comlolex in the sense
ythat many are derived from the clinical practice of behaviour
modification but are nevertheless available both for behavioural
control and reprogramming towards adaptive and Qcially acceptable
behaviour.* The main components of such prograillies are similarly
identifiable but as in other areas of therapy they encounter the
problems of controlling for spontaneous remission effects, and in
-anyi;event their principal therapeutic Value may be due tb
afft-liations withian adult who can act as.a.stable model.
However, it may well be that the most powerful emerging technology
is that of systems intervention now begilningiito form a pr'actical
base for communit7 psychology.

Training

The most obvious implication of an interdisciplinary approach
for training is that at lea5t some of it should occur in an
interdisCiplinary setting:.and should promote interdisciplinary...

communication. One positiVe feature of current behaviouristic
technology is that it tends tä provide a medium for discussion.
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Other- tkan this I fifer the following remarks about training which
stem from a systems viewpoint. These are that professionals
seem to be increasingly involved in training others to provide.?

o primary services; that their roles and functions are progressively
involved in programme or service design: and that, often
unwillingly, they'are being drawn towards system intervention and

management. Training it only just beginning to. recognize these

professional realities.

(d) Evaluation

The rapid tempo of change in special education together with
changes in the planning and management of community services has
attracted attention to the evaluative aspects of service delivery.

A number of procedures are available or are being developed
(compare Stufflebeam, 1973);, but as a synthesis of a number of
approaches I would propose the following general categories:

s

C.

l.a (Direct) probability of identificatiewff of target
population .

probability of delivery of service.

probability that service is accepted

probability that service effective

1.b probability that the ervice is.cost-effective
by accepted economic standards.

Together the components of (a) and (b) compose an evaluatfon

iu terms.of optimalization.of resources. However, at least two
other aspects can be assessed as

2 (Indirect)

a. effects upon adjoining sub-systems

b. effects upon adjoining systems

and

3 Relationship to community value systems and the policies__ to

which they are 'related. ,

l.a Identification or definition of target populations is from

an interdisciplinary poipt of vidiq a diffiCUlt and historically
contentious task. Even-inthe,reasonaply cleartiat areas of'

developmental disability any children remain unidentified in
either. a deltiberate act by parents or sheer ignorance of where.

to obtain help. Tile peed for a contained medical, educational
and social,ivelfare-apgroat4 is apparent in the early diagnosis,
§creening and intervention of the handicapped, partic7ilarly if
intitutionalization is to be avoided.' t is difficult, however,

to apply a similar model to the general field of learning

disabilities since the.numbers'involved are `'so large and the

target populations vary acdbrding.to contemporary definition;

but the lessons (21001Head $tart""kome Start", and "Follow Through"

r.
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in the U.S. leave no doubt that intervention must be total in the
area of disadvantaged poor children. The categowry of emotional
disturbance traditionally causes difficulties, primarily because
of behavioural definition and the'association of disturbed
behaviour with other conditions and in any case a very high
likelihbod of spontaneous remission. , -In the situation of scarce
resources the.concepts of accuracy and acceptance of delivery are
perhaps more significant but in all circumstances the issue of
effective service arises. And here it must bp conceded that the
exercize'of major responsibilities have often been patently
unsuccessful. I think now of the treatment of emotionally
disturbed and of delinquent children by social welfare and .

correctional services; the medical care of severely retarded
children and the inability of the regular education systerwto .1^

cater for depressed* minority groups are illu-strative of a serious
,social problem. Often thi., has been complicated by a somewhat
competitive and selective attitude to target populations.

1.b The intrusion of cost benefit assessment into the provision
of social services is ineyitable and represents, perhaps, one

,

more step along the road'to a fully systematic evaluation using
the methodology of operational research. It is fair to say
that although several workers have realized the potentiality of
Opse approaches (Budde, 1972; Zifferblatt, 1973), their
'application in real life situations' is i itsts infancy.

2 Indirect effects

Competition for resources has obvious effects within -

.sub-systpms: the expensive special school can markedly inhibit
efforts to setup, say, teamwork approaches to 'mainstreaming
elsewhere in the special education system. Perhaps more dangerous,
however, are the'subtle indirect effects upon neighbouring
systems, for example, when a social welfare agency closes down its
residential facility in furtherance of a concept of community care
but does not.build up the necessary support services: Frequently
the result has been, an overloading and distortion-of psychiatric
arrd educational faciV.ties.

3 Relationship ity value systems are of considerable
interest in thAz: - "tibl effective services may now be defined
-as incompaiNW concept of normalization. Conversely

' services pfayiri ctive but fit in with the community's
incoherent bUt'41ilevert eless well meant attempts to care for its
more unfortunate'citizens. .The growth of, remedial teaching
resources amply illustrates this point. There has n4ver, to my
knoWledge, been a substantial body of evidence which would justify.
he setting up and maintenance of,remedial services in terms-of.,

positive educational gains. However, many influences have joined
.to promote.the concept, as witness .the evidence given to the-recent
House of Representatives Select Committee on Specific Learning
Difficulties; A.G.P.S. (1976).
.'-
. ' r" 1An important consideration in both general and special
education is its capacity to promote change but clearly this is
extremely d icult to formalize and quantify.
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(e) Creation of new approaches

The high cost of social, educational and health services
within advanced communities has continually forced a reappraisal
of the nature of primary service delivery. Thus,.agencies are
engaged in redefining their primary service packages and the

. professional or paraprofessional roles and functions which will
facilitate theirdelivery. This can involve the .creation of a
new interdisciplinaiy type of training which draws upon a
number of bodies of professional. knowledge: In the field of
severe retardation for in4tancr, Bricker's idea (1971) of the
educational synthesizer using concepts from medicine, nutrition,
psychology, psychotherapy; speech therapy, etc., is apposite. .

In the area df delinquency or pre-delinquency the idea of the
teaching parent, as exemplified by. Achievement Piace (compare
Wolf et. al., 1972) makes a new departure in child care, as
does the 'educateur' principle evolved by _Linton (1969): the
_potion of a professional parent df graduate status trained in
a range of child rearing competencies.

A second related method is to promote interchangeability of
roles, a concept which has flourished particularly well discretely
but often in the area of services for maladjusted children.
Here the most skilful agent in family intervention may prove,t6
be the psychiatrist rather than the social worker in individual
therapy; in individual therapy the psychologist rather than the
psychiatrist and .in behaviourah technology the social worker
rather than the psychologist. )r

The general areas of learning difficulty and social disadvantage
have made proTinent use of parents,,peer groups and various forms
of paraprofessional aides. This will inevitably grow as a resul
of the-a*ailability of quality tested package programmessuch-as
DISTAR,.

2 New forks of interdisciplinary organisations

..The principle, ofinterdisciplinary Organisation has taken
many forms", facilities teing developedrso.as to epitomize the
approach in<its own.right and to resolve the areas of interface
between delivery systems. Typical manifestations are the
diagnostic clinics; hospital or community based which tend to
flourish in times.df comparative affluence. Such agencies
represent "a very high cost concentration of resources and in my
view should incorporate exemplary service delivery, both diagnostic
and programmatic; training and dissemination and possibly research
and development funCtions. Many of these functions can be.
described as forms of general technical assistance to delivery
systems. :.

We are currently examining some exemplary aspects of service.
delivery,in the conitext,of in interdisciplinary based work preparation
centre (compare Ward et al, 1977) and other projects associated
with.theSpecial Education 6entre at. Macquarie Uhiversity. In

48
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this, the Centre possesses similarities to the University
Affiliated Facilities whiCh have been developed to promote the
growth of services to the developmentally disabled in the U.S.
(compare Tarjan, 1976). Here it has to be conceded that the
discipline of medicine .has clearly the most developed and
longstanding expertize in providing centres of excellence via
exemplary service, teaching and research both pure and applied.
The most outstanding research centres, both in the U.S. and
elsewhere have capitalized upon this.

Research

The following are suggested as forms of research whidh,
irrespective of the nature of funding or their institutional
basis, require interdisciplinary advocacy.

1 Longitudinal research

Although the expense and management difficulties of
longitudinal surveys are immense I, believe that there is no
substitute for such studies as the National Development Survey
in the U.K., e.g. Davie, et al. (1972), and that a similar
project is.mandatory for Australia.' In view, of the increasingly
complex multi-cultural nature of Australian society, central
data collection as to normative physical, educational and social
characteristics of its children would be invaluable as an aid to
policy formation at all levels. Thus, study generates and
supports a very wide variety of researches and would go some way
to. remedy the specific lack of usable data currently evident.
In the'long run a similar approach to specific groups is also
desirable: Down's Syndrome, the retarded in the workforce and
those who are institutionalized on a long-term basis for
whatever reason, etc. i

Longitudinal Programmatic Research

,Allied to research of the type outlined aboVe is longitudinal
woric in which target populations may have_received ptanned
intervention: medical, psychological or social. This is
typified. by Head.Start, or Follow Through programmes in the U.S.
and provides cumulative evidence as to.the effects of various

,>forms of decision making.

3 Basic Research
ti

The need for fully interdisciplinary research is -obvious
from consideration of both normal and deviant child development.
Up to 6% of children possess one or more potentially significant
medical conditions:- very large numbers of children are at some
form of social and educational risk. A personal v.iew wauid_be.

more
.

rthat the moe severe the handicap the greater the level of inter-
disciplinary intervention. At the moment we are, however,
suffering from a lack of instrumentation of all kinds, in the
field of multiple handicaps.

4.

4 9
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4 Developmental ResearCh

Over most areas of exceptionality there is a need for
development work in producing technologies, programmes and
strategieS. These may need validation in different types of
institution and use by varying deliver systems. A limitation
in this would be the expense of produ ng programmes especially
when high quality overseas materials xist- and would need very.
little modification for Australian use. Development of matetials
is probably best carried out in the context of technical assistance
programmes: These may incorporate exemplary classrooms and
opportunities for highly controlled field trials under conditions
in the less controlled field situation. On this point it is
worth commenting that although high ,levels of technical and
experimental controls have been achieved in.bringing about
behavioural changes,./ educationalists are faced with the perennial
problem of generalization of behaviour: this lack of general-
ization is most evident in severe retardation but applies similarly
to much treatment of emotional disturbance and delinquency.
Stokes and Baer (1977) have recently contributed a timely review
of the topic.

5 Research into the planning and agement of.service deliirery
.-

. .Besides the task of basic data to hich"reference has already
been made.; I believe that the valuable experience gained in.military
organisation, commerce and industry and all forms of resource
management, is insufficiently represented in contemporary thinking.
Whilst it is to be hoped,thata. purely economic view of 'service
delivery would not prevail, soMe.toncept of cost effectiveness is
necessary and, when achieved, as in estimation of institutional
costs versus community care,or work preparation costs versus
pension costs, 'can fow very powerful arguments for, change.
Incidentally I have argued elsewhere, Ward (1976), that the
variations in service delivery occasioned by the Australian State
system offer superb opportunities for planned comparisons in this
regard.

0 Conclusions

Despite my, belief that the contAbutory disc plines of
educaiion-Arill supply the maAin impetus towards pos"tive changt, I
hdpe that this paper has not demonstrated an overt arochial
view, and that the considev.iibn of service delivery which forms
the bulk of-its content. represents a useful form of ystems
approach. Within this reference to technology riece sarily
occurs as a consequente-of the formal method of anal sis, but I
would note once again a wide range of viewpoints as to the status
of behavioural technologY. In particular, these Nary from the .
firm belief that the -technology ndig exists for most purposes to
the view that technology is still rudimentary. Between these
extremes many see the prOblems as being ones of design rather
than a lack.of basic technology. However most vuld agree

d..
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that there exists a firm base in community attitudes and
technology for all disciplines, systems and community awncies to
promote and realise positive goals.for the handicapped. In order
to gain maximum political and economic support for these ends,
they should seek to maximize their contribution to effective
resource management and the delivery of services with which they
are associated. This should involve participation in the further
development of efficient technologies and prograMmatic design,
resulting in truly interdisciplinary data base. Interdepartmental
and interdisciplinary course con entlkand practicum experience
should be present in most, if n all, forms of training for work
with exceptional children and s ould lead to maximum opportunities
for informed joint efforts and he creation of new approaches.
For in the long run.it will be efficient service delivery which
determines the quality of life for the exceptional child and
which will prove to be the most significant and obvious form of
advocacy.

a.

tf:
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CHAPTER 5 . .

COLLABORATION BETWEEN MEDICINE, EDUCATION AND. WELFARE IN THE

INTERESTS OF CHILDREN : A SOCIAL WELFARE VIEWPOINT

Edna Chamberlain

P
.It is unlikely that-an say anything about collaoration of

medicine, education and welfare in the interests of children that has
not _been said ~already in discussion of the medical and
viewpoints. For we are all Joiaking at the same phenomena and the ler4
,We' use serves to focus what we.hoddirectlyTUndei7the microscope
while not dissociating it completely from the blurred,periphery: It
was once the practice at seminars such as this to,try to sharpen-,up
the edges, to draw the boundaries of the various professions, in an
effort to differentiate rolps and functions. Now there is more
acceptance of the blurring end it haSIbe'come.fashionable to see it
as not only inevitable but functional. It is the blurring of

social
thatfacilitates.a comprehensive view of tte child,, in his

social conteXt and, if the children's interests are paramount-, then
the criteria for who-does-what-and-when exist apart from the, aspirations
or vested interasts.of particular professions. But noble sentiments--
do not alwayS survive the test of practice, as is manifest most
commonly in clinical teams in guidvce and health centres. While I
shall ge to methods and issues of collaboration at that level--
eventually, should like first to, address the question of collaboration
at the' broa levels of policy development and program administration.
My theme will' be that, as important as it is to. solve-the'dileAmas of
the, team approaCh in delivery of special services. to those who need
them, it is even more important to effect 'collaboration to ensure the
provision. of general living conditivs which will minimize the need
for .spetial services.

.

expressed values and goals of medicine, education and
welfare are strikingly.Similar. All.envisage.a. state of physical,
mental. and social'well- being.as the right of every person and aim to
assist in-the Optimum realization of each one's potential. 1n-these
global terms the view is holistic, In this seminar we have-already
broken down the holistic.vision on.., dimension, that of age,, by

. _
specifying the rights.and interests. of children, though we have avoided'
_breakdown on other dimensions such as race. and ethnic origins: We
clearly me-an children. whether black or whita,..'Greek born or fifth
generation Australians. 'HoweVer, since we ara.:.ihereto .talk about.
Coliabdration; we have tacitly admitteda.breakdoWn of.the holistic'
vision on another dimensidn, problem Area, .a breakdown which.. hhs

wresulted in'professionalization'and further sPecialization within and
across professions. ,There has, of course, been good reason for-s0Ch

r.
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specialization. For the holistic view, while conceptually
comparatively simple,. is an extraordinarily complex one to work with.
The process of specialization has fostered knowledge building and
enormous advances in technology in the human services, as well as in
science. Unfortunately, it has also fostered compartmentalism.
Collaboration, the process :of bringing it all. together.again,.becomes
itsqlf.a speciality, with sound conceptual underpinning and many
ferVelt followers though, as yet, an uncertain methodology.

There may be some value in trying to communicate
diagrammatitally the three levels at which collaboration is, in my
view, necessary (see Figure).

The diagram could be seenas a concept1 model (left -'hand
side) an organizational one (right-hand side)u#.

I intend to focus on actual practice represented on the right-
handside but I do so in the conviction that we_ can only imprOve
ad-t-dal practice by relating it at each level to the holistic vision-
of children's'interests with which we begin and which - having
broadened our range, deepened our understanding, and sharpened up our
methodology by specialization - we try to replicate for any-particular
child we meet face to face.

Before discussing each of the three levels of collaboration,
however I need to say briefly what I-would see as conducile tothe
best interests of children. On the assumption that the family or
some other group (irrespective of. structure and, the role relationships
of its members) is required for primary :nurturing, the first' necessity
is akrange tf policies to support the family. A platform of,pasic
support services would include:

Income security for the family
(preferably through employment programs, with
assurances of a minimum income level through a system"----4.,
of benefits `and pensions parents are precluded from
the labour market);

Adequate housing;
Ready access to health services;
Opportunities for appropriate,pducation;
A range of constructive facilities for leisure and

recreation; and
Protection of civil rights through legislation such as

Family "Law and the Childrens Services .Act.

To supplement the family, when necessary, a range of services such as
family counselling, day-care, after-school care, domiciliary service5'.
(home care and housekeeper servicks) and community services for children
and youth, needs also to be available. And, in the last resort,
sUbstitute care services such as foster care and institutional scare
'need also to be available. \
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Policy DtVelo_pment .k

,Al ough I have just itemized a basic platform of acceptable
child care I take the broad view of welfare as manifest in all those
social pr isions which have to do with. living conditions and the
quality of life. I accept ,the more definition of welfare,
as concerned with the provision ofIresources for those whOse
opportunities to control,their own social functioning are limited by.
deprivation or handicap, as reluctantly as a public health doctor or
cc:impunity health practitioner accepts that medicine is simply" concerned
with 'the-treatment of disease or disability, and as an would
that his skills are required only for remedial Ateaching or even merely
for teaching. To accept these narrow definitions is to overlook 'the
role of the professions historically and contemporarily in promoting
health, education and' welfare and'in preventing breakdown. -The great

. ,advances in the last century in the developed countries have resulted
"in the last analysis from improvement. in the economic situation,
living conditions and nutrition .of tWe masses of people" (Ryan, 1976)a.
I take this quote from a paper dh health but it might equally be made
as a tribute to welfare. Names of persons who campaigned for social
reform, such as universal education in the latter part of the 19th
century. and universal, health .coverage in the latter part of the 20th
century appear or will appear in the histories of social welfare as
well as in histories of education. and medicine (or for .that matter in
histories of mankind)% The point I want to make here that there is
a convergence of interest at the philosophical and ideological
level.

a

.In practi-ce top-level policy development.iimatter for
politicians and civil servants more than for academics, professionals
and idealists (though 'there is some overlap Of categories) . As I have
commented elsewhere:

'AR political decisions ultimately 'determine our
directions: firstly the decisions made at the polls,
secondly the decisions made in, Cabinet in relation to
proposed policies and programs and thirdly decisions mad",
by T'reasury. The Budget,. betterl than any Commission
report or departmental submission pr political speech,
tells us, what the_ priorities-are; not only how much money.
is to be spent on social services but how much in relation
to expenditure on other services, and what kind of
relationship the Government envisages between the various
areas of expenditure. The Budget embodies the welfare.
goals of'Australiang. It does so not only through its
spegific provisions for sodial welfare programs and social
services in the narrow- sense. It does so through its methods
of collecting revenue, particularly the taxation system, on
the o e'hand, and its overall allocation of resources on the
other. Not only are its provisions for health and e& cation

4.



relevant to welfare, so are its 192;ovisiOns for economic
programs,_ regional development, prithary industries and
all the rest. In the present climcite programs to combat
unemployment are readily. recognised as we
(ChaMberlain, '197$).

This is important to mention because it implies that
collaboration'in the interests of children requires a commitment and
a methodology for getting input into the system, at the top, so that
all policies are reviewed in terms of their contributiOne:to t.e-,
promotion of the- optimum living standards economically -fev.sib e, that
compensatory programs for disadvantaged groups are carefully coordinated
with one another and with o erall policies and programs; and that all
such programs are adequatel funded. .

I hope that you have not alreadyconsigned that level of
collaboration to the too-hard basket because difficulties are multiplied
in the Australian scene. Though Federal Government funding is' of
major significance, health, education and welfare are state government
responsibilities and, whether or not the devolution strategies
recommended by the Task Force on Co-ordination in Welfare and Health
(the Bailey Report) are implemented, any collaborative' exercise has to..
be repeated in relation to the allocation of the state budget. Increased
funding of the human services generally and appropriate alldcation over
the various services are clearly necessary targets for collaborative
action in Queensland.

The most -co on formal mechanism by which individuals, groups
and organisations ncluding the professions), from outside government
can influence policy is through consultative or advisory councils.
It is interesting to note that some councils which already exist do seek
collaboration 'between medicine, education and health irrespecti=ve of the
'particular area of focus. For ecample, the State Advisory Council on
Special Education includes a doctor and a social worker along. with
educators. Of course, opportunities have to besought outside such.

.

formal channels, and organizations like the Queensland Council for Social
Services serve a function in bringing together professionals concerned
about certain issues (not only in relation to c ildren) so that co-
ordinated submissions can be made', I recognis that competing
interests among professions Tat this level as at the clinical or team
level) have -often to be resolved, but this is w ere the resolution has

'??..to take place if the policy-makers are to be pe suaded. I say this on #

/16.4e assumption. that the criteria we are using e in the best interests
of children, not in the best interests of the professions or

as,

disciplines.

It is further interesting tb note 'that the Bailey
Task Force currently engaged in a round of -consultations on the
posSible future processe6 of consultation. I know several
individuals and groups have put before the Task Force
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,their recommendations about opening up consultative channels with
the po ],icy makers. To what wctent was this seen, as a possibility
for collaboration? Did hedlth and welfare groups get together to ppt
up joint submissions? The government departments with responsibilities
for health and welfare respectively are concerned mainly with program
administration, at which level specialization would seem appropriate.
Unfortunately, though unnecessarily; this seems to militate against
collaboration.

Program Administration

You.will_recall that, in'my diagram, I used the letters
H E W (H 'for 'Health' rather than M for - 'Medicine' as specified-in .

my title). This is no 'doubt because of my familiarity with the United
States Department of Health, Education and Welfare. I refer to it
here because I used to 'be impressed by the apparent sophistication of-
United States policimakers.who seemed able to operationalize the
concept of collaboration not only,at the level of policy but also 'in
program administration. However,'when I visited HEW in Washington
D.C. and presented myself at the large building so labelled on one
side of the Capitol, it turned out to house Health peNsonnel only and
the Welfare personnel I wished to see were in another building on the
other sidednd, of course, there was yet another building for Education.
So for purposes.of program administration' there was.no more cldsr&ss
geographically or Operatidnally than similar buildings in Canberra ow,
in Brisbane. The personnel of each section consisted of bureaucrats --
and persons from the core profession, though a scattering of persons
from. other professions provided some opportunities for collaboration
internally; just as, for example,-the employment' of some social workers

the Queensland Health Department offers some minimal ,potential for
internal.collaboration. The major collaborative mechanism at the
program administration ,level is the inter - departmental committee and/or
ad.hoc conferences and seminars, as well as informal meetings between
members of various departments. However, collaborative efforts from
outside. are possible and necessary. While a holding to one's.
professional association or colleagues offers supports on certain
issues, cross-professionalAreetings outside the system provide
opportunities for understanding one another's viewpoint and pnderi-
pinning collabordlive efforts within thesystem.

g-

Service livery
).°

At this =point Vam going to shift gears. Program administration
covers'an array of services. I am going to assume you are familiar with
the pattern of services' offered by various state government departments
and voluntary agencies for' children in Brisbane.

6
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In moving to service delivery, we leave behind the interests
.of children in the abstract and look to the interests of particular
Children. I want to introduce, yoU to Mary Smith and Tommy Jones
not because they embody between them the full range 'of posiibilitie§
but because each typifies one of,the two Fajor kinds of collabora40

,at this level:

Mary Smith (aged 8) iS'the only child of middle -class
parents; her father mavages a large commercial.firm and
her mother was a teacher. During the Christmas holidays
in 1976 the family car driven by Mary's mother was
involved in an accident. The parents were unhurt but
Mary suffered a head injury, thought to be minor at the
time; Recently Mary's mother brought her to a Child
Guidance Clinic, on' the advice of.Mary's teacher, reporting

7'

emotional tension, stumbling speech and, her mother's
words "her reading skills appear to have stopped". The
teacher reported a speech and reading difficulty which'

'she believed pre-dated the injury. Also Mary's teacher
'beli"eved there might be some tension at home centred on
Mary.. -Mary was referred for diagnostic testing and
.neurological assessment. 4

The situation represents a not:unfamiliar'clinic presentation:
The clinical team = doctor, psychologist, speech therapist and social
worker - will proceed with various tasks according to precedentqlft
that paAiculatclinic. The information will be collated and judgments
t,niade about disposition of the case. This may be done by the "team

;Avleadet% almost certainly the doctor, either alone or with an audience,
that is in case conference. Too frequently sharing at cake conferences
is of information only, not of decision-making. The case conference,
may of course be of the more open kind with treatment decisions emerging
as they are crystallized in discussion. I may seem to be implying
this latter kind is always best but I am not unaware ofthe hazards
implicit in the notion of "shared responsibility". T quote from a
publication on "The Haiards of Teamwork":

"The myth that the total team is effectivelii discharging
responsibility for a giVen patient may mask the fact.that
no one fully-acceptsresponsibility or feels himself tbf
be ultimately accountable for what happens."
(Rae-Grant and Marcuse, 1968).

I do not wish to dwell on this or-other hazards of teamwork
such as:

Lack of trust in the professional judgment of others;
Lack of knowledge about or appreciation for the philosophic

values and professional competencies of other
disciplines and occupations;

61
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The status of long7establishe4 and revered professions
alongside 'that of emerging occupations. aspiring
to higher- status;

The issue of domain;
Differential definitions of "the team" and the

implications} of 'follow-the-leader' in the very
concept of. team; 'and .*

Ideological/theOretical splits which cut across the
disciplines (for'example,, the.psycho-dynamically-
oriented team. members lining up against the
behaviourally-oriented ones).

santicipate these issues will be pursued)uring the course of this
minar, as they have.been and will be at many others. Like others among

you, I have some ideas abolit measures for minimizing the-Se hazards but
I shall reserve comment on them. for the moment as I Have chosen to%.
address collaboration (and therefore a facilitative methodology) at a:.
much broader level than that of the clinical team.

. ,
I have not, however, said all that I wish to say about ...t

service delivery. In Mary'STO.th's case I Mentioned as .members of the
team only those employed'within the clinic. Almost certainly Mary's°
teacher would be contacted as a so rce of relevant. information. .IsShe,..

thowever, to be regarded as a team ember participating in the decision'
for treatment? Almost' certainly she will be seen as a potential
change, -agent - to carryout the clinic's recommendation or one she has
'helped to formulate? And the parents? Certainly, they will.be
significantly involved as sources of information, possibly as change-
agents to assist Mary and possibly as targets of change. It's almost
equally 'certain they will not be seen as team members though there is a

..,,,_growing LiteratUre supporting the concept of consumer involvement in
"decision-making relevant to ipleir welj-being (Benn, 1977) . I am -.

tempted to digress on this issue but accept the boundaries imposed
iby my title which does not include parents among the collaborators in

the interests of children. In registering my protest I should say I
have not overlooked that the keynote address of the seminar was
scheduled as "Parent involvement in the Health, Education and Welfare
of their children". I hope they were seen as partners, of at least
equal importance as are professionals.

ria

4

.011111,

I want to introduce now Tommy Jones. possible to
perceive narrowly the collaboration necessary in t e interests of Mary
Smith as that taking place behind the closed doorS of the clinic. I

want to contrast this situation with the kind of collaborative efforts
required in.relation to Tommy Jones.

"Tommy Jones, an undersized boy of 10 years, lives with
his mother and f6ur.younger children, three brothers and
baby girl whom his mother "fosters" - a private arrangement
for a teenaged neighbour who became pregnant at 14 years.
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His mother says his fathei.-left home six-and-ahalf
years ago though the youngest boy is only five. They
live in a small house still dank. after flooding in
1974, in a depressed area on the .outskirts of Brisbane.
In the eleven houses in the block, only one family is
intact with both parents present. Tommy's motheib receives
a 'pension which she augments by working three evenings a
week cleaning a local store. Tommy is expected to Zook
after the young children on these-occasions and is fairly
responsible about the baby though .he sometimes goes oft if
she is sleeping., Also, he sometimes "belts up" younger
brothers especially the five-year-old who is a wan child
wit. whining manner. Tommy's schoof,performance is
poor. The teacher suspects some hearing Zoss though it
is hard to tell whether he just doesn't bother to
respond ds he seems to hear when 00th his friends. He
misses school frequentZy. Since his friends are also
absent on such occasions, the teacher suspects truancy
but his mother always "sticks up for him" and says he
was helping her at home. She admits, however, that, she is
afraid his friends, t woo of whom have been charged with
vandalism, will lead him into trouble. The school is a
small one, technically "disadvantaged" and it has suffered
a rapid turnover of teachers in the past two years,,
Tommy's Class being affected more than most as a.teacher,
"doubled up" with his class and the one below for several-
weeks early this year. There is no remedial teacher at
the,school.

Tommy's situation is considerably more complex than Mary's.
For this reason alone Tommy is more likely than Mary to be a victim
of "shared responsibility" with no one effectively pursuing his
interests. Our.efforts.still tend to be direqted towards the marginal
child rather than the ones grossly depriyed. I believe that the prime
responsibility for Tommy is'with the dfScipline of social work since
the major difficulties would seem to be social rather than personal
and familial. The.family Is devoid. of normal supports, there being
inadequacies in income, housing and educational resources. There are
health problems associated .with nutritional deficiencies; poor
resources for leisure and recreation;- and a need for supplementary
services, ,either by, way of further income so that Mrs. Jones need not
do, part7time-work in the evenings or by way,ofhome'care'services for
the children while sheis absent. Moreover, review ofthe situation
in relation to the "fostered" baby may be indicated. In the face of
these extended social ramifications special education, if attempted,
would seem doomed_to failure. In fact, any measure focussed on any
one of the Jones family problems or even several measures aimed at all
the problems, one by one, will beat best palliative and at worst
exacerbating. Rather,' active collaboration between. representatives of

. a variety of social agencies as well as health and education
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facilities would seem essential. ,Several features about such
collaboration would-seem to distinguish -it from that required for
Mary Smith. ,,

(1) The community base for action as distinct from the clinical
setting for Mary Smith's collaborative team (necessaitating
a host agency open to the community and free to use its
findings);

(2) The va ety of interventive processes required to. link
the Jon s family with potential resources. (neceSsitating
both m iation and advocacy); and -

(3) The limitations of-existing resources and provisions/
(necessitating collaborative social, action to effect policy
and piograM development).

Problems imbedded in the social structure such.as poverty and its
associated ills have' to be attacked at the societal level.

I have come full circle round, not only to a holisti-c view of
the person, Tommy, but. also to the -need foi a convergence of values and
goals in ideological terms, a Unitary conception in theoretical terms
and,. in terms of practice, collaboration at every level to achieve
general policies, and compensatory ones for special groups, which will
optimize living conditions for all members of the' community. 0

Collaboration has emerged as a speciality but goes far
ANbeyond working together in clinical teams.
.; N

I want to conclude with a comment on methodology for the new
speciality of collaboration. Collaboration demands more than anything'
else interpersonal skills. It 'is argued that there will be more
collaboration if members of different disciplines understand better
each other's'objectives.; know more about each other's content areas; -
share classes and tutorials bdth as educators and students; meet on
common tasks, e.g. in practicuMs at undergraduate level; meet in
seminars on, shared concerns, and informally just to get to know one
another better. I would applaud all of these procedures. Yet all
are based on'an assumption that the individuals concerned will use
what interpersonal skills they possess to communicate better with, each
other across disciplines. The assumption is challengeable. Many of
us, young and old, rank low on interpersonal skills, have acquired
modeS of interacting both offensive and defensive which impair
communication. An essential component of_interdisciplinary education.
or education for the human services would be a course aiming to.4each
interpersonal relationship' skillS% Several such courses have :463i
reported in the literature, e.g. Hollister and Edgerto 1974, and they P"''

are a feature of many existing professional courses's h as social
work, educational counselling, and clinical psycholo

64
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However, while interpersonal skills are necessary to
facilitate communication we fiist have to want to communicate.
will want to communicate

Firstly, if the central commitment" to the best interests.
of children becomes more than a philosophical
conviction, more than a theoretical concept,
but rather an operational objective;

Secondly, if we carefully assess the full range of
health, educational and social barriers to
optimal development of children to determine
the key points of intervention; and

Thirdly, if we agree to direct our collaborative effort
at those points.

Finally, if our determination to intervene at those
points outweighs all/considerations of aggrandizement
of the role-, functidn and status of particular
disciplines.
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CHAPTER 6 0
IN LAW, THE INTERESTS OF THE CHILD SHALL BE

PARAMOUNT : A VIEWPOINT

Quentin Bryce

This' -paper is presented as part. of a seminar about
children 7.their health, education and welfare, ,because the author .

ascribes to the statement of Value.cantainedinthe preamble. to
the Declaration of the Rights of the Child that "mankind owes .

to the child the besethat it has. to give ". With respect to. the
child' and the law; the second principle ,of that Declaration
states "that the child shall enjoy special protection and shall
be .given opportunities and facilities, by law and other means to
enable him:to develop Mentally, morally, spiritually and socially
in a healthy and nbimalmanner.and in conditions!,of freedom and
dignity - in the enactment of laws, for this purpose'; the best
interests of the. child shall be the paramount consideratiOn".

References to, the protection and promotion of interests
of the child 'have appeared in legislation concerning children .

for ,many years now in. the common law world. Have we become. .

so.accustomed to. them that w have come to assupethat when'the
law intervenes in the child'' life, the child:1s' interests are in
fact paramount?. It is the purppSe,of this.paper.,to.examine

*how the, best interests of the child are served in 'three' areas of
legislation, (1). the juvenile justice'syStem, (2)'adoption and
.-(3) custody.

(1) The Juvenile.justice.System is:governed by the Children!s
,Services Act - the aims of which are "to p'romote,'safeguard.and
protect the wellbOling of the. child'andyouthof the State through
a c.opprehensive and co-ordinated Program of child and family welfare".
Thb major statutory authority used for this purpose is the Children's
Court, the most significant jurisdiction of whiCh is to -

(i) hear and determine legal proceedings against juveniles
(under_ 17 at the time of committing an offence);

(ii) hear and determine applications for care and protection
and care and control, regarding a juvenile.

" The institution of the children's court..is a product of
the success of the movement directed towards the removal of
children from the proCesses of the ordinary criminal law.
Essentially flov:philOsophical position of the reform
movement was that there should be no distinction between
the delinquent and the neglected child. A child who

1414
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committed an offence should not be treated in the same
way as an adult criminal offender. Instead he should
be regarded 'As a youngster_in need of help as an
understanding parent would a difficult child. In no
se e was the child an outcast from society. On, the.
con raxy he was to be held the child'of society, to
be given the help and care which society-can give-,."
(Cairns, 1975).

The theory is .to protect the child from social conditions that
led to the wrong-doing by Providing care, guidance, and understanding:.
Such a philosophy resembles in its most important respect the parens'
patriae doctrine of the ancient chancery jurisdiction over children.

That approach look's to welfare and.best interests as of_
paramount consideration. It is because of that, that the strict
criminal procedure in the adult jurisdiction was not necessary for
juveniles'. However it is doubtful that the standard of service
being delivered to the child in the.name of this approach is
serving his best interests. Mrs. FoTemann-in her work Children
or Families?* points out that a_failure to- appreciate that
the philosophy of the juvenilecourt was deVeloped to counteract
some of the more primitive and _unsuitable' features of, adult court,
has'caused a deviation froM the principles of justice. -

The informalizing and personalizing of the court have
acted against rather than in favour of.the.child QueenSlan0 is
not alone in this situation. In many jurisdiction's .he results of
similar-courts have not been wholly satisfactory. Judge Fortas
in Kent' v. U.S. said "There is evidence that the' child receives the
worst of both worlds that he gets neither' the protections accorded
to adults nor the soliCitouscare and regenerative treatment
postulated for Children. The Supreme Court of United States .stated .

in its watershed decision in the area of minor's rights in'1966
re Gault "Juvenile histpryhas.a.gain demonstrated that unbridled
discretion however benevolently motivated is frequently a poor
substitute for principle and procedure".

In this case .a fifteen year old'boy was accused in a verbal
. complaint of making obscene phone calls. As a result two hearings
were held. At these hearings no w nesses were sworn and the
accusing witnesses were not present juvenile's parents weren't
notified of the hearings, no recor of either hearing was .

maintained and there was no_nptification of 'a right to counsel.
As a result of this informAT'ppecess, Gaultswai committed as a,
juvenile delinquent to the State industrial school for the dUration
of his minority - a time amounting to 6 years.. The realities of
-the situation were emphasized by the Court - solely because he was
under 18, the defendant was _subject to a long period' of confinement.

Australian Government Social Welfare Commission.

r-
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The court noted the irony of the fact that had Gault been 18, .r117,1

-.maximum punishment for making obscene phone calls. would have been '''

$50 fifie and two months imprisonment. .

. 0% .
, - It was 'insignificant, the court felt that-'the institution

to which Gault was -committed was called a sthool rather than a
'PriSon . The institutional hours, rogimeritabtion" and wtlite-washed
walls to which the defendant would be Onfibed° for 6 years
amounted to incarceration and the loss, of liberty. 0

z

The court found that due process' ilai'unjustifiabl
denied the defendant simply because he was 'a juvenile. nder

Constitution the conditiOn of being a' boy does not ustify
a kAngaroo court".

The juvenile need's tile. assistance 'of .6unsel .4ince this
decisio the Supreme..COUrtifias'.cariSastently confirmed its holding
that children cannot be caenieU cOnStitutional,rights because-
their mi ority. :An excellent collection of.samp4es is provided by
Kenneth ooden in his,,disturbing -book "Weeping i "t the Playtime

. of Others" (McGraw 197.6). ,

Section. 21' of the Children's Services ,Aet prov.i.des that
the provision of thP_OuSt_iges. Act 188E1_7; 64 shall apply... to

(1) the institutions and conduct of,,/./ptoc@eding,betore
a Children's court;

the "exercise by a children's court of its powers,
authorities and jurisdiction.

Thus the court is required -to proceed with regard to the
12e)gal forms of a magistrate's court. However in the name of
individualized justice, informality and personalization there is a
'lack of regard for-Court procedure.

2,

May we pause to glance at the courosed to maintain
confidentiality but not to prevent scrutiny of methods of dispensing.
justice to juve iles.* Section 25(3)...Ape'the Ac "t provides for the
venue of hearing - presently at centres Such as Holland Park,
Sandgate, .Wynnum, Redcliffe and -Inala.. The' court for the Central
Brisbane area is situated within the confines of Wilson Youth
Hospital at Windsor. - an institution useda remand centre, a

, ,psychiatric assessment centre, a detention centre or jail for
children. While it is convenient ,to have a Children's court'
adjacent. to the remand centre it. is pertinent to -question the effect

* There has been little research in this area in QueenSiand. The
_ Queensland Couricil of Social Service and the Justice for Juveniles

Group are presently collecting .data. I acknowledge their assistance
in the preparation of this paper.
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of the closeness of the court and the incarcerating institution on
the attitudes of children and parents.

Would our society tolerate adult offenders having their
cases heard in,the confines-of Boggo Road Jail?

Through the Aproceedings it appears that in-this court
time is of the essence. Cases' are heard at .amazing speed - as many
as 30 cases in a single morning. Even though the magistrate never .-

formally convicts, if the defendant is found guilty,, for statistical .

purposes the Police Department counts it as a crime solved apd .

credit i given to the Police OffiCer.concerned. Severe pressures 4

can be it 9n the child e.g. by a policeman to plead guilty .to the
charge given6in court, or by parents wanting t9 be rid of their
burden who hope that the State will take the child frqm their custody,
out of the way.of their own lives.

. Mosit issues like the necessary references to legal aid are
passed' over quickly. The. child and his parents are confused,
apprehensive, simply overwhelmed. They do not know who the people
are in the court, what_ the procedures are; what the legal terms
used mean. They are unaware of 'their rights, e.g. to cr9Ss-examine
the evidence given by the police .officer. They. simply answer' .

the questions from the prosecutor (that is if they speak at all.)
The Child CareOfficer is not properly prepared when he.is asked if
he has any questions.

The parents would not know whom to question. Do they
comprehend the importa!nce of questioning at this stage? Little
account is taken of the lack of ,experience of the child and the
parents with children's court procedures,. Police `evidence and
testimony is seldom if ever contested. The magistrate rarely queksiions
than arresting officer's testimony. The prosecutor offers details,
concerniwIg the child's previous offences, if any,' place of work,
residence, etc.. The Child Care Officer has not .the time, to
research the case to make available to the Magistrate the background
and circumstances to complete the picture of the 'child befOre the
court.

The magistrate becomes an administrator stamping forms
while the typewriter is silent for awhile. The magistrate `makes his
decision."Often you don't know whethiV the magistrate is gentencing%*
the .child who is walking out. of the courtcroom or\the one who has just
entered" was one social worker's observatIon. . .

p,

Out they all go,'parents and child, to see the Child Care
Officer and to have some explanations.made. How much of the prOcess.
had meaning for them? Whatever the undetlying philosophy of the
children's court, procedural justiCe must be guaranteed for the

Ot



The Pr'esident's Commission in AMerica has said "the right
to confront one's accusers, to cross examine witnesses, to present
evideric% and testimony of one's own, to_ jam'" free of prejudicial and
unreliable evidence, to participate meaningfully in the dispositional
decision, to. take an appeal - all have substantial meaning for the
overwhelming majority of persons brought before the. juvenile court,
only if they are provided with competent lawyers who can invoke
these rights effectively".

Legal representation for the child is a rare exception in
Queensland, despite' publicity given to legal aid provision, and
despite theentitletent stated by the magistrate.

Would you face a criminal charge unrepresented? Free legal
aid is readily available to adults. What about the children's
court? Is it a case of "out of sigHt and out Of mind" for lawyers?
Or because its work involves little financial reward, little prestige?
Or because its work requires a sensitivity and commitment to
children's needs and a recognitibn of their rights? The child
'literally has no voice; he cannot speak for himself in any real sense
in, thd courtroom nor can his parents. Many of them do not utter a
single word.aft- .leading.

In a courtroo ere one would most expect the rights of the
child to have high priority, -it. woul seem that the child has very,
fgw,legal rights. 'an such a situatio , the child might feel
justified in considering that the co t is set up not to look after
his interest, but to reinforce societies rulet and sanctions on,
children. '"

How could a.child who has no real chance to defend himself
view the court as anything but armAshing and authoritarian
instrument in the hands of adu is who supposedly are tKel'e to promote
his'inttregts?

Who does speak for them and for whose best interests? Who
is his advdCate? Often we are told it is the magistrate who is seen
.to be a parental figure for the child, who from his position could
influence the child in a positive direction and at the same time
be, his advocate; his legal representative, to cross examine witnesses
on the child's behalf; and still be the person within the legal
system to. bring down the disposition order. Truly an incredible
confusion of roles for the magistrate whose duty and responsibility.:
are not made any".easier. by his lack of professionalized"training
in this area.

-. What of the Child Care Officer's role as advoCate? :He
has no authority to act on behalf of the child in the court,
process. His lack df legal training hinders his ability to
comM icate the needs of the chil4 for care and/or.treatment to the
court His role in the court is to present a report of the child's
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,social background and circumstances. His concern begins outside, the
court or in the waiting roam: He has responsibility for a large
number of children.' OftenOle has insufficient tine' to prepare a
pre-sentence report As-appearance in the ourt is dependent upon
notification given to him by the court-. Thus he is often in a
5,i...t6ation which he finds frustrating for himself professionally
and of little .advantage to the Child.

..

Mr.
-
Justice Kirby, opening the Australian Law Convention

recently, said that the over population of the Legal profession would
cause lawyers to go into fields of law of no snob value. It is
about time - hopefully, one of them will be child welfare law. Law
students are taught law as though chil ren did not exist except as .4eN40,

divisible proper ,. (Child welfare - hat is not really law, is
it? - mor "ology!). Social work tudents ate taught no 1 w. ,

An advocate for the child must be a special kind of lawyer wh
will accept the child as a separate legal party., Solicitors
often look upon the parents as their clients when, in fact, their
sole responsibility is tb\the child... To meet this responsibility
a solicitor must be:

(a) an ihVestiga.tor whose task it is to seek out all
the relevant facts; 4P-k

(b) a counsel who eust ensure firstly that all the facts
are before the 'court atall hearings, and secondly
that the court has before it a/the dispositional
hearing all available options and

(c) a guardian (in the simplest sense of the word) ,; whose
task it is to ensure that the child's interests are
fully protected. .

In calling for free legal representation for persons appearing in
the children's court, isn't one simply seeking equal protection of
the law for children?

What of the interests-of the child after he leaves the
court? The magistrate can make the following decisions :-

- admonished and discharged
- fined
- supervision
- care and protection

care and control
.

The 'procedure of referring whild to a welfare agency. fof'
counselling is rarely used. The only sources offete'd are;Juvenilo. Aid ands
.Children's 'ervices L scarcely an availability of viable Options.

40
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lf a child is placed on one of the care orders, the
ultimate decision as to what will happen to him rests with the
Director of Children's Services. SS. 58, 65 charge the
Director with the duty of utilizing his power, and the resources of
the Department, so as to further the best interests of the child 'in
care. Is, it possible to further the best interests-of. the child in
care and control with the resources which exist for that purpose
in Queensland at present? It can scarcely be said that there is a
'range of facilities. 'Kilimna Girls' Home, Westbrook Training Centre
and Wilson Youth Hospital - the-latter two both large institutions
which no matter how good their treatment program fox,the most part
fail to reform and correct. Basic infringements of human rights go
on every day in such institutions in the name of expediency and
smooth running, e.g. tantrum rooms.

Barton in 1959 outlined some of the reasons for the
,failure of large institutions:

(a)

ke)

Too many Children in one institution to allow adequate
individual treatment.

The admixture of widely different children in a given
institution - particularly illustrated in the case of
Wilson Youth Hospital, a remand centre,.a psychiatric
assessment centre, a treatment centre, and as already
stated, a children'slfurt venue.

Lack of understanding by staff of the dynamic nature of
each child's behaviour.

(d) Too much political domination and interference.

, (e) Delinquent children are treated in isolation from the
t' communities to which they are to return.

Current opinion has largely reflected Barton's thiiing
and has been accompanied by changes in policy throughout the world,
whereby large closed institutes have been radically reformed and used
as a totally last resort. It would appear that in Queensland, the
institutional punishment mentality is difficult to shake off.
Children in care have the right to expect appropriate treatment. Ohe
could well question whether an institution such as Filson Yoyth
Hospital has as its aims the successful return of the child to the
community. Thus for example, the girls have very few responsibilities,
receive no adequate education, job training or sex education. They
spend most of their day knitting and crocheting and close relationships
between girls and staff are discouraged. Visiting is limited to one

. .

hour one day of the weekend - an especially'poignant aspect for children.
froM the country. Children oit into an institution for an indeterminate
sentence have no idea of what is going to happen to them; nor very often
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do their parents. We simply do not have sufficient -resources for
these .children in our State. Could it be said that the availability
of beds is the deciding factor on what arrangements are made for the
Child in his best interests?

Many other aspects of the jlildren's Services Act,Nisere
considered by the Demack Report; a report of a Commission of Inquiry
into the Nature wad Extent of the Problems of Youth in Queensland.

Though pertaining 'bore to the situation of the adolescent,
recommendations we e made by that report in the best interests of the

r\)
child on the ground that the influence upon a young child's life
has considerable bearing upon its behaviour in adolescence. The
Ammission stated that in the area of non-accidental injury to
children the interests of the child are paramount. They are indeed.
These.children are in peril. The commission looked at the matter of
reporting. such injury to children and recommended, that medical
practitioners should be able to report to police or the Children's
Services Dep rtment, and that they be given protection from defamation
proceedings. ese recommendations are salutary. We, are at last
facing up to th horror of abuse which everyone is reluctant to accept.

.....1

We are doing something - for example, we have a Child
Protection Unit. Are we doing enough when that unit is hearing of
only a quarter to a third of the cases it should behearing of on
world figures of the syndrome? Who are these children whose lives are
at stake? We must identify them. The primary vehicle for identification
is the mandatory reporting statute to identify the child, in peril as
quickly as possible. Some American jurisdictions such as Connecticut,

,Colorado, Idaho require reporting not only of suspected cases of child
abuse but also of circumstances and conditions which might reasonably
result in abuse.°

Reporting should be mandatory not only -in thp case of
doctors but also other classes of persons in dayi___tb day contact with.
children. For example, teachers in primary and secondary schools
who at present see many cases of non-accidental physical injury,
neglect, sexual molestation and mental injury. Although they are
concerned, they are reluctant to ake the matter up with authorities.
"What can I do?" they ask. The o server is required to do no more
than report - the only'requiremen is. that .the person notify. the
authorities when he has reasonable ause to suspect that the child
has been abused.

.4111-

-

The observer must believ something good will come of
notification, that the health ca e services can provide immediate
and worthwhile help for both par is and child. Notification must go
hand in hand with immediate rescue What is desperately needed is
treatment for tFPe parents, the child and the family. Criminal
prosecution of the abusing adult may satiate society's needs for
retribution but it neither cures the problem nor even addresses the
issue of providing for the child's independent interests.
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Mandatory reporting has been working successfully in
American states for several years. Some States provide'for
independent representation a guardian ad litem for the child, in
cases where judicial process ensues. Three weeks after the
introduction of mandatory reporting in New South Wales last month
welfare teams uncovered more cases than they formerly did in six
mopths. This information was in the press in the same week as a
report o.f. the Australian and New Zealand Burns Association Annual
Conference of the deliberate burning of children with cigarettes,
matches, hot pokers and boiling water.

(2) The Ad-oiittop Aejt in Queensland, like all other such Acts in.
the Commonwealth, e'scablishes in Section 10 that the welfare of the
child shall be the paramount consideration. In Queensland, the-
Diector. of the Department of Children's Services not only
exeroZOIS sole authority to arrange adoptions; he also makes the
adoptikn orders. For years now we have spoken of adoption as a
service'for children but although we have stressed the welfare of
thd child, mostly adoption has been a service for adults - a neat
solution to the adult pr:ohlems of infertility and illegitimacy.
Adoption has developed separately from other services to children
and has been largely confined to healthy young babies, 'preferably
white, who have been medically examined and pronounced fit for
adoption. But now we are at a turning point in the development of
adoption services. The Director is no longer deluged with these
babies.

as.

As Jane Rowe, Director of the Association of British
Adoption and Fosteting Agencies, at the First Australian Conference
on Adoption in Sydney, 1976, pointed out it:is now time for us to
consider the development of services for children with 'very spOcial
needs - the child who most needs new parents, the one who is handicapped,
the child of minority race, the older unwanted, the disturbed and
difficult child - children living in institutions or other temporary
care. They have seldom been considered for this formof care - they
are children who wait wait in limbs, never really belonging to
anyone except on a temporary and ill- defined or partial basis
(Rowe and Lambert, 1973) .

Bryce' and Ehlert (1971) put their case strongly when- they
wrote: "They can not invest except in a minimal way (just enough .&

to survive) if tomorrow the relationship may be severed. To grow,,
the 'child needs at least-the promise of perManency in relationships
and some continuity of environment". 1.6

7

Termination of parental rights been 94 subject of hot
debate in Amer1ca and Britain fo someVim VI a parent beats;

--- burns and- maims his child, yre-in:sNtantlyteact byiffeeling-that he is
not fit to be a parent. When parents abandon a child and disappear
for years, most people would consider they had foiTeited the right

i4



,44-to claim the child as theirs. Early in the .century no one would
have questioned a.parent's.right to take back a child at anytime
he chose. Our new knowledge of child development and the crucial
importance of personal relationships to a growing child's emotional
'health make the parents' wishes and claims seem very much less
over-riding (Frend, Goldstein and Solint, 1973). We have also become
aware of the crucial importance of time in relation to a child's
development. The Jesuits were right when they stressed the first
seven years of a child's upbringing as of basic importance to his
character and spiritual life. Joe Reid of the Child Welfare League
of America put things succinctly when he said: "Children need what
they need when they need it. Providing it later is always too late."
We cannot put children in cold storage while we argue about what to
dowith them, or let .them sit there waiting, waiting for us to make
decisions we are nc4 prepared to face up to.

Watso .(1968) says: "...a child must grow up knowing that
affection ar dependency are reciprocal. For him to value himself
as a person, he must know that not only is some adult vital and
important to him but that he is important and vital to some adult".
yet many children in care know well that the people looking after
them don't much mina whether they come or go. In spite of our
increasing awareness of a child's needs for secure, affectionate
relationships and security, we still have Tany children in long term
care who have virtually no contact with thdir natural parents or are
unlikely to return to them again. In New York state, child care agencies
are called on every two years to Show cause why a child has. not been
moved into a better situation. Under the new Children's Act in
Britain, agencies have power to take a child ,before the court and ask
that he be freed for adoption without his parents' consent, or even
agaillost their wishes,.if there are grounds for this. The grounds ,are
specified and there are a number of safeguards for parents,-but it
is still a major shift in. traditional legal patterns.

The law in Queensland provides for dispensing with tile'.

consent of a person to the adoption of a child by the Supreme Court
where it is satisfied that

(a) ft after reasonable inquiry, that person cannot be found or
identified;.

(b), that person is in such a physidal or mental conditiofi as
not to be capable of properlir:Considering the question
whether he should give his consent;

(c) that person has abandoned, deserted or persistently
neglected or ill - treated the child;'

(d) the person has for a period of not less than one year
failed without reasonable cause to discharge the 'obligations
of a parent or guardian as the case may be of a child;

.

(e) there . are any other special circumstances by reason of
which the consent may properly be dispensed with.
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The only person who can apply to the court for such an.
order from the court is `the Director; and we must ask if that is
why orders are seldom made? Perhaps the -situation would be improved
if the person who really cared whether the order was made or not,
i.e. the person who wanted to adopt the'child, could apply to the
.court"in his own right - who speaks for these children who are without
families? (If it is hard for a parent to be childless, how much
harder for a child to be parentless.)' It hits home to read that
Dennis Smith, a 17 year old from San Francisco now in his seventeenth
foster home has filed a suit for $500,000 damages from a county
social services agency on grounds that'he should haVe been placed'for

0 adoption at an early age (Kadushin, 1970).,
k

Why can't foster parents be given this locus standi?
Many foster parents who have had a thild,in'their-eare-"ul years
with little or no parental contact want. to adopt. Why cannot they
apply for dispensation.of consent in the circumstances set out under.
the Act? Many years ago we convinced ourseaves that family foster'
homes would provide the ultimate solution for the child without
parents or the child whose 'parents were, dysfunctional.

"What we did not see was that the solution was not a
permanent solution for most of the children entering
care. What we pieced togethet was a system designed
to provide safe harbour for children in jeopardy.
The system didn't offer the child, permanency and that
was its fatal flaw. The only system which serves the
best interests.of the child who waits is 'adoption."

Thus spoke Kay Donley, Director, Spaulding for Children,
Michigan, U.S.A. at the First Australian Adoption COnference.

Jan Rowe says that one of the most exciting developments
in social work today is the possibility that adoption offers for
providing new families for older children whOse'original. familief
have failed them. Professor Kadushin and others have demonstrated
that adoptions of schbol age children are remarkably' successful
especially when compared with their high breakdown rate in foster
homes.' 'Indeed specialist agencies in America such as Spaulding for
Children have shown us that the term unadoptable is not applicable to

..the word children at all. The Act says that their interests shall,be
paramount - perhaps they have been for the healthy, medically, fit
white new born; what of the children who wait?

(3) Finally, I look briefly at ,the 'child in the custody case.
Lawyers who have al4nosl ignored children in the juvenile justice
system have on the other hand for many year's been aware of their
existence in matrimonial disputes - aware of them as property which,
can be quarrelled over and divided up, rather than as persons in, 6,



their own ight. The Fatily Law Act Section 6.2 states tat
"in proceed-rigs with respect to the custody or guardianship of or
access to th- 'child of the marriage the court shall regard the
welfare of the ild as the paramount consideration".

As Judge Demack of the Family Court has said, "The welfare
of the child in any particular case must be determined on the facts
of the particular case In recent years there hai been.an
increasing awareness of the damage done to the emotional development
of children if they are suddenly removed from a known secure
supporting set of relation.ships and thrust among strangers eftri if

there be some blood relationship with one or more of the strangers.
In some cases this may be explored by the.giving of expert
testimony, in others the ordinary experience of the court is relied on".

However, in .a recent decision by the Full Bench of the
Family Court, Evatt, Fawley and Demack commented on the evidence,
presented by the parties in a custody dispute in the following
terms:

despite the great m"9,.. of affidavit and oral
evidence there is'littlq information about the child L.
now aged a, who is the eentral figure in the case.""

This statement is a, rective to lawyers to present the courts with
more comprehensive in, rmation, not only dealing with the merits or
otherwise of the paren involved 'in the dispute but also information
related to the child. is difficult to understand why_the interests
of the child are not put before the court by the child himself through
his own representative.

Section 65 of the Act proVides f Uch representation.
When in proceedings with respect to t custody guardianship or
maintenance -of or access to a chile a marriage, it appears to
the court, that the child ought te separately represented, the
court may of its own. motion o t. sn the- application of the child or of

-organizing council concert with the welfare of children or of any
other person, order that' the child be separately represented and the
court may take such other orders as it thihks necessary for the purpose
of securing suchrepresentation.

Regrettably this provision of the Act, which on its
introduction was applauded by all concerned with the rights of
.children, is seldom used --The Goldstein;Trend and Solint work
"-Beyond the Begt Interest of the Chitd"which is becoming influential

'dn.the areaiofcustody as it clarifies the concept of the psychological
parent,ancr differentiates the, rarie of biological creation .of a child
and parenting in the sense of nurturing and bringing up, argue ,t at
the court cannot =do complete justice unless the, child is recogn ged
as a-necesary, indeed indispensable, party to the proceeding.
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It has been argued that the child's welfare, including his
psychological needs, are put before the court by the court's family
ciAinsellors. It doesn't seem fair that the two parents are
represented by experienced lawyers while the child's needs are
merely put forward in a counsellor's report? ,.Are these. eports
sufficient'to dete4ine questions .ktIch as which relationship is
most important to the child? Why are we still hearing of
complaints against our-legal -:SySterti emotiontliy -abusing-children
in custody cases? It 'is disappointing,surely, that the single
legislative recognition in this country of a child's right to
independent representation is almost ignored by the courts.

If at law the interests of the child are to be paramount,
the child must have a voice, an advocate. to speak for him, when
he cannot speak for himself, so chat for the delinquent child,

0 the neglected child, the abused child, the child who waits - as
for all children - the best is yet to be.
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CHAPTER 7

IN LAW, THE INTERESTS OF THE CHILD SHALL BE

PARAMOUNT :A VIEWPOINT

pin.e Foreman

Synopsis

In the following talk I have,sought to.demOistrate
two points. Firstly, that the doctrine of parens
patriae has been misunderstood'and should be viewed
within its historical perspective in order to
appropriately interpret its present application.
Secondly, that the development of childn's rights
must proceed cautiously as.in some instances the
rights and obligations. of the. State, the community

'-and the fami4 intertwine and to ignore these can
diminish rather than enhance the notion of 'children's
rights'.

Also there is confusion surrounding the paramountcy
principle and law reform which it is suggeOkd should
be. reappraised by adopting* an alternative focus when
the law is obliged to intervene on behalf of the child. _

When the law is required to intervene- n matteys'involving
the present and future needs of children, one-of the considerations
upon which-such issues are normally resolved is` the se-called doOtrine
of parens patriae. Originally this term was used, to describe the
obligation of the sovereign, through his" Chancellors, to oversee
the welfare of children in the realm.

However, an examination ofIlegal history reveals that this
doctrine has changed and been considerably diluted over the centuries.
Novtadays, the term is used in a shorthand sort of way, to describe &

the doctrine that welfare of the child is the 'paramount'
concern of"the court in resolving issues which invoille childreh.

Some commentators have become somewhat cynical about the
application of this so- called 'welfare approach' and advocate a
:variety of means by which !justice' for the child can be strengthened.
Viewson means,of strengthening the legal process_ range from
implementing the so:-called 'charters of' children's rights', through
a continuum, with advocates at the other end of the- range insisting
upon a strict rule af law approach. The strict rule of law approach
is a term which is often used interchangeably, with another term,
sometimes called the dike, process approach. Fob instance', legislation
may stipulate what' vtderalary procedure or form of legal

_ '7
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representation must be followed.. In contrast, the wej or,4A, 'e '

parens patriae approach) adopts a somewhat different viewybiitt: -

This approach concentrates on the needs :.o the child rathefthan
.

,

on the protection of his or her legal rights. , . '+ .

1
.

-

,

4ripped of the rhetoric, which surrounds' much of th.e,-

debate over which' approach is,preferable, in essence 'what is of
some concern, is that there is a gap- between the ideal position of
the child in the eyes of the law and the real position which neither
th1e implementati,op of charters for children's rights or the adoption %

...
-of atopurel'welfare approach redalves. .

_ .....

-In between, there must. be algorkable alternative. This must

be based on practical, enforceable' standards which mist havea. firm
theoretical foundatiOh for such a policy to be effective and efficient.

A starting point to' examine any workable. alternative 'must be an
Understanding of the-special needs of children. However, the
special deeds of children cannot. in my _opinion, be viewed in

':isOlation from the rights and duties which these impose on others.

.Nor can .any. practical alternative be feasible without an appreciation
of the historical context, the presen administration and the special
needs of ,children within the framework of the legaj process. More

specifically, we must strive totomprehend.what are the needs of
children who come into contact with legal processes and how, the '

legal heritage can emtirace or encase changing views .on theSe
.

special needs.

. Some refer to .these special needs as 'children's rights1;

however, in my view, the meaning- of this term has been obscured.
It is in danger of beComing a gimMicky catchphrase which ignores the
broader framework of. intertwining rights, interests and obligations
that involve interaction between the child,..the family, the State
and other individuals and groups who have not only an interest, but

'certain obligations and accountability, both to, the child and to its

family.

All these interests and obligations intertwine.: 'the

interests of the child, the duties and practiCable rights of children
at certain ages, the ideal and real-rights of the Child, of the
family, of the State and of others for instance, who work in the

child welfare field. At law the 'fact that the interests of the
lip child-are said to be of paramount concern. does not necessarily mean

.that%the child's welfare is the only -consideration taken into
account by a court determining an issue involving a child. Other

c nsiderations are not to be excluded, but are said to..be subsumed'.
or subordinated.' Many expect the law to regard 'the interests of the
chi d as the prime .and paramount consideration in determining its

nee I Suggest that the doctrine of parens patriae is often

misun stood.

,7
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Nowadays the.resolutionlofany legal proceedings in
which Children become involved, such as. divorce, custody, adoption,
maintenance, neglect and criminal charges is said to be based on this
so-called paramOuni0r,principle, But many. of the proponents of
the 'welfare approaCh' and ''rule of law approach' faint() recognize
that whilst a court-will have due regard for the welfare of the
child this does not mean that other considerations will be excluded.

Thus a good deal of the cqntemporary debate surrounding
'children's' rights' and reforming the law relating to children
is based" on rather shaky ground. Firstly, becaUse, the paramchintcy
principle is'misapplied, or misundegstood, and secondly betause the
historical context of the law relating to children- is 'ignored.

.

Quite often, for instance, it is overlooke4 that children's-courts,
devt o,oed t2 function as non-legal social control agencies providing
nee-,;=K are to endangered children and resorting to coercion only-
as essary to serve, what was understood, in that context, as.the
paramount interest of'the child.

Bear in mind that when children's courts were.deyeloped they.
were established to aid impoverished and needy children. Children's
courts were not established to cope with so-called 'midtile-class'
children. The court was originally designed. to segregate-children.
from adult courts, it was intended that hearings be conducted
informally, that legal technicalities be put'.aside. It was felt
that because the officials of the court were.acting.as parens'
patriae any claim that, '.the needed representation or other
protection of his:" 'rights' was misconceived:: ... ;-

The court process was intended to be pate alisticv
instead Otadversary. The function of the courts 4-1 4 determine
the child's problem.and then to prescribe to IIS', :ee. It was not .

really intended to judge his acts ,aild decide ing it
another way, the court felt' it was less heces all the
facts establishing guilt than to assess the c
needs.

In'Australjea in recent times there has -been a growi
scepticism and degree of disillusionment with the operatio of
children's oourts and a number of reasons for this can be isolated.
Firstly, there is concern that the welfare approach'is cloaking the
reality, of punishment under the rubric of a social agency approach.
Secondly, that the social agency,approach has been undermined by the
inadequacj, of back-up facilities. nIn other words, that a punitive

- reality exists under the rhetorikal guise of a welfare; approach.

)What has happened is that a IlYbrid syst'em of juven4le justice
ilasudeveloped: Courts.haire attempted to balance legal wand welfare
apprOach but not subjected cases before them to the same procedural ,

restraints as the criminal justice system. Nor have adequate support%
"7 4
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-facilities been developed to justify a welfare approach. The
.original rehabilitative goals remain, in what has become an
uneasy balance between the.two approaches. .

This is "how the system operates that is what the
advocates of 'Children's rights' want to cringe. Yet they ignore
the two important factors previously mentioned. Children's courts
were never designed to function consistently with the due proces1/4t.s,

approach and.the'doctrine of parens p triae was never intended too(
'empower courts to determin issues in 'lying children on the basis
.af.their needs being the on y canCern.

It is appropriate in this context to divert and to question
whether we want to adopt a due process approach-in the strict sense
at All. Ihave-had the privilege recently of .spending three months
in Canada and the United,States.and I spent some time in a Californian
Juvenile court. It was an extraordinary physical environment, with
the judges in gowns and all sorts f court officials irt-attendance.
Obviously it had A highly structur rule of law approach. The judge
remarked to me after a hearing "W-61 you'ite seen how Qt opetate..
The'child and the State have lawyers and there are a' host of" other
of-fi5ials" and he went onto say, "I hope,, you can come sack next:
year and see the juryeasmell". He thinks that is where his court
is heading"and he was very confident _that this would happen.-

IDO,we want that in Children's .co its in Australia? _

I don't think so. Not all instances in. any event.. Ift have got'
.to question whether'we want a Children's Court at all. But'settin4
that aside for the moment. Consider the implications ofi.ntroducirig.
a requirement that all children appearing before the court be legally
represented. What are the implications of.introducing a blanket
requirement that all chren should be iegallyepresented? A
recent study in the U.SA. indicated that representation of juveniles
by attorneys in the States has increased dramatically since the
decision. About 75%,.or more, of the serioUses are. represented;
In contrast in Victoria about 18% af'all case. in,children:s courts.
LT, reprelented and-there'js always a big question mark, espeCially
An the care and protection and care and control cases as to who is

'repregented: Is it the 'child the parents?
.

Increased repreientation gives rise to 'increased professionalism
--Wprosecutors however and the AMerican experience is that

representation of, the defendant se ms to outpace representation of the
State and the community. Sck`a c actor also intrudes. 'Whilst this
should not be a deciding factor;, Taint is that disblalance 'can
arise between representation of theState-and the defendant. Whilst.
chi ould.notbe' a persuaSiveargument for not p "ttinOegal :
-tepre entation when there are inequities exist' g in the court process,
adv cater of legal 'representation seem4tof.il'to-recognize,.that the
interests officthe child have, to be baranced against the cost factors,

"ithe.:fefficiency of the lawyet Who.are. gding to Fekeisent them (and

IP"
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their appreciation of the court ructure) aid where trained,lawyer's
in this area arelto come from.

Lawyers are not trained in the behavioural sciences, social
workers are not trained in the law, etc. As I remarked in "Children
or Families?" what dowe want? Dowe want our police trained-as

.

social workers and our social workers trained as police? We have
got to strike some sort of happy medium in this area. Certainly
people have to have anjulderstandingof Other, systems that operate.
But we ,cannot haxe,people becoming dilettantees, they must shave
professional-skills. An article in the NSW Legal Aid Journal :by
Carolyn Simpson 'illustrates 'my remarks- _Commenting on' the advent
of the Legal Aid System in Juvenile Courts in New South Vales, she .

said "Unfortunately solicitors that come to court are totally
ignorant of the extent of the system that the magistrate is exercising ".
"In fact"3 she,4ays, "b sic knowledge of, the criminal law is too often,
lacking". .1.4s. Simpson went on to say that far too many solicitors
in fact seem to 'appear on of the parents. I have certainly
seen this happen in Victoria. erhaps this-isan argument for the

' child to be represented indepenaently of the .parent as can occur
under the Family Law Act. In this article the author further notes
that conflicts of interest become apparent. "A solicitor cannot be
consistent with 'his or her'duty to act for a child, and ask for a
period of committal." It is contrary to a lawyer's role. He willt
never 'admit guilt. He will nev r believe his client is guilty until
the court says so. Lawyers wil fight as best they can.4 A farther
point that she makes is also inte esting. "The solicitor appe4s as

.part of the authority machine and not as the child's advocate."

Overseas all sorts of different systems have been tried. f"
None of them seemed to counteract that particular allegation. 4
think that. what has happened is that the advocates of legal
representation overlook the historical framework of the courts. to
which 1 referred before. Within the %type of structure that has
developed it is inconsistent to increase legal repiesentation in what
is intended to be a welfare - orientated' system.

Advocates of 'children's rights' I suggest, could more
profitably spend their time questioning the appropriateness of
children'4, courts altogether. How many children who appear shOtIld
appear? A good deal depends on the sots of diversionary processes
which develop.' And that does not mean to Shy that even if you
do develori.diveiAsionary processes or pre - ,screening devices you,are
not labelling or stereotyping children. I urge you strongly to keep
them out of the system as far as is4possible. Happily in Victoria
we have developed a cautioning systeth which goes part of the way .

to achieAng this goal,
AI the short term since this new cautioning .

system has been implement, -only about one in ten children law come
to police notice are processed through the. court instead of Iting
cautioned; processed not being t1 most desirable word, but perhaps

IS
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the most realistic as there is a degree of 'processing'. But it
is expected that the one of ten children who proceeds to court
probably needs legal intervention.

Unless you are.gOing 'to opt for the administrative system
(a quaSi judici?a.1 or para-judicial system), which in my view does
seriously undermine the child's rights to have his case and his
future decided by a proper court of law, then such a diversionary
scheme should be e/fIrst resource.

believe that the advocates of 'children's rights'
should become more sensitive to the dichotomy which exists between
the due process approach (which .I remarked does not fit in very
easily with the present struc and the illadequaciesof th
Welfare'apiProach. The welfare oach, of course, is said o
create the most abuses but then s rely a due process approach
amounting to a criminal trial is as dangerous from the child's point

of view as well.

To ummarize these thoughts, what we must do is to
estion they it is appropriate for all children to appear in

c rt; 0 whether there are adequate-diversion.awy or screening
pro esSes which can be employed to keep them-mit of court.' Let us
attempt also to increase our degree of talerance,as well and to question,
most iMportantly, the tAoe of court structure which is appropriate.

.

X
"Children or. Familiet?" examined dhild welfare-' legislation

in Australia And explored whether legislation was child or family ,

oriented.' A comparison of the legislation made,it quite clear to me
'that legislation focussed on the child,_ to the exclusion of the parents
in many states (with the then exceptions of South Australia). The focus
of the law waS on the' child in trouble rather than on a family at risk.
This is .where I see our hope for tpe future; to restructure our juvenile
.court system and have a court whic h encouragts, and at times insists
on parental involvement in the child's future. This 'sexes the'
interest of the child. It does not necessarily mean that all your
families are going to be intact or., interested, but I think that lost

p4ople'wi_thin fwelfare.system are .cry intereAted in their clients
and will ao-theil-utmost to mot' ate parental involvement. I feel

collfide*Zth we can alter our legislative structure and perhaps make'
fbr e admiriistratOrs to get to the-heart of they problem

,er.tlia to6.!treat' (whatever that means) the child, already

"X' tehd.to the needs of the .neglected child in/ isolation
What do I mean ,by ,faxidly"?. I ibok towards

lq.gfslation for .a definition and that is what I quoted
er .o .amities?". I like using the word 'family' in .a

sehset .,t does not require a -legally sanctioned, marriage to
fAMiTY.,unAland it is important in thiS day and age. ,because

tioWconcerning children oY.families concentrates on what
*nant cultural preference' or the viewAhat a legally 1,



sanctioned. marriage provided, the only basis for a family unit as it
was reflected SO years ago or more when the legislation was written
and that is the legal essence to what do I mean by the 'family'?

1The Queensland legislation quoted in "Children or FaMilies?"
provides a broad definition Which recognizes that a legally sanctioned
marriage is not required to form a.family unit. The legistation
quite frequently reflecti the dominant cultural preference operating
At earlier times and this is not so realistic at this stage.

Perhaps at this stage I should commence to conclude
although we have not got very facr in the debate at all.' We have just
opened out the very many avenuesand I concentrated on legal
representation purely to. indicate the sort of'hypociisy. that exists
when you try and* operate a purely due process approa.01 or a parens
patriae approach. You cannot do it in my view.- You have got to
opt for certain other alternatives%

When children get invoive6in legal*Pi-oceedings under 'the
present system, they undoubtedly become the meat in the sandwich.
They, are caught between the welfare appyoach and the rigid due
process system employed in adult courts with which (and we are iridebted,
to televiAsn for this) they are most familiar as a result of the
gpmbox of'hour they spend watching 4e-enactments of adult court
proceedings. I suspect that children think this is what a children's
court is. going to be like. They do seem disappointed if you ask them

.

their-reaction to a children's-court after a. visit. Perhaps they
prefer the ritual and vigour Of a court trial. I do not think we ask
Children often enough what they want.

The consequence of employing one approach to the exclusion
of the otherleaves thel-child in- limbo. The present welfare, approach.
can undoubtedly produce ihequities. Thee "due process approach to the
exclusion of all else means that we might ikist as well abolish
juvenile courts anti try children in adult Odbrts. What we have got to
strive for is greater collaboration between the two Models.

I hope,in,conclusion, r can briefly indicate to you how
)' this can be achieved and -in a very scant outline, thq, model that ,I

suggest be employed, What I have in mind is a practical solution.
What r would like to see is an alleviation of the ways in which the
current di.sbalahce exists. 'We can. restructure our system so that
there is a balance between the child's needs: the protection of
society and a recognition` that the present system gives insufficient
attention to the balancing of the conflicting right's and obligations
tole protected and observed. Children, have duties and lights.

ria

Section 8 Children's Service's Act'of 165 provides: TF ly". The
unit constituted by persons standing. i.i the.relat4ons 'p --of parent
and child.



Parents have duties and7rights. The State has duties and.rights.

Guardians have duties and rights. All these have to be balanced.

You -cannot just slice off one aspect and ignore the rest in this

sort of area. if we are in the business of protectiAg the interests

of children.

We cannot permit our system to become paternalistic or
cynical as has occurred in the States, we must strip,the rhetoric
from the paramountcy principle and recognize that it is unrealistic
to enforce this without due regard to the needs of society and the

family unit. 'It is offensive, in my view, to structure a systeth in

which the child wins to the exclusion of all other considerations,
,and'this is yet another aritimenewith respect to legal representation.
Is it apPropriate to let a youngster off on a technicality? I used to

think no, as a lawyer. Perhaps I have become 'polluted'; now I tend

t think that this is not always helpful from the child's point of

vi w. It makes a mockery of justice from their perspective.
In erestingly, r think that a§ children are very adaptive they do

no really claim that they have rights. They do not understand

th concept or the academic concept of justice at all.

Accordingly, if we consider the child's interests and
,..nothing else, this would give ,thq child a status beybnd that afforded

to the other elements of society.'Now people say that children are

in a special position. I do'not deny this but at the.sametime we
must balance the interests of- everybody else. It does not enhance

the' rights of the child to give them a status far beyond what. is :-,

expected of them as adults. And it does not enhance the dignity of

childhood either. On the contrary, on that basis, the child loses.

It is a'-question of balance. ,

.

Children are basically very honest in my experience, and they

are usually prepared to'admitguilt. We should be building on that

honesty. S6 again although we seem in recent times to have protected

their rights by having the parents present at police interviews, we
may also have diluted their rights to be honest as, ooey are less

likely to admit guilt when they are guilty, if parents are present.

In conclusion, I advocate a system of,justice for, the

child that recognizes that whilst legal rep eSentation may be
.

1
desirable, in the first instance, we Mutt trivc.to keep the child
out of court by employini.a diversiOnarY pt cess."\lien a mrt

appearance seems inevitable, and this would. undoubtedly arise w ere

there is the likelihood Of serious recidivism or where the outcome

of the,case would .change the child's status (such as being admitted

to care), then the child and its family should appear before a
specialized family court which can order separate representation .

for the, child when deSirable.. Very briefly, this is the model,

it goes some of_:the way tOwards balancing'the welfare and strict

rule of law approa as it Clops not attempt to-Preconcle the two in

' the same environment c



Obviously this outline begs many questions, but I have
been concerned rather more'in this talk with developing an
appreciation f the pitfalls of opting for a children',7 rights
approach withortYrecoinizing the hazards that this may ratite to th,-
crate_ the family and of utmost imrortance, the child.

Any attempt to graft a due process apprbach onto a
jurisdiction which has its origins in the doctrine of parens
patriae is doomed to fai'ure. Further exacerbati g the child's
posit'on in a court of law by aiming for what wil he an uneasy
cq omise is not in the interests of the child,

0
By all means, emplOy both approaches, blit at different

points of intervention.
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CHAPTER 8

ADEQUACY OF LEGISLATION RELATING TO CHILDREN : A VIEWPOINT

Geoffrey W. Smiley

In presenting g paper on -this subject I am aware of the / .

enormity of the task, especially as this is only one of three,papers
addressed to this.topic.

.e xiRather than revie%Llegis140.0 would like to present a
personal view 6f legislation as .effects pepple - children included.
You...will note that this paper 'assumes there are a,number of
deficiencies in some of our existing legislation. ...a have been-involved
in the administration of le illation for nearly 11 years ghd I would
suggest that there are reaspn beyond .the written acts that account
for ksome of the difficulties t t cOhcern us.

J.hgve a conviction that although acts and regulations often.1-
havA good intentidhs and provisions,4the enactment and administratipt
of these does not fill out the promise of the legislation. This is 0
perhaps not a conscious process' by bureautracies but seems to come from\)

..a. lack of challenge to established procedures and policies by the
community. .8

My very clear memory of working in government settings is the
resistance within these organizations to any outside scrutiny of their
operations. he intensity this resistance is often so great that;
considerable organisational energy is devoted to preseiying the
organisation from outside interference and even involvements. One
often ha a,feeling Oat xenophobia rather than involvement in a
democra c'sy em of government is what'is most,cliaracteristic of the
organisa

L

The reason for these Atitudes are not the subject of this
paper but one Can y that this'attitude inevitably allows for the
development of prof dures that can compromise the rights of individuals
in order* protect the bureaucracy,iespecially where' these two
conflioW or, are in etition.

In my experience this tende
Nild is given iiWpetus by factors
empire building or competitio
incompetent administrators;
militate Ugaingt the effect
by parliaments.

y makes legislation less effective(t
rating within bureaucracies, e.g.
en and within government departments;

nttrference, etc. Many factors
nistration of legislation as drafted

tc
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The community's involvement needs to be felt more directly by
the'bureaucracies administering legislation. This provides a challenge
tokwhat is being done but also gives community support for legislation

and cari rovide resources to assist' A case which comes to mind is the
involvem nt of consumer .groups in exerting pressure on administrators
(and pd iticians) to proVide effective services for their needs. In

the child welfare field:(for example) there' is developing a lobby of .

foster parents. In child health"parentsdhave perhaps been too willing'
to accept uncritically the low levels- ofresources available.
education I thinO.parent/ can question developments in a more assertive

way to ensure thatiheir children are being involved.in programs that

,will prepare them for future living.

I have beeh involved in two major challenges by outside agents,
of the'enaCIMent-Of legislation; my position at that time being a public

servant within the system. One was.a challenge to Section 27A of the
Mental Health Act as it applied to a.,Particul r patient; and the other

was a chailenv of the Director of C drpnls Services discretionary
powers in a custody dispute.

Both of these.challenges brought about reflex defensive responses
1frwithin the governMent departments concerned. They did however have the

ffect also-of causing the administrations to look more closely at their

operationscithin these arms and some changes resulted even, if' not

dmitted publicly. "

.

These, were isolated cases and:generally_speaking there is very

little challenge of.the y existing legislation is being adminis'tered.
More frequent questioning should occur so that it becomes a normal

part of the process of t
hat this is healiumwih'

ichanging nee let a the matter of ing it accountable to the
o outsi e in I' ces brings about a fl

i
.

enactment of legislation. It, seems 'to me

responsible, for it opens the organisation

community..

I would make the plea for more advocacy for children as a *ay
of beginning this process in the area' of legislation affeci'ng children.

It seems that some of the very significant advances in the U.S.A. in

i ren's rights have resulted from this kind Of action.

I hope I am not giving the impreSsion that government apartments
tare obstructionist. This is not usually the case. Often departmental
officers know the solutions to difficulties but. resources are not .4

.
available or change are required 'in legislation,,--- These factors may not

.see the light of ay if the community/does not kno-W what is going on.

'We must also remember that public Servants particularly in the state:.

public service, are not permitted to make public comment or criticism

unless they first obtain ministerial approval.. Thus they cannot usually

give useful negative comment. What I have said about government 4 '

departments.can.also apply to voluntary agencies even.if to a lesser

extent.



The involvement of lawyers in the child welfare, education.or
healtE fields seems to me to be part of the solution to providing a
scrutiny of legislation. At present there is very little involvement
of the legal profession in child welfare. There is also a reluctance
within child welfare generally to encourage this involvement. However,
the legal process because of the way it operates can expose some of the
issues discussed above and this could lead to solutions. It may AlSo
lead to changes in legislation.

There are many issues which we must face in, child welfare and'
r would like to see the courts -make some decisions in areas such as in
certain circumstances dispensing with parental consent to adoption; the
rights of children who offen4; the responsibility of the community to
protect 'at risk' children;'the right of children to treatments; the
rights of foster parents; services to handicapped children; fathers'
rights to family support payMents,and so' the list could go on.

Legislation should state clearly what right&Pchildren.and
families have in certain Circumstances. At present administrative.'
discretion is involved in areas\where stated.. In
other areastHere -is no effective appeal against administrative decision
making,. Clearly these are matters which would be faced squarely if
challenges from .the abmmunity resulted in mo clear definition of
xhildren'S rights and community/government res

If pressed to state what changes are most necessary in the.
legislation affecting children I would give two major areas: -V

(1) the need to define children's rights in each of the legislative
circumstances e.g. jivenile offenders; cOstody disputes;
-children 'in care"; services' to children, etc.

.`t

Such vague terms as 'the' interests pf the child shall be
paramount' are not sufficient as there can be no measure of anyone's
failure to regard the interests as paramount iA Any specific decision.

I think that there is a need to define.what right's or
expectations children can have in laW. A clear .definition then allows
for chil4ven and their representatives to know what rights they can
exert or call upon..

.

It also allows for appropriate action to be taken' to obtain
rights which are not yet provided for in legislation.

(2) the need to also define t e process by,which the child o
can take upr.rightsrights as defin in legislation e.g. (separafe
representation).-

'114ThiS is a necessary element in any Legislation. If rig is are
defined burl there are no Provisions for them to be availed of, then
tda.e purpose of the legislation is defeated-. Resources must be available

4
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to enact legislation: Some o' the USA legislation. in child's
rights have floundered because of insufficient resources to provide,
thegerviceS,stated as rights.

These comments cif mine are very general in nature because I
am really'speaking of a general review of legislation as the first
prerequisite to any attempts at changes. .A basic statement is
required.

In conclusion I would again make'a call for'more ',involvement of
the legal.profession in child legislation.' This would be in an advocacy
sense and would requirelawyers,,who.aye involved to have special
training or experti4e in this field. -The arrangement would at_times
.involve some tension between the .different professions but the overall

:.effect.would be .to the benefit of children. The social sciences,
.educaiion,.health and the legal profession share concern for social
justice-an I think the next few years
for children's rights, and awillingness
these beimig included in legislatidll.
cooperation ta.this end.

ust bring a greater
by the community to

Let us work together
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CHAPTER 9

THE ADEQUACY OF LEGrSLATION RELATING TO CKILDREN : A VIEWPOINT

D.A.C. Smith

I welcome the opportunity for'this,type of forum wiiich! brings
welfare, education and legal views into an interface situation: Too
much we fail to have cross communication' and hide our. fears.and
jealou-g'ies behind such excuses as wanting. to avoid being accused of

J influencing pleas, or' of arranging justice outside the court, or'
being too busy to communicate.other than. on the pressing individual
cases teat constantly face us; or it could be. that we. in welfare put
ourselves down and are unreasonably'fearful of lawyers.

....--. . .

There remain .large areas where welfare, education and the law
should get together in an effort to achieve at least parallel

.

development and approach rather than each of us going ahead on our own
individual courSes, which in turn leads to Misunderstandings and
,scapegoating.

The Social Welfare Commission publication "Children or Farr lies ?"
by Lynne Rireinan, raises this 'issue of there being little or.no
collaboration, and asks whether this is due to compartmentalisation of
services or perhaps an attitude of territoriality. The author stresses
the need for cooperation.betweeen welfke, the. law, education and th
police. It is not my job here to determine why; -or even whet , such
:a situation- need exist here. But agree with the'need for such
cooperation, and express.my appreciation to the planners of this seminar,
fo4- their contribution in bringing together education, the law and
welfare in lthopefully, will prove to be. a very helpful foruM. .

As there are three contributors to thiS topic,'[ have confined
-- what I want to say Ito alew areas which are of cdndirn to me and which .

are,ones Which we f ce regularly. These r late to children "in care",
ands the "placement.'i Of,cthese children, ingl ding issves of custody; and
a second major area of juvenile justice and oung offenders.

('. I would like,at this point td stress that what. I say is a perSonal
opinion and I am speaking here as an individual. My views may riot
represent those of my Department.

,

Quentin Bryce has pointed to the inadequacies of legal provisions
for children-. tt is true that few children areiaegally represented in
courts and usually this is 'only when suth representation is arranged by
parehts and therefore as parts of the reprtsentation of parents themselves.

92
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Where there is -conflict between child and parent, for any separate.
representationof the child, reliance has to be placed on a "social work"
report if such a report is requested by the court.

.

Often the court would not be aware of the existence of any
.conflict between child and parents as the child cannot really express
himself in a court and in the presence of parents, and it JIS often

-information regarding the "interests' of the parents" rather than the
"interests of the child" that is all tha!ris available to the court.

I sometimes do not know whether it is legislation.or practice
that needs looking at - so I too need- to get together with legal people
to help me work that out. However, on this point,it seems to me
that legislation may not be very-adequate-in.the. area of representation
for children in of custody, "care" order. applications or for
young offenders. aps it should be mandatory that either
representation.or a social work" .repor.t or both be available to the
court, particularly in specified circumstances. ,

I. can-recali a case where there was a custody action before
the Family Court in another State. A mother was applying for custody
after years of separation from her children. The father was not
contesti t.6 application. It was only .that the children were "in
care" tha anotfter party even knew about it. It was possible for the
children's wishes to be represented to f'he court through a report,'but
they did not have separate legal representation l if they had not
happened to be "in care" they would. not automatically have had even
ihe availability of a repbrt cm'theirbehalf.

er,

,Our legislation, and certainly our practice .often seem to'
i?eflect "the best interests of ,parents" rather thanirthe best ,

of the c i d". Fofeman's gook already mentioned is. worth reading IT7ts

'cidthis rega , as also is a Free Press- publication (London, 19,73) , 4'

Biayond.the Best Interests of the ChiMbY Goldstein., -Freud and Solnit
which advo e the concept "the least detrimental alternative" based
on a pri cipal of maintaining continuity of. relatio hips for the child
rattle han the rights of-biologi-call parents-beITF he paramount .

Consideration, ,, A
.

. :

My particular[comments in relation to young offenders and-the
juvenile justice system are confined t6 the areas of :- .

rvpre entation t
4statu offenders
indet rminate sentencing, and
labelling.

Firstly; though, I would like' to refer to the "Time Magazine"
4.

cover story of Ilih.July,.1977, titled; "The ,`Youth Crime Plague". If.

this-is alcaccurate assessment of the AmeFican.jUvenile,justice system,
then- it is fxrightening. I should sar that I feel the relgoolt is
sensational journalism; it is certainly superficial; and .although I
cannot comment on. the American.situation, it. is not a reflection of
our situation, at least in Queensland,

9
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The report refers-Jo a new breed of child - offender who
casually commits murder, rape, assault and arson and who engage-s in
muggpg .for the sake of mugging, without provdcation and at an ever-

4 decreasing age.:. Despite ,the limitations I have mentioned, the "Time-
.

reporvrdoes howeVer lend itself for use as an example.of principles
which should he discused.

One is the question of whether the juvenile justice and juvenile
. court system is effective in dedling with serious juvenile offenders.

This iS a legitimate question, though it should be remembered that
most juvenile offending is minor and most juvenile offenders do not re-
-offend. I should say that, taking into, account th4 points I make in this
paper, I believe that the Queensland system as'fai'as the legislation
is concerned, and not' commenting on'tesources,/can deal with serious
juvenile offenders. effectively.

The "Time" article refers to, the juvenile justice system as "a
sieve through which most of these kids come and ge) with neither
punishment nor rehabilitation" (p. 23). It goes on to suggest some
questionable "'Cures", a greater emphasis on punishment and a tougliAr

,p6licy toward violent youths.

The article also TZ1 s the issues of serious juvenile offenclers
going free after'g'Ating off in court through fail e of witnessei_Ao
attend or some legal technicality. This latter. In .isone to which
I wish to refer in relation to the.suggestion of legal,fepresentation,
for all juvenile offenders.

4

Prior" to the 1965' Children's Services Act coming into effect,
a number of offences' committed by children (e.g. breaking and entering)
had to go to the4.-DistricVCOurt for'final'cletermination.. They are now
able to be dealt with in the Children's Gqprt; and usually are..
However, because they then had tO to th District Court, we normally
advised'a child when "acting Ph the isence of .his parents, to plead net
guilty as legal representation was avikable if committed for trial, b
not if co fitted foe.sentence.

%O.

Ope boy, I can recall; could not understand why.I-should :advise .

him to plead not guilty when he knew he: as. guilty- d was prepared to
say so. My explanations, did 'not convinc4 him, so I eve consent to his
guilty plea.

We- Must aslc elves w (hat it does to. a child's moral development
if, by giving hi% epresentation, he is, encouraged to4pleadnot-guilt
and to fight a charge which' he knows he is guilty of, and .the defence

'''.----.is only an legal technicalities. ...
-1t,

My point is,not that there should not be uni sal represent4ion -
.1 beIeve there shouldlbc. The point is that such re es _. -tion needS
to be. carefully offered, within Ithe'frameWork of. an understan of
child and,adolesCent development; ',particularly in the 'area of 1

4
AC,

develdpment.
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Maybe the repres'entation ShdUid'fae-a joint legal. and WelfarA
repres, tation, as either without the other could be detrimental. 1- ----

.,. ' 1 *
I.

.% ,11..

Considerink the situation of status offenders - sometimes ...-

referre to as juvenile victimlep Crime,.e.g. -truancy, 1.1-Inning aWay
from ho uncqhtrollability,- ii is of concern that they are often
treated i the same' way as other offenders. They are tNAted in the
same 'couvt ith the tame fabllities. Their committali Are usually for
a longer e and they are, sometimes in cus-tOdial institutions.longer.

k part of the review of legislation in New South Wales,
Jud: Muir, in his report wrote -

"Durink the course of Tily enquiry at Anglewood where
.J4Weniles'comMitted to an institution only in rgApect_
Of truancy, resented the positiOn that caused them, for .

the purposes of remedial training, to be held fo.r. a
decidedly longer period than' an offerider who had'been
committed to some other institution for serious offences, .

but who was .released within a.period of about four or
five months."

I feel we must question the adequacy- of any law which' allows
this to happen, and most children's law in the Australian States does'

- permit this to happen. -At least Anglewood (N.S.W.) only had status
oTfenders'mixing.with,other status offenders, not with others who
may have committed any offevce' on the statutes. .

i.
. t.. , --, ,..

t
.

.To move to a brief discussion of the question'o .indeterminate
.

* sentencing of juveniles much sentencing. of juveniles is Indeterminate
either partially go-, or for serious, offences, completely indeterminate.

..11.aving dealt with a large_numbv of sentenced 'juveniles ,in custodial
'institutions, it is clear to me%that indeterminate sentencinghal some

.

negatiVe-aspect% and fbrsomeeit is depressing and harmful. I don't
know if adults cope well` Witli the unknown - certainly .detained juveniles°
do not: 'We have noticed .many times bow "behaviour" improves 'once a
seraehce has become determinate and the end date is .known, Only then

f
d thsome 'ildrePbecome.acces'sible to. treatment. ;,-,

,

. .' .

.

..

. .

i:,'. '
Indeterminate.1,

% .

entencing mut,t .have a'built-in.asppct of regular
.,4. reviews. The vt ate not Usually stated in .legiSlation, .but
.t,.

are ,dependent on.st being accountable either to: itheir Departmental.
policies or their personal ethics. ' I haVe no'reason,at all to ,doubt
-that staff normally carry out this function adequately, but' the.

legislation does ,not require it..
-

,In considering the adequacy of legislation in relation to the
indeterminate sentencing of juveniles, perhaRs,,tw of the pressing
questions are; whether reviews should be requirgde-by-lar, and whether
determination Of sentence.,:at',some specific point in time should be
prOVIded for by law (That of course is if it.is decided that ieetermilkate
sentencing-for juveniles should be retained.) .

0
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The final .point I wish to deal with in .the limited time available,
is the questiOn of labelling.. The whole juvenile justice systet labels.
As one example of this I will refer to the procedure of takiiivof finger-.
-1-5-Yints and phe;tograph-s of chigUren by poi-i,ce. .My experience is that
children feel more Tike criminals if their p 'rints Cdr photOgraphs.hav'e
been taken by police and the worry is that this establilrs (ir reinforces
them info-a criminal identification.

Apparently in some countries and in some situations, the police
cannot take prinWor photographs of juveniles routinely withotit an order
of a Magistrate. 'This 'requiresthem to prove that such, procedure is
necessary for-idfttiAcation'or for evidence.

.

A Butterworths Publication tBevan, HA-, he Lam, Relating to
Children, 1973) has the following to salon the matter

.4
.'The taking of fingekprints isquich a serious interferenc
with individual 1,i.berty that it s -surprisiD t the
legislation has'not'dealt-caMPrehen'§ively Wit it in
relation to children." .)

I

S.

In the absence of any legislation on these Procedures-here, perhap
Icould adopt the comment in the publication quoted as releva t comment
nn this One examile ofthe labelling issueaand tfieqUeiqn f the

o adequacy, of legislation iritOls area. ,
, .

. . I ./

Iri summary, I would. like to say two final things.
- .

,

.
.

The first, z1 feel the adequacy of thelaw relating to:chitdroil--
should be fUlly and carefully examined., N..long with.'Proceadres and practices.
This should.inclUde-the questdonS of sepaxate representations and advoca.6,.

)

It shoUld:include, but by no mearis.be:limited to, the areas'INgy, referred

.'

to iQ this ,brief paper,_.. The examiAation''shoulcrbe a joint apprWh bY''
,,.. ,
,.., ,an informed:law and a realistic welfare.

The second; it is possible for the 1,aw.to gchieve some progress.
.

It.is poSsible f welfare to achieve something; jointly IfeeI they :-_
cpn do much better. But the laws and welfare.-are but two speciali:zee
sections of the community. It is--the'community that must accept, support
and dcal with its chi-l-dren who are i-o-aidleafrom one or more of their

ibiological parents. And it,is the community that,,,must'accept, support, -
deal with and to sOmetdegree tolerate and take responsibility for itigo,..
young offenders. Without the acceptance of these responsibi,lities,,,itIr
does not matter howaaaequatethe law tight.be"Ot how goqd the:welfare:
services might be of even hqw wel'L'they wOrk-togettier.. - - D

A ,

...
.
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CHAP

.. ..'.. ..

NATURAL AND PHYSICAL TR ATM S AND DIETARY -APPROACHES TO

THERAPEUTIC INTERVENTION WITH HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
. .

.g......

Winifred C. Apelt and Rokert. drew-s 7

Introduction . -/
..The rationale ...underlying a number of cOmparazively'rece4r. .

techniques and programs. of treatment for handiica ed chi is the
assumption that imlyrovement, in inefficient 01"..d ectiVe" .1.014e rlying '..

processes is an essential prerequisite for per eptual prld: intellectual
growth and for academic progress (Senf; ).9732',

.. . -A.,i'
. / t'' ,x

The theories and treatments described in U)' sect,ion of
this paper refer to a category of?n,irologicalan51-,deXelopMental
irregularities and associated. remedial .procedur9s ,w1),Ichocus upon the
aMelioraton4 of identifiable' defiCAS existing .igittrin- tl(e child.. .

/ * . , ,..4 ,.The approaches reviewp'd in the se dond ,secti.:*-of the piper..
are not educational strategies as such but.repOsent attempts at
.dietary manipulation on two difteren.t, di sairrenions :-

,,i,1. :to licircumvent the deletptioui' phksVca.I. and intellectual
.

'consequences of-geneti,c disorders/'f ,a.' biochemical
I nature; and ..r"

_I :
-'-

.i2: to change maladaptive behaviour such as .hy' peract4Vity,
which inhibits efficient learfikng and Cognitive. devel'opment . : 7,

. .

.
.. ."...

In the case of hyperactivity in the absence of diagnosed or presumed t'brainbrain amage , treatment is ,based, on the!' assumption of unfavourable
interaction between genelicallyHdetermined susceptibility and the ,triggering effects of the ingestion of potentially tbxic _environmental
agents. , ,_

.

. . .
,

. '
.t,

-

Natural and Physical Treatments

.1.4.1"7-0.ale;S tudy.
Some. thirtY years ago the parents of a severely brain-damaged

two-year old, child with an apparently hopeless prognosis began a tdesper*te axed fruitless search for medical reassurance and help.

/
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They made contact with a qualified physiotherapist, dietitian

and masseuse,..whosewwn grandchild Wad been barn with a 'simile problem,
but.who, as a result of her treatment, was experiencing a'fai y normal

childhood. In the motherYi. 'Own. words (Sunday Mail, Novembet.10, 1974):

she taught us about proper nutrition, it-Itek *e.

wholegrain, the .unpolished rice, the soya bean!,
the abundant use of/fruits and vegetables and their .-

juices, the nuts apid olive oi4, hydrotherapy and so
on. She inspired/us with hope and in desperation we_
grasped at it. .."hat had we to lbse in, any case?
There' teas nothope elsewhere. So we began, just three
of us, on arc' endless round of treatment and juices and
new'foods. A lbt of hot foments were used. These were
given down the wine, ono the throcr and abdomen.

Jilonder ofwonders, before very long the little body
began o show some re ponse., The endless head rolling
and humming ceasea a he gradually became placid and
quiet and the tongue controlled and stayed .in place.

Could anyone eve really-understand the peace and.quiet
of a night's rest at Zast and the joy when the child. -,

started to move about in the safety which had been
his home for so long..} His respdnse wa'e so rapid that
from not being &Elle td sit up at two years of age,.he
was' walking at three years and leading a fairley normal
child's ,life, hut the treatment and diet PftU '

(?ontinuid.'!.. .

. ..
These hard-won accomplishments provided the basis for fur'ther

pi-agress. The boy attended a special4 school from, the age of ten to
twenty7five, where under expert tutelage' he learned to read ;' Now

living in At attached resideinetial, he uses a micrometer-to test pulsators
for* washing machipes in the sheltered workshop, and cl*ans wool for the _

scientist-s a esiRo! He has learned to' cook. Leisve pursuits
%tinclude,'in a edition to his books, ,Fug Making, pottery.classes and

physical fitness activities. .

It is impossible after all th se years to pinpoint those

aspects of the treatment regime'which Clul*buted to the functional
improvement exhibited this handicapped person. It might even be

argued that the treatment itself had little impact and thlt.the prog 'ress
demonstrated was the result of the spontaneous vecovery often ola§erved

with the lapse of qme after traumatic brain jojury,ikspecially?in
young children, or-that'maturational factors1Wre inpolve4 This case

study higlpights what_ has been, and std.11 is, one of the mallor
inadequacies in community provision for the handicapped, namely the
dearth of quality care and treatment for the very young handicapped
child and systematic co-ordinated parental support services.

is

9D
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_. ,It should be st ess , however, that not all substitutes,
for orthodox Medicaland 'educational intervention result in favourabile
outcomes: It is not very many years agp since a young cerebral

_palsied child died after proldnged immerdion in a manure pit: BLit'
before we are too hasty, and too severe -in our condemnation of £he use
of unorthodox and unproven methods by unqua.j.j.fietr usurpers, we should
consider the desperate plight of anxious, oFteri guilt-ridden parents
of young handicapped children when faced with a perhdps overly
pessimistic prognosis ltd inadeRuatb( treatment 'faCirities. The
following quotation from a phySiciank, Stine, should prciveLa salutary
reminder of the unproven status cif certain medical treatmen s
administered to earlier gene/.atiops of patients:

.

t thhistory of medicine and psychiatry is .
,t

-24plete with seemieig4y effective but ultimately f,

spurious cures attributed .to bloodletting, emetics,
environmental manipulations, fasting and dietary
nkr.?zipulations." (1976, p;643) . foe"

0 ,

t47-
..,

A somewhat simi r statement could be made about a number of soalledv st" -c
AUcational ' cu s' of'more re'cent origin. T.

-"' i'S.
,)

I
:.I ,, .Lt would s.eem I that a more rigorous approach to the evaluatrion k

of the .effectiveness of treatment regimes for handicapped children. is X
a iong.4verdue development in the fields of both medicine and edu! tion.

-1- 1"

, A 1111.oensori-motor and, perceRtual-motor training

The goii7ccn.- -DeZacato approach
. The most radical and certainly the most. controverSial. of the

S"ensori-motor land perceptual approaches to the remediation of leaning
,problems e *.bitecl by children, with neurological handicaps, mental

.-4-',retard4tion d behaviour disorcils,rs_ is that proposed by Glenn Dom
.1 and Car]. D cat°. at the Institutes/for the .Achievement of Human

r Pot' tial in Philadelphia. Their program inclUdes the assessment o
>*' the developmental, problems of handicapped children, and the prescr4pfion,"

of treatment regimes based on the the of neurological organization,
'ifh:ith;;:seeks io explain the origin of these) disorders.

The enthusiasm and support of the popular ,media for this
approach,, and its endorsement by many parents whose handicapped children
have participated in he program have not been matched by professional
acceptance. Several ficial statements question the411116alidity of the
theory,. the assessment d aspects of the treatment programs.

fte

11.
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. - The core concept of the theory A that of neurological
,

rgar14.zation. iftlacato. (1963) defiAps , neuroO---- gical, organization as

' ,Theoretical basis

-

that Pwbiologically optimum condition which
-exists uhiquely and most completely in mean and is
theresXclt of-a. total uninterrupted ontog6efic

4.
newyaZ development.. This orderly development
progresses vertically. "throyghthe spinal cord....
'This-progression is an intei.dependent continuum,
hence .7-f a high level of development is. unfunctioning
-or incomplete.... lower levels become'

:Ai

oNezti-de and
,

,dominant.;., If a lower Zevels income et all
succeedi-ng high ZeVpZs are affected both in relation
to, their height in the central nervous System and in

'' relation to tke chronology of their'development. If
man does -not follow this sehemo. 4xhib-4te problems

, af mobility or communicati6n." .1 ,

.

%,.. . The theory proposes that ontogeny, or the development of
the individual, recapitulates phylogeny, the developmental history
of the species. This.deVelapment pt9ceeds In an orderly anatomical
sequencelthrough the cord and medulla, pons, mid- brain'and cortex
and culminates in cortical hemispheric domihance (Kershnerl 1968).
A cording to the theory, the child's development of mobility, vision,
a dition and lang4ge parallels, and is f4pctionally related to, his

atomical progress. Disordered developmental patterns are thus
elieved to be the result_o_f_failure,to achieve development at a more

,

Treatment procedure consistof.theoretically- -
mental sequences of tor and perceptual experien
d.to be vital-fact rs'in normal d eVelopment.,,

The peak of neurol gical organization is reached with the establishment,.
Of c6rtical dominance, which is claimed to exert significant influenc0' a
in the following areas:

achieving mobility.,in brainrdamaged children;

primitive level.
-prescribed develo
which are conside

.1.

4.2 . preverition of comMunication disorders;

3. treating disorders of-communication;

.4. . augmenting intelligence-and
. 4 '

S. 4 enhancing man's "normal' development and a number Of othe

social goals (Cohe , d and Taft, 1970)J
universal applic'tions including Some relatedtointern ional

Kershner (1968) h oi d but that since neurological
.

. .

..'

development is assumed to be related to, psyChomotor development; the
theory asserts that nenrologicallly handicapped chit participating
in a program of physical activities should achieve inc ases in both,.
physical and intelaectual proficienty. .,,,i.

/

1
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.1;
, The Nveloginental Profile; th .e major assessment instrument;

is iaxbriom5r develOpmental Skills and activities, related not only
to chronological age but to tile hierArchyof levels in the brain and
Ipinal cord., It assesses .fui-ictions in fix areas - mobility;tlanguige,
manual, visual, audi toxy and tactile :Competence- The measurements are

---.in Units of neurological age. Comparifig this with chronological age,
the average rate' of neurological growth since birth is determined. .
Gains in performance are assessed by. the same technique.

ez,

, Treatment Procedures

Underlying the
. two basic prinFiples:

/

eatment advocated by Doman and Delacato are

I:. As specifiek earlier, the' brain is an
1

1 ' c nsist.ing of parts or subwholes each
th , control ,Of higher parts 'tic; to the

.... le is are the most primi. 7t.i.Ve and the
They assert that- ecause:.,-; -.

the central nervouS'npstin develops
ZeveZ 7% :it is logigal tifckt.the.rape-utic

.-

in

organic hierarcily
o'f which is luedier
cortex. The lower.
earliest to develop. '0,,

attemp recapitulate-ths,,4ar pQsensory-31find motor factors. ihickinfluenc
of .the brain during 'inrfaileil." (Doman an

from -the lowest
ororns should

e the earl'
the development
Thomas, 1968,

Children with neuro.logica' 1 dysfunctions may be helped by
inceasing the intensity, frequency and duration of sensory
stimulation.

fr.

Consistent with the theory, therapeutic PA5cedures'. Compri.
the forllowing:

Patterning or the passive imposition of homolateral
and contralateral movement patterns by external
manipulation of the head and extremities while the

is ip a prone Osition This iS designed to
rovide the..brain wi kin thetic, propriodepeive

sensory informatio
° : !.Crowning a d creeping in the prone ,polsition and on

hands. and nets respectively, providing. exweriende .

of primitive sensory and motor activity patterns.
,.Somersaulting, and being' spun while hanging, upside'

down tct,eighten, awareness cifl one' s posittQn in ,'spi6e .
--Brachiating or swinginag-hand over" hand.von a long
hcSrizOntal beam painted the. colours. of, the spectrum.
According to Doman and Delacato, the "missing,

. 4

*it
-r

-
it
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. . .

link" in::the developmental prairessiggi from quadripedal
c.I.,

to bipedal mobility.
I

.

. t ...

Sensory stimulation with bri ght lights and loud noises.
. .

i2. Rebreathing into.a mask, on the assumption that
increases in carbon dioxide textels dilate cerebral
blobd vessels and promote healift of brat&cells.

....)Dietaryjestriction, particularly of fluid intake
..to.redu8e intracranial pressure.

,
The establishment of cortical dominaned by suppression
of the sub.dorhipent eke, hand an* foot and the promotion
of the dominan'tk side.

CritiCal evaluatiddkof the-theory, assessment 'and treatment procedures
.4111v

I I

MO V

1 .

,'Thus far, in th5,...11-11-erests of clarity, the thqory and its
practical applications have been presented without any attilOpt at
critical evaluation. From-- he .standpoint of scientific acceptability
some of the most EOgentcriticisms relate to. the failure:

c 1.
1

to vali-date the Doman-Delacato theoretical postulates
and the hypoth6ses derived from them;

to establish the validity of like ASsessment Profile;
and

A

3. . todsupply empirical evidence in support of th'e efficacy
of the treatment procedures. .

-*)

Andrews (1976) in a recent article concl1ded that the theory
had been judged i some 'quarters to be based op .over - simplified'
concepts of hemiOheriew-dominapte and .that the assumption that the
disabilities experienced by the'majority of cases of mental retardation;
learning problems and behaviour disorders are caused by poor neurological
organizations does not rest on unequivocal research evidence.

Validation of the theory of neurological organization

Robbins (1966), in an empirical, test of the Validity of the
theory of neurological organization, coMpared the progress of three ti

second grade classes who expe'i'enced three different treatments, the
-experimental one beingibased on the Doman-Delacato,approach. His 5

findings, summarized below, failed to substantiate slime bas/c tenets-
of the theory:.

1.

2.

Creeping was not significantly related fd reading.

When
.

measuredby the.Califorlia. Achievement Tests, mean'
--reading differences.:betweenirchildren lateralize& .

and those. who were 'not, were notTSignificant.
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When the ability to creep was controlled thereeftiere
no signifcant differences in reading between
lateralized and non-lateralised sub cts.

. Compared with the two controiiTgroups, the experimental'
subjects did not significantlf-increase-th9; reading
ability following exposure to .0he experimeinta training

4
. program.

,o

5. f<The experimental program did not affect the amount
lof rateralizatiOn'in the .subjects.

RI
. No attempts to validate the theory experi ntally have-been
undertaken by its major advocates, and this omission is the source
of much professional criticism and concern.

4.

Validation of the Assessment Profile

A second focus of professional concern resides in the failure
to demonstrate that the results yielded by4the Develgpmental Profile
are correlated with gains derived from well- recognized scalf
.de'velopmental.growth or of performance in the six areas test

I

Validation of 'Ole Treatmemt Procedur
I

s

Even more imperative are d ubts concerning the appropriateness
and effectiveness of the treat procedures espoused by Doman-Delacato.

Three influential reviews of _the efficacy of the Doman-Delacato
treatment have now been published' (Robbins aKa-GiasS, 1969; Neman, Roos,
Menolascino, McCann and -He-ar,, 1973; Hal lahan and Cruickshank, .1973),
none of which have substantiated the effectivenes's of this approt.ch in

(A an unequivocal fashion. Robbins and Glass, for illttance, reviewed
eleven experimenetal investigations, using sources of invalidity
ideritified by C4mpbell and Stanley (1966) as criteria of experimental
adequacy. They concluded that these studies were - "exemplary 4.1- their

/faults". ; sr 7

.. / gallahan

.

and CruickshaQk, in theifa-n-ilysis ci,the efficacy
of perceptual - .motor training in general, added four mire S'4-11Ali_PS to

. their review, of the oman-Delacato, approach, including two methodologicall
.sound designs (Robbin 1966; O'Donnell and Eisensor, 1969). Neither
of these studies yie ed-po'Sitive effects for the Doman-Delacato

.---procedures on a range of theoretically appropriate outcomes such as. , _

creeping, achievement tests, aterality, visual=Motor integration and

'

i.reading.
.

g.
.

Neman et al. (1973) reviewed twenty-four studies of Doman-
Delacato programs, twelVe of _which were reported by'Delacato.(1963, 1966),
all of which were claimed to reveal findings supporting this -method. The

1 . 1

. 4;1

4 %

) 0i 14-:;
Le lir
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methodological,flUs of these studies halre already been identiffedby
Robbins and Glass. Of the twelve other studies examined, Only four
reported significant positive ifin914.ngs in fft..0our of the DomanDelacato
procedures: All of the reviewers mentioned above agree tjlat to 4,01.06
little scientific support has been ,amassed for the sensori-motor
training approath. .

General criticisms.

The other 'criticisms of the -Doman -Del acato procedures focus.
on 'aspects such as:

N*

. (a) the exces 'ye demands made on parents who act in a
stherapeUt role :in an' extremely demanding, sustained,
rigid'and inflexible regime, which contains the risk
of neglect A other family members, and which - imposes
obligations on volunteer teams tel.helpers;

(d)

the high'cot of participation, including transports costs,
and Ye-evaluationcharges;

. s.

t,

from a psychological perspective, more dama1ing to
parent- are the possibilities of failure, r.filecti
they do on their--)dedica ion and ability to carry the
prog am t6 a successful nclusion and possibly ,exacerbate g
existing parental guilt feelings;.

--

il
- i#

from the point o\f viewtf the child; there is concern about
.

the enforced'restricti n of self-moIivated-age-a ropriate
activities and

.

nd experi.... e e.. ,
lb

..

.

i That some ch..ildren do, improve after participation. in the,
7 program has been acknowledged, buta number-of authorities have ':

suggested-that the operation of coincident factors may be.fesponsible.
The recent report by the Therapeutic .Methods Sub-COmMittee-olilthe

0'.National 'Health and Medical Research.COuncil (1977), for instance,
,

. -recognizes the following.beneficial features: .,\'
...

(a) thorough assessment with ex0aanati-on tolparents;

(b) the expTessioof concern and -Optimism;

(c). direct parental involvement the child's progress and
imprgyeme t in community attitude thYough.involvement in
-the pYog

q, L,
(d) the benefit, to the child from the amount of oqonal N

and sensory stimulation,',Ath intense physic activity
enhancing physica:'1.- strength, coordination tosture;

s 40
. r-

(e) reduction in hyperactivity due 4co the e/ferg gxpcndeds

.,in the,programiand so on. V qt 1173-

I 65 _ i

/

, .

11111.
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1;7
This sub-committee claims, however, that these benefitsare

uniq.ue to Doman-Delacato and should be'inCluded in all programs.
of management for neuroilkli;cally and iriteliectuaily handicapped
:children. 4,

Less controversial than the Doman-DelacatoJapproach are the'
V.theories and training procedures advocated by workers suchas'

Kephart (1960), Getman (1965) , Barsch (1965), Frostig (1964) and
Ayres.(1975), all of whom, to varying degrees, exhibit tj'he influence'
of thetpioneering efforts of Strauss and Werner in the field's f motor
and perceptual-motor development (Strauss and Kephart, 1955).
their theoretical emphases and treatment orientations differ, these
perceptual-motor theorists all endorse the concept of hierarchical
develoment and organization of the central nervous system. Their
titainineprrocedures are also based upon recognition' of the systematic
sequential nature of sensory motor, perceptual and cognitivt,
development, and the contributory, interactional nature of et i-iential
opportunities. Kephart, for example, insists that perceptual -motor
problems,. while anatomical or physical in nature, are aggravated. by .
1 c of opportunity, need, or practice in developing the basic
ab 'ties of eye-hand.co-ordination, form perception and temporal- "g
sp ial t/.5.161ationiskills. These basic abilities, he insists,.:a.
im icated in hehe"types of achievment demanded by `schools.

.Som Xat ironically, a number of the treatment procedurei
advocated by these workers in the field of perceptual-motor training
do not differ substantially from some compbneets of the DomaDelacati),A
method. wThe major difference,appeaprs to reside ,in the emphasis on:the -!
treatment of overt behaviours rather than on affecting changes in the,*
central nervous system itself-.

Critique of Studies of Perceptual Training.

Despite the'wi'despread4clinical enthusiasm and support for
OWeptual-motor.training, rigorous controlled experimentpition to
evaluate the efficacy of these approaches with different groups of
e ceiitionalchildren, is a comparatively relent phenomenon.; Hallahan
a Cruickshank have reviewed thirty-J6ne e*perimental investigations

/' pub fished in major journals between 1965 and 1970. Again using the
sources of invalidity specified by Campbell -and Stanley, their survey
dentifles only seven.stilbles-which. meet criteria of, 'experimental

Adequacy. 'These authors conclude that the safest verdict they'codld
4. reach was that it was premature to draw definitive conclusions about.-

4. .4.114e-efficacy of perceptual-motor traintpg. They identified a nUmber
of vexing questions and issues which emerged in their analysis of the
experimental evidence: .....

.
..

1. The appropriate dependent variable to be used to .

measure perceptual-motor skills.
. ,

.4"

lA

4
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;

2. The. adequate lengt4hof experimental. treatment for
research purposes.

,

3. The. question of misuse of the training meth3 .

4. . Lack of definition of many,of the research populations
treated.

The need tad differentiate between motor and perceptual-.
,motor training; and liastly.

. ...

The. effects of 'structured school prograifs on the \
. ,.. .

experimental ,results..
.

.

' Hal lahan and Cruickshank .nevertheless stress that it . is . important
not to dis'card perteptual-moto'r development theories Ind training ,

procedures bdecause of the small number of adequate studies by which an
evaluation of- their effectiveiress could be made-. Given exemplary`

1

studies and adequate, treatment time, useful results may become
-.. -available. .

.

:-- ,.y7-0.,

Dietary approaches
0

i-tv , - The 'use of dietary manipUlation,in "diseases whose patho7
y 1 physiological .mechanisms are triggered by"die-tary components, such as
S- phlkylf@konuria and ,reactive i'deopathic hypoglycemia" (Stine, 1976: p,643)

f.;,.. is ow sanclard practice, in the mamikemept of these conditionS. Prom
, . . , a me a'"1 perspective, r idual issues, yin the case of PKU "for' instance,

.

. : _I'l are plated, to the opti num levels of phenlalanine in the restricted
diet. .d the optimum time for its discontinuance. It should be

,,,.,1 ,
y. -' emi*Asized, howeyer, that more complek psychologScal and behavioural
-,..

isUes still requiredetled investigation ('Robinson and Robinson, p) 4

P
N.

Brinktorth (19734a)., 1973("b)), in his program for early
2. r" AP intervention Atli. Down.' s syndrome children, which he claims is directed

.

:-Jtowd'rds ensyring that the5-40 children cic: not lose in their earlj,
,' development the potential with' hick they were born, has included ,

.-: dietary components as part of his total approach. The rationale for
his treatmen procqdures issapased on tbeftneed to compensate for. 'Or 1r\
stimulate thVe 'nadeq4ate nervous system, circulation, respira0.on; and

1 . dige.stion of the Down 's .syndrome. infant. .

I, 's

.Briefly summarized, the components of Brin h ' s. approach
$ . .

. .

.
.

consist Of
(_ \ .

. ,
.

, f
. A

s

" 1, Ins.is"tenof on .a loJ fat, ,low carbohyarate, high
protein diet with vitamin supplemfelts, and the
substitution of glucose fomb others _sugars,' to

,

Or pr6vide enerVy, and" food for the nervous system
bg a a ier, metabolic pathway; and to avoid
obesit*.

--,,-

I

1 b ",)
,. . . .

at.
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.
,pecAi-al exercises, fiztet p....6:08i'Ve and then increasingly

active 4cgre. d "PrincipalZy on the muscle ctretc>i and
tendon reflexes.,, to keep."4he brain well stimulated by
propriocepti.qe and kinaesthetic ifirpulses, which a
motionless ,:m4d hypoton-ic child Could not readt,
obtain foz;.

Strong visual, auditory and tactile experience'
(loud paid contrastirig sounds, bright_*light and

.strongly: contrasting colour, anti vch expe2'Aienc
in handling various shapvs' and to tares', and in
etdapting the hand:,to various stapes wee provide

4. Movement in space, and chan'gs in env-Ili:eon:rent H
(ZAockng,- kyinging, .rowing and other exercises)
to improve balance, and prokoception0

5. Maternal handling and affection.
6, ocial life and contact with others.
7. Opportunity to benefit from theostu,,raZ alhanes .

available to the pormal infant.
8. P-rOvision of aids to independent mobility at the

appropriate stage. " ,...

developed to treat _Brinkworth's own Downs syndrome
y intervention program was `tested .empirically using
rimental infants alp twelve controls. While the
showed significant superiority in a number of
after .s-ix"' mon ths , U-nfo tunately this superiority
treatment was terminati Six months later the

s only. s 1 gh y favOttred the

a,

a

- lof

A
Originally

daughter, this earl
groups' of fiVe expe
exper t.men t a l g /TAT

develdpmental areas
was'eroded when the
differences be tween

°' 4 experimental group
the two gr

,
4 e

This disappointing conclusion is probably related, at least
in part, to the paucity of resources invested in the intervention

. projdct (Clarke and Clarke, 1973) .. -Theme is sqfkicient e,'idence to
suggest the possibility of more favourable outcomes if a more sustained,.
lOngitudinal treatment were to be implemented.

The Feingold diet
A

,The Feingold 'hypothesis that the hyperactivity syndrome is
due to genetically determined hypersensitivity of the central nervous'
system to ri4i.nute alfibuntsaof certain cheMical compoUnds has led to the
most widely publicied and publiCly, acclaimed attempt at dietary
manipulatiori in the associated fields of medicine and education.

*or'

1 0 fr'-c,3

1

t
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Kaiser-Permanente-(K-P:) diet:eriminates the hypothesized 'triggering .

.compounds which include: 1 ...°."
.

2,1,___----0,

.....

.... I

1. coal-tar 'derivati
colouring;

a large number of
flavouringrr .

synthetic

_used as arti9.ciaj food

compounds used AS fool'

3. naturally occurring compounds containing asalicylate
radical which are found in a wide variety af fruits and

40" vegetables; and
.

4. more recently, Feingold has added some unspecified
$e'v .preservatives to this.fqrmidable list_(Feingold, 1975).

-Stine (1976),.in a conceptual analysis of the problems
associated with Feingbld's hypothesis, stresses that the beheficial
effects of dietary manipulation of the diseve entities referred to
earlier could indicate that a Similar mechanism may be opprative in
hyperactivity. He further points out that:

"A second conceptual NAem is the-proposition
,that minute amounts of an'-ingested compound,....
could be responsible for major ,alterations in human
behipiour, espeCitally since they must transverse a
complicated anatomical and physiological route
before reaching their proposed site of action.
(p.643).

This possibility is enhanced, in Stine's view, by the documentation of
,the potent effect on behaviour of th@ naturally occurking and' synthetic
hallucinbgens:

Third, Stine claims that his anecdotal studies highlight the
need .to eliminate the influence ofpfacebo effects and of uncontrolled

'and unknown variables that might influence 'reported clinical
:improvement.

For physicians, parents and teacherg of hyperactive
the most -!compelling question remains - does the diet work?

Spring and Sandoval '(1976) have recently published a critical
evaluation of the evidence concerning the effectivenes of the K-P
diet in treating hyperkinesis. These authors point out that the initial
reports* of the success of the diet were based on clinical:trials and on
findings froM a number of uncontrolled studies in which the diet was
prescribed ,for groups of disturbed children. On the.basis:of the data
derived from these clinical effbrts, Feingold claimed that 50% of the
children showed a ful respofige, while 73% improved sufficiently to
permit dietary displ cement of drug therapy: He has sinceiprovided a

children
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more rvative fire of 30% to 50%-stayourable response. Feingold
(1976) as also reported that behavioural change, due to the diet,. is-
followed by marked improvement irri-cholastic achievement. More
specifically he contends that hyperactivity, aggression and
impulsiveness are .reduced--in the. initial stages of treatment, followed
by improved .motor' 'co-Ordination evidenced by improved writing and
drawing, improved speech and loss of clum4iness. Disturbances of
peiwception and cognition are'ameliorated,in the final stage of.
treatment, especially in the case of younger children.

Spring and Sandoval query the legitimacy of these specific
claims on a number of grounds:

1. the paucity of the evidence;

2. the global nature of Feingold's clinical measures
which preclude evaluation of the parameters of the
childrAWs original disorders and of the improvement
a.ttributed to the diet (Nu,trition Foundation, 1975) ,

3.
:40

failure to specify the methods used to assess such
=variables as attention-span, perception, cognition and
scholastic achievement;

4. ,failure to control for placebo effects.
ti .:-. .-

'Spring and Sandoval fear that The last named may be especially
suspect atka component of the response to the K-P diet. They cite,-
for instance; psychological readiness to approve the diet due to the
ecology movemehtpareptal preference for certain explanations of a
child's disturbed' behaviour, and the effc4t entailed by the mothers
in fiolglowirig the diet. Furthermore the chilehimself-might become.-
the lo Us. of a placebo response, since the diet creates. strong social
deman s for a child to modify his behaviour.

Two controlled' studie's have now been reported in the
' literatui, the first, at the University of Pittsburgh (Conners,
'Goyette, Southwick, .Lees and Andrulonis, 1976) and the-second at the
University of Wiston4in (Harley, Ray, Matthews, Cleeland, Tomasi,
Eichman and Chun, 1976) for whip only a preliminary report is
currently available. Both studies employed:a double blind cross-over
design.. -Children were selected bn the basis of objective criteria of
hyperactivity and behavioural. data collected during wbaselIne 'period.
Half the children selected at- :random were then placed on the K -P diet
for\seVeral weeks, then 'switched to a covtrol diet for a similar period.
For the r&mainder of the children the order, of the diets was reversedL
The control diets did not eliminate artificial flavours and colours
but attefipts were made to present them as plausible treatments for
hyperactivity. The research design thus attempted to minimize the
possibilitY of parental and teacher knowledge of whether a child was, on

. .
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J
the experimental or control diet. The clini al investigators-were,
A- course, unaware as to which diet was bein g dministered to the'
child. iv- -...

/
.

--- The relatiye effectiven of the diets was determined by
comparing behavioural data during periods when children Were on the two
diets, with each child serving as his own control. It should be noted,
however, that placebo effects were not necessakjly controlled in the ,

. case.of mothers, who, because of widespread publicitP: were probably
--able to identify the K=P d

1

et. .
.

ti
-In the Pittsburgh experiment, 'fifteen hyperactiv -school-age

children, both boys and girls, were studied. Hyperact e behaviour
was rated during the baseline and each of the diet periods'by both
parents and teachers using a rating scaleilleveloped'by Conners.
Conners combined .interview data with these scales toderive a Clinical

1 Impression Score. Statistical analysis favoured the K-P diet
(G)14.4Vethe control' diet for teacher, but not for parent ratings. The
CGI score indicated that only one child showed mafked and four moderate
-improvement on the K-P diet, with one child exhibiting moderate
improvement on the control diet, leaviAgTa net score of three with
moderate improvement. Thus 27% of the sample improvedunder the K-P
regime, leading Conners to tentatively suggest that there may be a
small sub-grOup of hyperactive children who respond with improved
behaviour to the K-P diet. - C4ution is needed, however, because, of
small sample size, inconsistent results and,the possibility of placebo.
effects.

In the Wisconsin study, Harley, et al. used a sample of thirty-
siyhschool-age and ten pre-school age hyperactive boys. In addition
to the rating procedures used. n the Pittsburgh study, observations
6f classroom behaviours for the school-age boys-were made by trained
obseriters. Tests of attention and perceptual-:motoe performance were
administeredwt the end of baseline and diet periods. This appears
to*be the' first attempt to objectively 'verify that disturbances of .
attention and motor co-ordination are im roved ...the K-P diet, and
these data, when analyzed, will, make a ra cal c ntribution to

--- evaluation of the efficacy Of the K-13 diet.

Preliminary anaLyses indicate that 27% of e school-age
boys responded favourably, according to parent ratings, but a
.significant 4j.et effect was not anticipated for th s group. No effect
on school behaviours for the K-P diet wag found.. Teachers rated more.
boyS as improved on the control-,diet. Clagsroom observations did not
support a significant 'improvement on the diet and there is little.

congruence between teacher and parent ratings. On the other hand, the
pre-school boys exhibited a greater response to the K-P diet as
indicated by parent. ratings. Possible explanations for this finding
-include ari age-specific diet effect, fewer diet infractions. or the
likelihood of. a placebo response.

111
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The data p esented to date do not 'offer strong support
/for-the efficacy f the K1717, die However; both of the investikatipAs

X have identified a, small. sub-group h eracti.:e children who may have
shown a faNrourab le ,response to the. . Ln the ljWit ot this
possibility, further. investiga'tions which introduce a challen2li procedum
have been pro otsd.

Bepause of the tentative nature of the evidence, to date,
Spr4ng and Sandovdl have recommended a moratorium on further public
advocacy of the F n ld treatment, .primarily becauie widespred
publicity incre ses th postibility of a plracebortplanse when In fact,
food additives may not e aetiologically significa t. Also negative

. consequences may resill from the associated risk Of delaying or
denying appropr'ate alternative treatment.

Stine, r arting two carefully documented case studies of
young hyperactive e-schoolsboys, one with severe cc4itive and the
other with emotional lems eated as carlast resort with -the
Kaiser-Permanente elimination diet, concluded that .the diet seemed to
play a major role in the alleviation of certain target-symptoms of
hyperactivity, especially motoric over-activity and extreme impulsivene5
Recognizing that these anecdotal studies are no substitute - for
cpntrolled research, he argues the need for careful experimental
validation of Feingold's hypothesis.

Stine suggests that, in the interim, thera eutic trials of
this treatment modality could be attempted in carefu y selected cases.
He lists the advantages of this method-sas:

1. absolute safety from side effects, even granting
the, low frequency and severity of side effects of the
stimulant drugs;

2. ',Pits possible special efficacy with pre-school
populations of 'hyperactive' children who, by and large
show poor response to medication, and who have- not yet
been exposed to insistent advertising, and peer pressures
to ingest artificially coloured and flavoured foods.

3. greater acceptability to parents of young children who
exhibit.resistance to drug treatment for their youngstert.

Problems

4P-1Despite the'se a'dvan'tages, several koblems in dietary reatment
must be acknowledged:

(a) SUccessful dietary restriction involves, major effort by
parents to learn and adapt to new techniques of shopping,
cooking, budgeting and meal planning.

0,



(b Older 'children may indulge in dietary infractions despite
,Ar the dedi....c ati on and'resolution of -paients.

-

...

4 J
,
1 '(c) thq.complexAy of the parameters of hyperactive §ymptomatology;

this is illuStrated by. Stine's concluding paragraph:
4li

' "The 11-tnical course of b_eth patients was characterized.

-.. by Z an gradugol ameZ ration of target symptoms,. in
contras to the sudden dramatic improvements described
by ll'ingold with this method and by Wender and others,
using Ritaliniand DextroaMphetamine. This Tay be .

- Aecause both patients had otherf.very severdccognitive
or emotional .problems that significantly impaired their
ability- to learn new blhaviourqiand coping techniques."
(p .'}44) 1

N

Comment

An insistent. theme in this review and appraisal of some
.?

contemporary developments. in the management of exceptional children
.

is the dearth of consistent research findings substantiating their .;

.effectiveness. The whole question of whether it is ethically and N.://1

scientifically acceptable to ady-gcate and apply these treatment

a

procedurgs in the absence of suchNscientific support appears to gingfee*/
the issue of whether there are potentially harmful elements in the
application of the treatment programs. This risk has two dimension

1. the introductiopof elements which may have direct 'ir J,7

deleterious consequences for the child, and
- al.

4 '

2. . . the maintenance of programs which, while not harmful
in themaelves, are ineffective in meeting the child's ji
needs and which may discourage the search for a more
appropriate alternative.

This constitutes qne 'Of the major unresolved dilemmas
field-of special educatiOn. Compelling scientific evidence sd
takes years to obtain; meanwhile, the tandicapped child and h gents

need help today. 11/-
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.CHAPTER 11 1/4?

THE NPUROLOGICAL-MIS-OF HANDILAPPIt& iONDITIONS

,

D.B. Appleton
11 .

1'

The/brain is a very copleic computer system able,to-,.A.F_Emmulate
information, store it, and reproduce o utilise that information- when
`required. Problems arise, if there.is some disturbance .n ,energy supplyj
energy:output or structure. ,Function ly these can be expressed as
hiochemical malfunctidns, electrical disturbances and structural
ab rmalities either' velopmental or' acquired respectively.

. . .40k
*For normal brain development a suitable environmeht-for the

-mu iplication of 4e primitive n-trve is is required. Abnormality
in n
s stances may alf ittdversely affeCt th .developient. Insults

fined early in getation may serio ly arrest development'viith.
quent gross malformati ns,(Dodge et al. f97,5).

., The pattern of abnorm often reflect' the stage of
gestation at which damage occu s and, this is well illustrated by the
variable patterns of rubella e ryopathy (Stern and Crome, 1972).
Prethaturity and dysmaturityren r the brain more sd ceptible to damage

mia.

utrition supplied by the 'placenta o infectious insults or toxic

sus
.cons

often with associated hypoxia hypoglycaemia, or tox

All too often thecause of si ficant brain malfunction
remains unknown despite intensive investigation. Mabry et al. (1963)
were the first to elucidate the problem in some of, these with the
demonstration of maternal phenylketonuria aad the effect of that unusua:
environment on the developing brain. The precise effects of maternal
malnutrition on the.developing brain are uncertain.

Biochemical distUfbances afterbirth produce a proportion of
infants with significant brain di ease. These may be disturbances of
amino acid, e.g. phenylketonuria, ipid, e.g. Tay-Sachs Disease or
carbohydrate e.-. glycogen storag disease. Some are progressive-and
at present mitre able while others such aS phenylketonuria can be.
arrested (Knox, 1 60). There is some'evidence also that behaviour of
these children is adversely affected also by increasing levels of
phenylalamine-(Frarikenburg et al. 1973).

'More recenVys much publicity has been given to the effect of
chemicaltoXin'onibrain function by Feingold (1974). Suffice it to
say thatl at present, his contentions' remain uniarbven and personal'
experience has not. been convincing.

Bio'chemical abnormalities are closely related to the second
Important group of problems, to be discussed - the electrical abnormalit:
which may produce both intellectual and physical handicap. ..Similarly, .
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underlying structural _disturbance such as porencephaly, or agyria or
polymicrogyria mbaydgive rise- to disturbance of elettrical rhythm.
Classification of epilep-sies,, the physical gf the
underlying electrical distAbbance is difficult, but imp'rta-nt since
this may indicate the best mode of, treatment.

119

"TABLE : Based on Gastaut (1970).

GENERALIZED

EPILEPSY.

Ablence Myoclonic Akinietic
(Hereditary or Acquired)

UNILA

Myoclonus Tbnic-7-1Clonic

1.
Infantile Grand
Spasm

9

PARtIAL.

Temporal lobe

The appropriate therapeutic agents can be then chosen with the
kno4ledge that some epilepsies.are extremely difficult to treat e.g.
myoclonic and atypical absence types. So frequent at times are the
discharges in tin', atypical absence attacks that the child may be out of
.contact for much of the time, with each episode lAsting seconds only. F

It is then the frequenCy which determines the functional disability:
Occasionally one sees children with akinetic seizures occurring so
frequently .that the child is unable to stand or even sit without .

considerable risk or injury which follows the very rapid loss of tone.

OgriB9havioural disturbance may .result fr a combination of
sychological and epileptic factors (Sutherland, 1969). There may be
pisodes of impulsive behaviour with or without amnesia for the episode
r paroxysms .of bad behaviour on a background of generally bad, behaviour,
ometimes exacerbated .by the medications used'to control the epilepsy.

The Abnormality s own on. the electroencephalogram in these patients is
o,ten in the post rior temporal region. VP

.

Many of t e drugs used in the treatment of epilepsy may
-.

c nsiderably impair learning and.behaviour. Dilantin in toxic doses
.. will prpduce ataxi and-there are conflicting reports regarding its effect
-. on learning: Clon zepam is a recently released benzOdiazepine derivative
of ective-in some patients with myoclonic seizures -and it may produce
.dr sinesS, ataxia and sometimes aggressive personality change (Edwards
an

1::\

d.Eadie, 1973). Phenobarbitone often induces hyperactivity, and is
re orted by some t have an adverse effect on perceptual-motor
be aviour and sustained attention (Hutt et Al. 1968) while others
report -it.does not interfere with learning (Wapner et al. 1962). It .

is robably reasonable to state that all Sedative.antigonvulsant agents
are capable of adversely affectOg cognitive development in children.



.Filla.kily,. some consideration must be gin to the effects, of
structural distuAlance in the brain. As menZ.ioned earlier this may
result from infective or toxic insults at criticaP stages o%developmen-
It may result from ti4uma, infection or vascqpiar derangement r
birth and at times i.-7' intimately linked with other/generalised diseases
such as Van Recklingh"absen's Disease eneurofibromatosis) aid tuberous

- 4sclerosis. .

, . ,..
% .

.
\......_

. Perhaps the commonest ecause of _neurological deficit is a'',4,
hypoxicischaemic- injury which ptoduces nbn-progressive7tamage. ,Fok
example, there are various combinations of clinical signs ianging from
minimal cerebral dysfunction to severe retardation, spasticity,
choreoatheto$is, ataxia, changes in tone, vi al and auditory impairmen-
Postfttally, hypoJ..a may result from recurren sic spells or severe.
respiratory disease particularly in the premature infant. Decreased
brain perfusion results from vascular collapse associated with 'sepsis,
or severe brachycardia or cardiac standstill associated with-apnoea.

d o

11.41 -

Cortical necros and status marmoratusmarble-like chang
of basal ganglia and al. us are more often associated with Aypon mia

'while ischaemia more ofte -causes watershed infarcts or periventricu
leukomalacia (Volpe, 197A).

The clinical features of coral necrosis are retardation,
seizures and SPasticity from cerebral damage and ataxia if the cerebellz
cells are affected. Basal ganglia dysfunction in the form of. athetosis
results from stasis in the deep draining veins or froth kernicterus
(often with associated deafness). With the improved managem9nt and
prevention of Rhesus incompatabpity, the incidence of the latter type
has diminished.. dramatically.

Watershed infarction produces mot deficit particularly in -

Proximal muscle groups and deficits in hiderer cortical function. 'The
establishment offunction_invarious sites i the brain was recently
reviewed by Benton (1977) and much know dge was gained br-the.study
of ballistic injuries in Two world

S.

Periventricular leucomalacia is common in premature infants
and since the lesion is deep near the descending corticospinal fibres
from the leg area of cortex, spastic diplegia is the usual .result.

. Degenerative diseases may be heraldea by-sekzures'and1oss of
cognitive function if grey matter is predominantly involved while change
in 4ody tone e.g. spastkcity is more likely-ifith white matter diseases.
These conditions are quite rare and most distreSsing to handle:

The neural mechanisms underlying movement, perception and
higher order dysfunctions suo4 as apraxia, agnosi'a and aphasia have
traditionally been handled by philosophers and psychologists. NO firmly
based neurophysiological explanation is yet available for these disorder
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Destructive brain lesions large enough ,or located,psecisely enough
pkto.rcause loss of or-pm eyiously lea ed skill roduce dementia or
'significant motor paresis.

ClumsinesS will often cause' pa = and -teachers considerable,
oncern. Illingworth (1968) defines this an older child whols
wkward.in h. movements, like a much yo ger child. Many possible

ses'eXis dlhere a normal variation, ayed matdration, familial,-
fa tors, rile tal sUbnormalit3*, minimal cere.ral palsy, emotional problems,
hyperactivity may need to be considered. No easily defil*ple.
structural abnormality is evident where death has occurrIployfor other
reasons. a

,
I

SiMilarly, pathological cor lates of children wi..hgminimal.
brain dysfunction and developmental hyperactivity are notsaNtallable
(Nei71.7 1968). Obviously the important need is to,establish that no
prOgre s e or treatable disease is present and then provide, .the necessary
medic , behavioural,.educational and en>ironmental support.J.

Management of the child with Veurolog4.4lisability is difficult--,
and due attention must be made to social and e4tational problems as
well as physical ones. Assesgment of treatment is diffiUlt and for
this reason many popular programmes have been devised:, not th-e least
of which is that pOpplarised by "Doman and Delacato. Bax and MacKeith .

(1967) and Cohen et:al1/4. (1970)' have reviewed this problem. Particular
attention must be given .to drug therapy to be certain that toxicity
does'not develop, further impairing function. Only by- a concerted
attack involving the cooperation of clinicians, therapists and
educationalists with support from interested parents can appropriate
progress be made. Thete is no place for the prima donna. The team
approach is all important.
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CHAPTER 12

MOTOR SKILLS : TIA,g tfUNGARIA REDAGNICAL METHOD.

r
7 Thi
in young. ch

NEUROLOGICALLY IMPAIRED CHILDREN
)44.

0 b
A-- 7

.Simon

paper attempts to decribe the devpOlimen
'amen: Amiexaminatkon-8f the features-of

is undert4 n, and the implications for neuromuscular
cerebral palsied children considered. The paper goe
1 edagogiCal approlach, deyi.sed in Budapest to train
mg or disordered children.

, ,

,041?

t` of motor.skills
skilled performance
functioning in
on to describe
rain damaged and

Physical motor development, in children and its relationship to
learning is a substantial topic. Therefore, only solve of the salient
aspects of motor skill, development-as a background td an understandi*
of movement disorder in cerebral palsied children are noted. Children
suffering from cerebral palsy (CP) are chosen because they exemplify
the problems of motor disordered cchildren in a dramatic way.-

Until recently pSychologi ts pave shown (ply a limited concern

(
in motor skill development as compar :-. with theAsual ubjects ofinterest s)(ch as-perception, memory, language, etc. This imb ance
is being corrected in-recent years.. A major difficulty facing

-., psychologists studyiAg motor perfo anceis that of adopting an
appropriate strategy towards an and rstanding,and study of motor skill
development and its refationship to igher order skills within
hierarchical scheme..

There is little certain knowle e of the temporal organization
or the principal pa ameters along which development occurs:.
Skilled performance ands the availability of a complex response
system, in "advance .of ,occurrence in the environment such that the
outcome of;the response ilk be quite precisely contingent upon the ,
occurrence of the event" It invo1v0.'the recognition that 'such an
event will occur, the e tio of an app priate response for

,execution Owd effecti , onitoring of per rmance by .a subject. ,

.°. ir.

In other words, motor functiOning outconies depencr.
,

u- pon a
number. of discrete factors, which,include intellectual ability, visuo-
motor skill, neuromuscular status, and the/i'vailability of appropriat%,
learning opportunities.

. ,.

.
2.

r
Litte is known of thedevelopMotal changes in skilled motor

performance (Haskell et al. 1977). Par-El..of. the-7difficulty in studying
these changes is due to the lack of rel*gbie=and:walid instruments to
measure the sequential. operations of movemento;thanges in subjects and
their identifications and.evalualion in ajlierar4hical.scheme.

----IA r-
41P
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Basically-two viewpoinlis'on mp.toi developmen:I-bxi st

S
descriptive and operatibnal:

.

De.scriptaVf
1141

4
_ The descriptdV(e approach toan understanding

development is well known to readers. In themain
Ncomponent aspects of motor beha-yidur is underwaken.

,

Such studieS are confined to an examination and ecord of the
onset of significant manifestations..of gross and fine mo r behaviour.
These are characterised.by a progreSsion from simpler to ore complex
behaviours. Thus sucking reactions, 'palmar grasp and eye blink yield
to more meaningful..systems of increasing` complexity. The ability,to
_engage in skilled games requires not only precision, speed, accuraoy
and skilful manipulation but such hIghet Order cognitive skills as

----complex symbolisation, conceptualisation, language and other abilities
to direct motor acts. .

5'

Nsd11
11

of Motor 40,40V
taxonomy.of the

Workers wit CP and physically handicapped Children are
showing a greater i terest in the strategies employed by these children
engaged in FkilIe nipulativeperformance. More .importantly, some
educators 4bek to tr slate ideas gained from the developmental.
theories of Piaget and Gessell into educational programmes.

In essence the Gessell hypothesis views development as a .

4unction' of maturation " developthent is a continuous, process.
Beginning with conception, it proceeds stage by state in.orderly

IF'

sequence, each stage representing a degree or level of m urity"
(Gessell and Armatruda 1947)..- It was-long claimed that a redetermined
genetid sequence governed the orderly unfolding of motor ability in
children. This had given rise to pessimistic beliefs about the
unmodifiability, of motor capacities in physically handicapped children':

Such an approach ignores the qualitrblemovement reSpoll -es,
the idiosyncratic styes adopted by some cerebral palsied children
to circumvent their motor disabilities, and leaves unexplored, the
whys of motor behaviour in young children. Nor doeS it take into
account the effect motor training programmes have in' enabling cerebral
palsied children to achieve control over neuromuscular activity. In
other words the descriptive or normative approach simply provides a
cbart of the developmental milestones.

Operational 4

A descriptive. account must be followed by an analysis
operations of motor behavibt. The components of motor skills
be identified and analysed, and the underlying mechanism that

ti
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Wiled manipulative performance in children understood. It appears
/that the theories of skill development in terms of hierarchical
ordering of components in action have not been recognised and studied
in CP children, except by Connolly and his associates. -

Characteristics of a skilled act

A fresh analysis of the components and Organization .of motor
skills is offered. Basically a prerequisite to the acquisition of
skilled motor performance in the human subject, is its'capacity to
receive internal and external information, to store, code and analyse
the information and its ability to issue commands, to parts of'-the body
to execute appropriate actions.

Sub-routines.

Attempts to secure precise measures of motor performance are
fraught with difficulties. It is suggested that recording qualitative
changes in selected categOries of children's manipulative ability is, It

a more productive approach. Several compo#ents of the total action
of functional activity, such as crawling, Walking; feeding etc. can
be examined. A basic segment of the total movement action is
to as the sub-routine, It follows that skill can be assessed in)terms
of control, speed and precision with which a- set of iscrete .

l

I
motor acts must be earned, chained and executed in is correct
spqffence.

Sequence

Further analysis of the components of motor skill behaviour
in cerebral palsied subjects are ba§ed on the work of Connoily-(1968,
1970). Skilled movements therefore consist of an orderly series of

.

linked sub-routines. These can be obsetved in such movements as
running, writing, lifting, pouring from a teapot and playing tennis.

The subjats ability to formulate and execute complex manoeuvres
(movement patterns he has pracIpsed repeatedly) is mediated through an

- elaborate system of feedback.

Improvement in motor performance
to make adjustments between the incoming
body (posture, balance, exertion, speed,
or sustained, etc.) and the execution of

increases when a Chin it ab
sense of information from hi

re, the time element; qui k
skilled movement. Movements

1
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in themselves serve to the subject of the changes in environmental
circumstances to reduce error in performance. Visual and non-visual
and kinaesthetic feedback techniques to improve perfbrmance are widely
used by physical.educators in training students in ball games and
athletics.

Subjects in receipt of abundant information prior to and during
the performance of a motor task,are claimed to acquire higher levels of
skills. Learning, therefore isdirectly related to opportunities for
rehearsing a skill and the subject's ability to make movement adjustments
during performance. It can be argued- that some cerebral palsied
children fail to appreciate and maintain e)sren the simplest movement
skill, because of an inadequate feedback system.

Noise

While CP children need feedback from their own movements,
they have difficulty in filtering relevant from irrelevant neuro-
muscular activity: Connolly attributes the failure of some spastics
to achieVe adequate neuromuscular control, to "noise", (excess
information) which masks the "signal" i.e. the essential -message.

Active and passive movements

Certain types of contact with the environment are necessary for
the development of'sensori-motor ability. The question arises -as to
what kinds of motor experience facilitate its emergence. Some
indications as to the best conditions that promote efficient visuoL
motor, perceptive-motor and spatial skills in-animals and human subjects
appear in the studie-sof Held and Hein (1963), Held and Bauer (1967) and

White and Held .(1966).

The impoft ce.of self-induced movements in accelerating
perceptuo-motor development 4as closely established. Active. movements
.(movements which the subject, initiated, monitored and terminated);as
opposed to PaSsive-mioveinents, led to more efficientidad]nOrmal visual-
motor development in kittens, chimpanzees, dogs and infants. These
findings,raisejmportant issues for' educational practice and ,question
the value of conventional forms of physiotherapy for motor handicapped
children.

Motivation

.Motivation in learning, especially in young children, is'an
important consideration,:and it has a firm neurological basis. The
brain cortex of a motivated learner will set thereticular-formation of

12
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the brain so that more information is perceive . Motivation however
is not an easy subject for study because of the complex interaction
between various motivating devices and the learner's .self- motivation.

Learning a motor skill

1)

Three broad stZdes in learning motor skills may be outlined:

1) "Cognitive phase" Plan formulation
2) Practice
3) Execution

Plan

The learner should have a' clear concept of the .goal
suitable'breakdown of the important components of the total ski
learned. The individual_ should have. an understanding of the serial
organization of these dei.sCrete movements, and the correct order of
operations to be performed.

o be

At this stage the learner is obliged to take account of the
normal constraints imposed on the human system. For example, there
are the physical limitations of his sensory capacities, conditions of
fatigue, psychological aspects of perceptual ability, such as deciding
what cues to respond to, degree ofvigilance to employ, etc. all of
which are likely to affect his performance. In addition, the learner
should possess the skill-of ignoring irrelevant and redundant information
("noise" in information theory language) which is likely, to distract
him from carrying out a motor talc.

7) Prru,tioa

Practice is an essential aspect of motor skill learning. It
enables the learner to rehearse and master each of the units of the
skill, and to reach the stage at which the organization and execution of
such an activity is transferred to a lower cortical level (cerebellum)
and movement patterns become automatic. Climbing stairs, eating ice
cream, drinking soup, tying shoe laces, driving a motor car, are
examples of.such an organizational structure.

Some sequences, however, are separate units in themselves and
can be practised independently of the total pattern. The.kicki.ng
action of the "Crawl" stroke in swimming can be practised on its own
and outside the sequdhce pattern of arm, feet eund breathing movements
of the particular swimming stroke.

ts:

3) Automatic execution

This is the stage.reached when the person performs motor acts
with proficiency. The individual is able to carry out the correct

1 2 3
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sequence of movements ranging from simple to .complex ones with a
minimum of errors, and without conscious effort. The value of relegating
such tasks to lower levels of control lies in freeing the higher centres
to deal with more complex additional uirements that might arise.

It should be pointed out that even when a skill becomes
automatV,some. monitoring continues to occur and minor adjustments
take plac6. When a familiar skill such as eating is practised,akel
diner might need to adjust the angle of his spoon or pressure of Steak
knife depending on the resistance of meat and plate.

Motor performance of Cerebral Palsied children

Normal children learn through motor activity and they depend
upon an abundance of diverse and purposeful motor experiences to enable
them to develop both physical and cognitive skills.

Damage to the immature, or.fgrowing brain exposes the child to

risk chiefly in respect of his c4acity to learn, and to adapt his
behaviour to diverse environmental. encounters. In-this respect CP
children are disadvantaged because their motor ability is adversely
affected and their access to motor experiences often grossly curtailed.
As a result the range of activities performed by the children becomes
severely restricted and largely predictable.

It is recognised that the, Motor behaviour of young CP
children is relatively poor compared with that normal children. The
CP child is oBten slow; inaccurate, or unsuccessf 1 in performing such
simple tasks as' walking, sitting, feeding, writing, etc..His performance
is msually jerky and lacks fluidity of movement. These weaknesses may

) arise directly out of impared sensory processes, stemming frop a
disorder of the sensory apparatus, affecting vision, hearing,
proprioception, kinesthesis, tactile and other modalities.

Certain' processes, such as perception, attention, conceptualization,
coordination and regulation of movement, features involved in motor
skill performance, are often impaired. It is argued that the CP
child is unable to integrate or fuse the various sub-skills into an
efficient, orderly motor4act, and that. they commonly fail to combine and

link the elements of'sense,reception, central. processing (within the
brain) and initiation of responses by the muscle groups, in order to
achieve ari efficient, smooth motor output. It is likely that disturbances
in the input, information processing and output mechanisms give rise to

disordered movement patterns.

CP children also- are likely to'hve difficulty in handling an

abundance of information. They tend to find it more difficult to focus
their attention selectively to take in relevant information and to_filter
dtit'irrelevant stimuli in the environment.'



These and other weakiesses of higher cognitive ability
(conceptualisation - mental rehearsal, perceptual: discrimination etc.)
combine to affect motor skills of CP children.

Conductive Educatizn : some salient characteristics

The systematic.training programme for CP children as laid down.
by the late Andras PetO (Conductive Education) appears tcrembody
several significant features of efficient motorl,,skill learning.

This view is based upon the writer's direct experience of the
work carried out at the Institute in Budapest and-on discussions about
the rationale of the method with the Medical Director and her staff.

Briefly, the principal features of Conductive Education are
as follows:

1) The setting f clear and realistic goals and overall plan
of action f each child.

11)

Recognition of and provision for individual variations in
learning in CP children.

An operant approach to motor. skill learning, in which
existing movement patterns are enlarged by the skilful
reorganisation of previously learned sub-routines, and
reduction of possible failure by controlled presentation of
new taskG to suit indiviJual learning styles.

Training tasks care-fullv r1s,',=,11 for their rogitive
tranc.feT vallsgs

High degree of t.-mrqI91 rsTiel ,trntinl iNv9rvoirsfirn of t;i -1
cish.rolstincic

6) Thp. meaningful ise of concPptnalising techniques.

7) The incorporation of adequate practice oondirlons to

140
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facilitate learning of the skill.

The-use of speech as a guidance principle and for reinforcement
fdr the movements before these actions are undertaken. In
other words, 'the development of a set towards the movement is
encouraged and reinforced by planned utterances and maintained
by ,the rhythmic and pctised speech content.

9) This is an active method of "motor education" and the connection
between motor output and sensory output (which is lacking in the
passive movement condition) is clearly established, enabling motor
adaptation to take place more readily.

3
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Repetition of a motor task helps in the automatic performance
of a skill.

2) Smooth' motor performance is dependent upon the integration
of sensory information.

3) Motivation facilitates processing of efferent sensory information.

4) Knowledge ofresults is crucial kor rapid and increased learning.

5) Comprehension and verbal instructions are a necessary background
to skilled motor learning.

6) Rest intervals' with a practice session do not Aecessarily
enhance skilled performance.

Whilst it would be rash to generalise about the effectiveness
of the Petb method being used at the Institute, especially as no evaluative,
studies have' been carried out to date,, the following impressions emerge:

a)

b)

c)

The systematic programme of motor education (and'in some
instances re-education) has a sound neuropsychological basis.

There is a clear parallel between the Pe-CO method and the
application of operant conditioning techniques.

The precise delineation of goals, and the emphasis on teaching
.children learning strategies are some of the attractive features
of this approach.
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SPECTION TWO

. 7

WORKING PARTIES AND WORKSHOPS

I
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Introduction

In the planning stages of this Eighth Annual Seminar in
Special Education, the organizing committee had two essential objectives
both of which would. determine what the program would be, and who would
be involved. These objectives were:

1. That this Seminar would be of a multidisciplinary character,
'bringing the expertise of educators, medical and -paramedical-
wdFkers and social welfare workers together in profitable
exphange of ideas,/ Section One of this pUblication has
demonstrated a considerable success in the achievement of
this goal.

21 That professional and non-professional people involved with
the' many facets of special education should be given an
opportunity to come together in an atmosphere conducive to a
maximum interchange of viewpoints. Section'Xwo of this
publication reports the outcome of this, effort.

It is of paramount importance that readers should understand
the intentions of the Seminar organizers in the planning and conduct
of the WOlking Parties' and nwksipops. The freest possible- interchange
of ideas and opinions was beFfig sought. Consequently, once. Group
Leaders had consented to fulfil such a demanding role, a minimum of
restrictions as to. how they conducted.their groups was imposed -
perhaps the most limiting factor was the time laid down in the
Seminar program.

Key Persons were selected partly on the basis of suggestions
from the Organizing Committee and partly by nominations from the
Group Leaders. All Key Persons put forward by Group Leaders were
accepted by the Organizing Committee.

The admixture of professionals, parents, foster parents and
interested lay - persons which resulted from this "laissez- faire'!
policy was extraordinarily rewarding.

The high rate of attendance, in all the working groups was
sufficient testimony to the popularity of enabling this. verve for an
interchange of ideap to take place' in a Seminar on Special 8ducation.

The same lack .of restriction that applied-to the ..formation of
the groups also applied to-their manner of reporting._ The only
directions given to Group Leaders were that they should supply the
Seminar Convenor with a summary of the group disPussion and a list
of recommendations for future action.

An inevitable consequence of this approach to conducting
Working Parties and Workshops is that the resulting summaries and
recommendations vary greatly in style, in emphasis and in length. It
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has been a deliberate editorial policy to pieserve'this heterogenit!i
reportingthe written repoting of these group discussions..

It remains,onlk to acknowledge the great interest shown.
by all Group Leaders and the priparatory work which they invested
in assembling their key persons and their materials. There can
be no doubt that the success of these groups will influence the
thinking of, organizers of future seminars' in special education.

'it
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WORK ING PARTY GROUP I - HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE :. GUI DEL I NES

FOR THE FUTURE

oup Leader : Mr. B._ O'Connor,
Lecturer,
Kelvin Grove College of Advanced Education,

, Brisbane.

Key Persons Dr. D. Fraser,
Paediatrician,
149 Wickham Terrace,
Brisbane.

Miss M. 'Outri dge-,
Principal, Guidance Officer,
Queensland Department of Education,
Brisbane.

Sister K. Lannoy,
St. Joseph's Convent;
Kangaroo Point,
Brisbane.

Mr. R.. Plummer, .

Di rector of Children's Services,
"Kanrara", 64 Mary Street,
Brisbane:

Professor J. Ward,
Director of Special Education,
Macquarie University,
Sydney..
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Chapter 13 '

HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE GUIDELINES FO, THE FUTURE

0 'Report from GroUip

4

.
.

.

This Working Party.used the first session to hear the. key
persons present their vi/eWpoints on the topic. Participants were invited
td'note-down themes which'arose in the presentations and ensuing
dis,cussions. The follciwiing points were used as a broad "checklist" to
help focus on some possible areas' of concern.:

4

1. Service de.Zivery

adequacy of current services
- gaps ,and duplications
- sources of.current servi66s: - government

- non - government.
,site of service ael.iveryy

- target, groups served
- mode of delivery.: unidiscriplinary ...interdisciplinary

other

2. Administration

policy making and stating
- administrative structures: - government

'P - non-government
coordinaticln: - interdepartmental

- government and non-government
other

3. Personnel training

professional
/paraprofessicinal
parents

---other

4. Funding sources

- goVernment: - federal
' state

local
- decentralized
- publdc subscription
- other

5. Other areas/Personal observations
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'In. the concluding session, key persons chaired smaller working
groups to deal with three themes that had arisen from the earlier
presentations. These were ) change processes, b), service delivery,
and c) responsiveness to p4ople.

The recOmmetiaatitins are, priMaiily at a general .level. Though
some specific issues were 'raised, time prevented a closer discussion.
However, some key issues can be seen permeating the recommenilations.
These issues are:'

HEW programs by their very nature should be people-centred
with a caring focus.

O

2. As change'involves people, bdth clients as well,as.personnel
inyolved in the caring roles, the change process itself needs
to be considered when new developments are planned.

3. Wherever possible,-clients shoulAe permitted an active,
cooperative role rather than a passive role in service
delivery.

4. . Workersin the caring professions should recognize their _own
human limitations in dealing With all manner'of clients or
clients.groups within-their-own field of expertise.

greatercooperation between individual professionals from
different disciplines and/or agencies in the HEW fie4d is
a necessary prerequisite to improved cooperation between the-'
agencies and disciplines themselves.

In reporting the recommendations, this writer wishes to
acknowledge the contributions of the key persons, and other-Working
Party participants, Although the writer edited the wording and
presentation format, it is hoped that the recommendations faithfully
reflect the views intended by the group members.

ft,

Recommendations

1. Change Processes

1.1 That in planning for future developments in the Health, Education
and Welfare sectors, due attention be given to strategies involved in
the process of change.

1.2 That in tackling change, cooperative planning be carried out
at macro- and micro organizational levels.
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.Far 'example, micro- organizational changes may involve.a
major re-arrangement. of government aad non-goverhment
administration and services with considerable intet!
departmental Cooperation. On the other hand, MiCi'Q-,

,organizatiorial changes may .be, viewed as piecemia!1'
attempts to rearrange services where necessary such as those
within specific settings or agencies, Of among'those in'a
small geographical rea,

1.3 That, in a spirit of seeking improved service delivery; the
.State gOvernment.establish an independent task force or Commission of
Enquiry, comprising independent members and departmental officers in the
HEW areas (a) to examine such aspects AS existing legislation,
administrative structures and policies, and serUkce'delivery-systems in:
government and non-governmpnt HEW fields and (b) to recommend innovations
which Will provide greAter efficiency of effort, and 'improved services
'to clients.'

0*, .1.4 That, in planning for future developm5nts, dueitte*Uon is
paid to the ,ascertainment of need within the community; thit'the
perspectives of need:are cIeAmly defined, and the, information upon
which decisions are based is also clearly presented. ,

For example, perspectiv(es mayderive friamideologiCal
or politidal motives, fromsectional interest grOups,
fromprofessional opinion,-from institutions ,(home,
s'chool...), or, from neighbourhood groups.

1kt,14,A
2. Service Delivery livery.'.

,#3:

2.11 That an integrated HEW program be developed which wii4 cater
for handicapped persons from birth to adulthood within a'ccirktinuum
of service.

2.2
.0

That an early and efficient system of-diagnosis be established
entailing appropriate screenineprograms conducted by applropriately
trained personnel who will refer children to agencies,foit'-detailed
diagnosis and follow-up treatment.

2.4 . That an examination of the needs of special;groups or geographic
areas be undertakenr.to determine the most appropriate format for
service delivery.

For example; it may be that. appropriately trained family GP's
May, act as.a.converfient initial contact point-whereas- local
community health ,centres may better,serve,the needs of.some
people such as tese who tend to spend long hours in agendy
waiting rooms escaping the reality of their home -environment,.
Services in. sparsely, populated country areas may well require
a different format from those available in larger cities.
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.4 That a coordinated effort of publi education be undertaken
to provide
services
to the

by HEW departments and related non-government agencies
accurate information abouthandicapping conditions and
available, and to promote Improved community attitudes
handicapped.

2.5 That parents be given access to accurate info
their child and that appropriate distinctions are made
clearly established and inconclusive diagnoses.

2.6 That,whilst safeguarding the rights and privacy of the client,
appropriate procedures be established for access to information
about .the client's condition that is considered necessary by 'other
professional personnel for diagnosis and treatment programs.

ration about
etween

3. Responsiveness to people

3.1 That agencies and their professional employees recognize
the_limitation.of their capabilities to deal with certain individual
and community problems and seek alternative approaches to overcoming
the threat and alienation frequently engendered in some clients from
contrasting experiential and social value backgrounds.

,3.2 That pryogramS of parent training be established in areas of
special need ih order to prepare familiestofollow through-programs
developed by professional personnel.

3.3 That consideration be given to training
personnel to assist families with intervention
setting.

That in agency services,Intinuity of
be provided by the one professional person.as
extended period of time.

sub-professional
programs in the home

treatment/service
far as possible, over an

3.5 That professionals across disciplines receive appropriate
pre-service'and in-service training to develop -

(a) team building skills, and
(b) recognitibri and understanding of the strengths'

and limitations of each group's knowledge base
and skills.
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WORKING PARTY - GROUP II - MEDICAL, EDUCATIONAL AND WELFARE RESEARCH

NEEDS IN EDUCATION

Group Leader

Key Persons

Mr. J.A. Burge,
Principal,
State School for Spastic Children,
Brisbane.

Dr. R.J. Andrews,
Acting Direttor,
Schonell Educattonal-Research Centre,
-University Of Queensland,
St. Lucia, Brisbane.

Mr. R. Campbell,
Guidance Officer,
Queensland Department of Educatioh,
Brisbane.

Dr. W. Domville-Cooke,'
Queensland Children's Research Foundation,
Bri sbane.

Dr. A.E. Dugdale,
Paediatrician,
Mater Children's Hospital,
Brisbane.

Sister M. North,
School Health Services,
Brisbane.

Mr. P. North;
Senior Tutor,
Department of Social Work,
Universi ,ty of Queensland
St. Lucia, Brisbane.

Xrs Jill Volard,
;tutor, Department ofSootal Work,
Dhiversity of Queensland,
S S . Lucia, Brisbane. 1

Contributions from the following key persons are appended :

Mr. Rod Campbell
Dr. W. Dcmwille-Cooke
Dr. A.E. Dugdale'
Mrs Mary Wirth
Mr. Peter North
Mrs Jill Volard
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Chapter 14

MEDICAL, EDUCATIONAL AND'WELFARE RESEARCH NEEDS IN THE

EDUCATION OF CHILDREN

Report from Group II

The attempt to outline problems, from three disciplines, whiCh
demonstrate research needs in the education of children brought forth
_several difficulties which exhibited themselves at a number of levels.
Two themes were Constantly encountered at all levels of interaction,
namely;

1) communication problems: (a) between individuals of.,
different training; (b) between groups or institutions
who conduct research; and (c) between government
departments responsible for a range of public services.

2) the difficulties posed by'data collection and data sharing.
In particular, approaches to long term record keeping and
retrieval of data which are universally useful, and the
problems of understanding and supplying acceptable
data to all participants in a cross disciplinary exercise.

Research needs appeared to structurally place themselves on
a continuum, which began with the workforce requirements of an
individual child and proceeded to larger conglomerate problems,
expressed in such terms as the delivery of educational, or health
services on a community, state, or national basis.

At the individual child level, several needs were outlined by
the working par with recommendations for research action. They
included the nee to sensitize teachers to the basic health problems

' and _their first level effects on school performance so that immediate
and-fruitfu cooperation could take place- to eliminate common
physiological causes from everyday school learning problems. These
suggestions ranged from the recognition of basic malnutrition and
sensory loss to more hidden areas such as colour deficiency.

At the group level several local problems were outlined.
The need to thoroughly investigate the problems of urban living and
its effects on schooling were outlined with particular relationship
to some local Brisbane locations now demonstrating the characteristics
of inner urban locations. The problems of delivery of service to
children in corrective institutions and their re-acceptance into local'
school.life were outlined with a.recommendation for research action.
A plea was heard to investigate and especially detail, the advantages
and disadvantages, of integration of,physically and mentally handicappe
children into regular schoolS.
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It was readily agreed by the working party that various.
disciplines could learn much from each other by the manner in which
they undertook research, and generally viewed problems. The
participants .with social *ork.packground described the advantages of
a holistic approach to probleM investigation. Medical personnel
explained the need to always be'conscious of the effects of basic
physiological and metabolic functioning and their ramifications
before pursuing possible secondary causes. Teachers pointed out
the need to. differentiate the difficulties according to the

:multiplicity of factors found in the classroom and general school
environment.

In summary, it was universally agreed that joint research
programs involving different disciplines were necessary and desirable.
Whilst communication problems would be encountered, caused by,
different training and'approaches, they were not insurmountable and
should be readily overcome i-na research atmosphere where goals
were clearly defined.

Summaries of some of the suggested topics displaying research
need are attached.
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APPENDI

elationship between Nutrition and Educational-
Performance

A.E. Dugdale

There is considerable literature relating poor nutrition to
poor educational performance, but in most published work this relation
is taken in isolation. I have evidence to suggest that nutrition
itself may play a relatively small part in the school performance,
but that the social and economic conditions associated with malnutriti
are likely to be much more important.

The Health of Aboriginal Children and their.' School
Performance

A.E. Dugdale

Aboriginal children have a large amount of ear disease from infancy
onwards and this appears to reduce their verbal skills. This, in
turn, makes education in a normal classroom more difficult. The
-medical aspects of ear disease are being investigated and treated, but
the overall medical policy in relation to education can well be -

discussed.

The Educational Significance of Colour Deficiency
in Children Vision

Mary Borth

From my observation of colour4pTicient children, I feel they .can be
educationally handicapped and from the frustrations they experience,
emotional problems can-occur.: Fbr these, reasons a screening list of
colour vision would seem an appropriate part of initial pre-schbol
examination. Early rel3ognition of any hixtisdicap is important, as it
enhances the possibility of good school,eXperiences, on the other hand
unrecognised handicap leads to frustration, rejection, failure orr
punishment and confused and unfavourdble feelings towards school .:may
result. A closer assessment of the educational attlnment of colour
deficient children, related to their IQ's and the teaching procedures
to which they have been subjected, seems an important research need.
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Communication between' Doctors and Teachers in the treatment of children/
'health and school related problems

W. Domville-Cooke

Teachers and medical personnel frequently work in isolation with the
same child. Communication would improve the service to the child.
The preparation and skills of both teachers and doctors needs to
include the building of skills and awareness in this area. Research
could tell how this might best be tackled.

The Significance of General Health in the Education of
Children

W. Domville-Cooke

Awareness of ttie significance of general health to educational progTess
is limited. Analysis of the significance, through research, may
demonstrate the importance of this factor and allow it to become a

_regular part of routine in ascertaining the causes of school learning
problems. -

z
Parent's Role in the Educative Process

W . Domvi 11 e-Cooke

Parents play an important role in bath formal arid informal educative
procedures. They have little or no form31 training for this role.
Research may assist in demonstrating the mdst effective ways in which'

- \--p-arents can guide their children's prorress, and allow them to be
efficient educators. *

Pf,

..
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A Welfare-Perspective

Jill Vol and
Peter North

1. That two or three primary schools in Brisbane be used as
experimental model situations for the integration of both"` physically
and mentally handicapped children into the normal school setting,
with-provision of the necessary ,staff and physical plant resources
to. Meet their particular needs.

2. That a number of school§`implement a m ulti- disciplinary
approach 4P that the complex relationship that exists between thp
child, his family and his ability to cope with the school situation
e investigated. Already some groups withiii the school system. are -``-
ecognized as having particular needs - the minority group child,
t e socially disadvantaged child;.the acting out child. However
i seems that the potential of ,the school to serve all aspects. of
t e child's developmental needs is not realized. Given a more
h listicsapproach to service delivery, the educational" setting could
.P vide a direct-prev,entive service to'child, family and community.

A sugges ti on for col 1 aborati ve research

Rod CaMpbell

r. Conduct'a-survey into the present provision of medical, educatii
and welfare services to children-iiho cope under the care and col
.of the. Children's" S rvices Department and/or the Department of
Welfare and Guides :.- ' ../...

2. Asses-sment. 9f, vim standards of these children.
- -.:41:.

. -3. , Survey '040, 16 roviiion for those children attending loc9X"
school41YOWder the dare and contrOl of the Children's
Services Departinent.

6 g Warilda WoolOowin State School $
Kedron State High School

KallangUr State School $
Pine Rivers State High School

.

Enoggera State School &
Everton Park State High School

Ivarious schoo13:

1:13
-
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Survey of teachers attitudes towards these children:

(a) teachers in above schools

(b) teachers in adjacent schools

5. ProvisiOn. of improved liaison service between the agencies
and schools about individual children.

Colour deficiency and education

Mary North

I quote R.L. Gregory, Cambridge University, Department of Psychology:
"It is all too' easy in thinking about vision to 'concentrate on the
eye and forget the brain."

The study of colour vision is an off shoot from the main study of ,visual
perception. It is certain that no mammals.up to the primates possess
colour vision,- if some do it is extremely rudimentary.

What makes this so strange is that many lower animals do mpess
excellent colour vision. It is highly developed in birds, Yish, reptiles,
and insects such as bees and dragon flies. 4

We attach such 'i or$ance to our perception of colour - it is central
to visual aesthe calf) and profoundly affects our emotional state - that
it is difficult to #lagine the grey world of other -mammals, including
our pet cats and

What of our colour defective Chil4ren in their early school years
experiences, where they are taught in a world exploding with colours?
'I feel they have been seriously overlooked.

Colour chalks on'boards (usually referred to as blackboards but
mostly green), coloured rods, story picture books, sounds-taught in
colour, instructions and symbols in colour, and in some schools, "Words
in Colour"

Does the C.V.D. child experience a typical stress in acqUiring academic
skills because of his inability to perceive colours normally?

The limited ability of colour defective children to discrtminitte between
certain hues,in incontegitcable -At is the essence of the condition.

The C.D.child,has fewer "notes in his scale than the normal child"
so that there is a definite deficiency not just a .dfTference.
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This deficiency in colour discrimination be likened to a. partial
hearing loss.. The child of good intelligence who has difficulty in
distinguishing all the, sounds of speech develops a,remarRable set of
compensating mechanisms; he lip reads more and better than the rest
of 'us, he fills in imperfectly heard'words by assessing their context,
and by using visual clues and associations of various kinds.

He may achieve near normality,but Frequently displays irritability,
or other evidence of strain of continuous attention and guessing which
is imposed upon him. His case is fax worse if his deafness is not know:
to or remembered by those about him, so that he is blamed for any
incorrect interpretations' he may make. If he is not clever,.: or lacks
application, he may fail to compenk,ate for his hearing loss, and drop
back in the educational race. To What extent can it be said of the
C.V.D. child?

he. undoubtedly has analogous problems: at -any age when the normal child
is discriminating between colours and learning their names, in some
cases he knows where he is with some colours and names, but with others
he may find a series of names applied to what he sees as one hue, or to
what he may even have difficulty in seeing at all. If he is intelligen
he soon learns to avoid mistakes or rather, to avoid being seen to
make mistakes - by using context and clues of various sorts. He learns
'What colour Flames To apply to various components.of.his environment - t
call grass and other foliage green, brick work red and soon and.above c

to keep quiet, and await events, if he is not- sure. This is where he'
scores over the Child with a hearing loss. Speech is such an essential
and continuous. part of communication and learning that the deaf child
cannot hide his disability.

It has often been said that 'C.V.D. Children. quickly learn to overcome
their difficulty - one suspects that what they really learn is-to hide

With the colour'defective child as with the partially heating child
there may be greater problemg if the defect is not recognised.'

Thurline (1964) screened an entire school district of 10,341 students
for C.V. deficiency and reported a higher incidence of referralScof C.V.
students to the psychologist for behaviour problems in kindergarten and
fil-st grade than children with normal- vision. He furtherreported the
possibility that using colour in teaching techniques places the
deficient in an unrecognised disadvantage-whiCh can result in behaviours
patterns warranting referral to the psychologist.

In the course of my work it disturbs me to find' how unconcerned the
usually conscientious teacher is when one informs them that certain
children are colour defective. They do not-'relate this disability to
something which could contribute to the child underachieVing, in the san
way as when informed of a hearing loss .or imperfect vision.
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Miss MacKinnon of the Ptychology Department, Glasgow University, states
the difficulty is to get the primary school teachers.to understand 'IOW
real the problem is. It is important to realize that colour is NOT
there mbzely to create interest, but is used functionaZZy, so that a
failure to distinguish colours must result in a failure to understand
the significance in all work in colours.

There must be at this stage an assurance given that thisdattitude does
not in any way lower a regard for the teaching profession. Indeed,
'after good parents it is considered that they surely must be the most
important people in the world.

The teachers should be alerted in their training days to this problem,
that colour defectiveness ay be a potential inhibiting factor in a
child's progress.

The .importance of discovering any handicap which a child may have
before entering school is widely recognised. Screening all children
for C.V.D. should be included. in all pre-scho 1 examinations and in
first grads.

A closer assessment of the educational attainment of C.V.D. children,
related to their I.Q.'s and the teaching procedures to which they -have.
been subjected seems., an important research need.

Similarly if C.V.D. children are subje,cted to stress and frustration
one might expect to find evidence of this in referrals to Child
Guidance Clinics.

References to -

4111,, 1. C.V. Screening Pre-schaol etc. -

Gallagher, Boston. Vol. 72 Aug.

2. Journalof Learning Disabilities
by Stanl,ey D. Espinda,'Ph.D:

J.R. Gallagher
1974. Archives

- Vol. 64 No.3

and C.D.
of Ophthalmology.

Mar h,'1973

3'. Colour Vision Defett - An Edutatonal Handic4p by Lion
M.O., DPH, Medical Officer, tktti. April, 1971:'

4. An Advisory-clinic for C.D. children - W.O.G. 'Taylor (A

S
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WORKING PARTY -'GROUP III - NORMALIZING THE EXPERIENCES

OF HANDICAPPED CHILDREN

Group Leader Dr. Paul Berry,
Senior Lecturer,
Schonell Educational Research Centre,'
University of Queensland,
St. Lucia, Brisbane.

Key Persons Dr. Irene Apel,
Psychiatrist,
13.1 Wickham Terrace,
Brisbane.

Sr. Margaret Evans,
St. Vincents Home,
Queens Road,
Nudgee. .

Mr. D. Smith
Department of Children's Services,
Queensland.

Mr. P. Wilson,
Department of Children's Services,
Queeniland.
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Chapter 15

NORMALIZING THE EXPERIENCES' OF HANUICAPPED'CHILDREN

Report from-Group III

A move towards normalizing the experiences of the handicapped
was'a main thrust of research work and change in service delivery for
the handicapped since the early 1960s. Such a policy stated that, as
near vossiple, all services and attitudes should be provided-for the
handicapped as they are for 'normal' citizens. The,handicapped,
therefoije have basic rights - to' education, to home-like living
conditions, to a wage, to work and so on. Indeed, this movement led
to bills of rights for the handicapped and to a series of far reaching'
court cases in the United States producing legal precedents for.
'normalizing' experiences and services. 1p the light of such a
philosophy of handicap, the following recommendations -were made by the
group:

1. That all handicapped children have the right to education,
which is to be provided by education authorities. S \.. :

2. That the aim of education of h.indicapped children is to enable
them to cope with expeiience in.a normal situation (for example,
The Special School of Dance). -

.46.
3. That where appropriate, segregation of .the.handicapped child

is to be reduced to the extent that this can be achieved.

4. That handicapped dhildren awe not, to be excluded from acquiring
the social skills which-enable them to participate in society.

5. That educational experiences of children need to invol7
material relating to handicapped people.

ti

6. That adequate caring and treatment is to be given handicapped
children. This minimizes their handicap.

7. That buildings be of appropriate design to provide :'entry for
physically handicapped chiidreff.

8. That the 'general public be 'presented with an education
program.
Points.: - handicap does not exclude children from participating

in society..
Normalizing experiences for .handicapped childreft4Cso
have an educative value for the:general' public.
Use of the media to include programs that show
handicapped people functioning adequately.

9. That family support services for families with han4capp d
children need td 'bp deyeloPed.

\
.1 4 8 .
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10. That employment possibilities fdr the handicapped need to
lbe opened up in the Government Departments as well as in
private enterprise.

11. That appropriate research is to precede and inform policy
changes in the education of handicapped children.

12. That investigation be made regarding the most efficieAt way
toh collate and distribute informatiZon regarding the facilities
available for. handicapped children including a centrally
integrated At Risk Register.

Further reading

yBerry, P.t Andrews, R.J. and Elkins J..(1977). The evaluation of
residential,educational and vocational services for the intellectually
handicapped. Report to the.blkartment of ,Social Security, Canberra.

Wolfensberger, W. (1972): The Principle of Normalization in Human
-Services. National Institute on Mental Retardation : Toronto.
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WORKING PARTY - GROUP IV EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN,

Group Leader

Key Persons

)

. IN RESIDENTIAL CARE.

Mr. W. Brown,
Staff Inspector,
Guidance,and Special Education,
Department of Education,
Brisbane.,'

.Mrs. H. Cryld,
North Brisbane Regional Guidance Office,
Chermside, Brisbane.

Mrs. A. Grant,
"Kalimna"
Toowong.

Mrs. D. Gleeson,
6 Wonga Street,
Inal a.

Dr. ,I. Phillips,
Institute of Child Guidance,
Rogers Street,
Spring Hill, Brisbane.

Sister. C. White,
St. Vincent's Home,
Queens Rc4d,
Nudgee.
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Chapter 16

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN IN,- RESIDENTIAL CARE

A Report from GrOup IV

Preliminary discussion ld'ad to a decision pn format:

(iY Morning discussion lead to a decision on format.

(ii) Afternoon discussion to be used for more detailed
discussion on programming.

Residential care was taken. as embracing the following types
of governmental and non-governmental institutions:

(a) Corrective - closed institutions.
(b) Treatment institutions,te.g.Wilson Youth Hospital,

Kalimna.
(c) Remand/AssessMent institutions.
(d) Reception/Assessment.
(e) Residential with internal school, e.g. Spastic Centre,

Boys'. Town, Montrose, Xavier.
(f) Res.identi-al - children going to external schools:A

Education? What-should it embrace?

(a) Social
(b) Academic
(c) Cultural

1. 'Should cover all NEEDS of the child as above.

2. Reference was made to SURYIYAZ needs of children with little
experience of operating as social beings in the society -

beyond the institution.

3. Educational programs should compensate for child's areas
of deprivation.

4. There was need for the child to receive stimulation and to
express his latent creativity.

5- Language and communication skills were regarded as requiring
particular attention.

6. The personality development of each child was regarded as
paramount.
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7. Early Intervention was treated as an important issue but
-could not be universal because many children were now coming
into care when they were older (e.g. 10 - 11 years).

8- There was discussion on the setting up-of an area of Special
Education to be devoted_ solely to the SOCIALLY HANO4CAPPED.

9. Teacher effectiveness training programs were discussed as was
the possibility of the appointment of a special officer to
liaise between the institution and the school because it was
felt that teachers did not fully appreciate the problems of
the institutionalized child.

General discussion continued along the lines set down above
with the following additional points being brought forward.

Approaches to programs shoulcVbe innovative to provide
better .motivation for those,,undertaking them.

The following points in regard to educational programs may be said to
- summarize the thinking of thi.s group:

1. The government was tosbe _commended for the initial steps
taken to fund such programs and it was stressed that these
should be ONGOING.

2: The practice of asking each institution to make individual
pmoject recommendations was also to be commended and is one
which should continue.

t`.

3. There was felt to be a need for support services from
professionals (e.g. Remedial/Resource Teachers, Speech Therapists,
O.T's) to improve the.children's scholastic skills and to increase
their independence and self reliance.

4. It was felt that a particular area of Special Education might
. attempt to cater more adequately for the socially handicapped.

5. The "half -way house" scheme of placing children with specially
'trained 'house parents' or foster parents within a small family
setting was put forward as a possible aid for the emotionally
disturbed child.

6. A teacher 'supervisor' working in conjunction with house
parents might decrease thool problems for the child in
residential care and,assist.hOuse parents when such problems
arose.

7. Whe possibility of teachers working in schools attached to
institutions working'YLexi-timer could assist in (7) above
and also assist children tp gain social skills and everyday
living experiences.



8. The multidisOiplinary approach to the program, e.g. Health
Education Welfare was stressed throu0out.

9. It was felt that the child in care gained great benefit from
attendance in a school beyond the institution as it furthe ed
community education and led' to greater acceptance.

10. It was felt that the 'hidden costs' of education e.g. sending
money with the 'child for trips, excursions, etc. ad4/ed'to the
problems of those caring for the children.

-...i+k
;

.

11. : Suggestions were made for'the setting-up of interdisciplinary
advisory committees to assist in developing programs.

Aq&
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WORKING PARTY - GROUP V - EARLY INTERVENTION AND HANDICAP

.

Group Leader : Mrs. Johanne Wright,
Acting Psychologist-in-charge,
Central Assessment Clinic,
Brisbane.

Key Person's Mrs. J.G. Andrews,
Print pal,.
Radford House,
Buranda, Brisbane.

Mrs. V. Rawson,
Department of Speech and Haring,

University, of Queensland,
St. Lucia, Brisbane.

Mrs. I. Castner.,
Senior Speech Therapist,
Guidance and Special Education,
South Brisbane.

Mrs. M. Ellis-Robinson,
President,
Childhood Language and Related Behaviour
Disorders Association,
Brisbane.

Professor J. Rendle-Short,
Professor of Child Health,
University of Queensland,
St. Lucia, Brisbane.

Mrs. P. Savage.,
President,
SPELD,
Milton, Brisbane.

Participating : Mr. I. Anderson
Mrs. M. Hewitt
Mr. R. Long
Mrs D. Knudsen
Mrs.R. Webster
Ctrs S. Whitton
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Chapter 17

EARLY INTERVENTION AND HANDICAP

Report from Group V

Evidence from studies on animals, from studies on the central
nervous system of infants and from studies of the effect of
stimulating environments on children has lead to sustained interest in
the field of early intervention in handicapping conditions to minimise
the effects of these conditions on certain children.

This current thrust toward early intervention requires new
approaches toward the detection and assessment of4.children at risk
for handicapping conditions. This places new demands on both
educational and health services available in the community.

A number of issues, relating to development of 'appropriate
early intervention programs were raised by parents of handicapped
children who have faced problems in relating the services they need
both for themselves and their child. These were:

1'. The deliVery ofOirimary health services.

2. Training of professionals':

3. Parent involvement.

4. Community awareness,

1. The Delivery of Primary Health Services

It was generally recogniSed that the primary professional likely
to have the first contact with p child at risk was a medical practitiOner.
However, many fanillies experience problems in both receiving adequate,
information about their child's condition and being told 'of community .

and edudational faAliiies available to help theirchild..

The difficulties of communication and cooper tion between the
health and edUcation fields were attributed to be r sponsible for this
problem as well as the traditional conserVatism.Of oth sets,of
professionals in accepting innovative approadhes to the problem.

In addition, the problem of time-spent in obtaining an adequate
medical. Aich would satisfy medical pacfitioners often
.precluded the implementation of an early intervention program. Thus
there was frequently a mismatch between medical and educational services
with different priorities and aims being established.
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It was therefore recommended that the following occur to
Dinimise these problems:

L.1 The establishment of better liaison between health, welfare
and education departments via joint planning coMmittees.

L.2 The establishment of better liaison between health, wlfare
and education professionals via joint seminars,.and Osti
graduate courses.

1.3 The development of multidisciplinary assessment centres,
where close intrdisciplinary cooperation and contact ensures
more adequate aiessment of a child's condition.

1.4 Freeing of referral systems so that such centres would not be
solely reliant on medical referrals.

1.5 Development of more appropriate referral mechanism to prevent
duplication of assessments and to ensure rapid referral to an
appropii,ate agency. A :1

1.6 Development of assessment procedures which are functionallA1
oriented and provide information about a child's strengths
and weaknesses' upon which an educational and theraPeutic
program can be designed.

2. Parental Involveinent in Training

This issue was discuSsed in some.detall and was obviously
prime importance in providing adequate early intervention progr
Many parents felt isolated and ignored by professionals and few appeared
TO be totally involved in all aspects of their child's treatment and
education.

A number of recommendations to improve this were made:.

2.1 Parents should be, fully informed by.professionals as to the
'problem, assets and needs of theii-child.

2.2. Parenti should be fully informed of available services
for their _child.

2.3 ParentsParents should be trained in methods of assessing and
treating their child.

2.4 Parents should be involved do the decision making about their
child's treatment and be included as a member of the multi-
disciplinary team.
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Training, f Professionals

Frequentl throughout-- cussion the problem of inadequately
.

trained professi nals was raisedkas.a reason for lack of good quality
intervention pro rams. -

The recommendation for improved training included:

3.1. Increased e hasis-on communication and counselling skills
to medical students.

3.2 Increased emphasis on problems of handicapped people in
training -of all professionals.

3.3 Post-graduate and inclusive training courses on handicap
for professio als.

3.4 Deve epment of more relevant training courses for teachers
of andicapped children.

4. Commu 'ty Awareness of Handicap

1

The problems faced by many families with handicapped children
-are exacerba e by poor community attitudes toward handicap. There
was general agr ment that improvement of programs for handicapped
Children require a concomitant improvement in community acceptance.

Some ways it which community awareness can be increased
,include:

4_1

4.2

4 . 3

4.4

More effective integration of handicapped children into the
community, in playgroups, pre-schools and schools.

Increase in services to all areas of the State to ensure
that communkky programming can be initiated.

,LLse of media to discuss and. exp ore issues related to
handicap.

Involvement of parents in making the community aware of
their child's needs.

Overall, the recommendations focussed on the need far better
awareness of both day and professional persons alike as to the needs 'of
handicapped children. The emphasis on improved attitudes and training
of people in the field was equally ba4anced with the strong recommendation
to involve pOognts in all aspects of their child's treatment as the only
effective mechanism for ensuring appropriate and successful intervention.

t -
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WORKING PARTY GROUP VI - THE ROLE OF HEALTH SERVICES

IN SCHOOLS'

3roup Leader : Dr. V. O'Hara, .

Director,
Division of School Health Setwices,
Brisbane.

Key Persons Mrs J. Carusi,
PrincipAl,
Mt. Gravatt OppOrtunity School,
Mt. Gravatt Brisbane.

Dr. S., Latham,
Deputy Medical Superintendent,
Royal Children's Hospital,
Herston, Brisbane.

Mr. I. LOVeluck,
Department of Children's Services,
Brisbane.

Mr. G.J. Swan,
Inspector of Schools,
Queensland Department of Education,
Brisbane.

Dr: J. Vance,'
Paediatritian,
Mater Children's Hospital.
Brisbane.
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Chapter.48

THE ROLE OF HEALTH SERVICES SCHOOLS

Report from Group VI

1. The Working Party agreed that the staff establishment of the
School Health Services'should be enlarged considerably."

4
2. Training *School Sisters should be extended to include more

emphasis on the detection of psychosocial conditions and even
consideration to some: treatment in isolated areas. where the
Sister is the only health professional'ailable in the
community.

5. Other dimensions which could be added to the health services.
in schools could be the assistance of physiotherapists,
occupational therapists, speech therapists and othea's to
work with and in fact be on the staff of School 14-alth Services.
This latter recommendation is desirable because of the
possibility of litigatien when such personnel are employed
by thp Department of Education,.

4. The emphasis of the school medical examinations in Queensland
should change. This was recommended unanimously. School.
Health Services emphasis should include:

(a) More parental involvement.

(b) .More emphasis on the Pre-school and State School entrant
age groups.

(c) More involvement with adole'icents with a Sister perhaps
being stationed at a High Schodi and doing health
appraisals of the children attending the Pre.-school.
and State school that feed that partidular High school.

(d) More research e.gp.' into nutrition. Research hopef011y
involving allied health'ancreducation0.1 professionals.

S. More. emphasis on teaching, Hea th Education to children,
parents, informal discussions wi teachers and in the
,long term, medical students and other therapy students
attending the universities.
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The structure of the service should be c early defined so all
Government Departments and other agencie are familiar with it
and this would involve more communication levels and in
all dize.ctions. a

Health Services shouldbe.extended to those children where
it is belieVed there is a disproportionate number of
unsuspected disabilities, e.g. Boys, Town, Wilson Youth Hospital ;

Multicap, The School for Autistic Children among others.

`i

a
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WORKING PARTY.- GROUP VII - HOMEBOUND CHILDREN

Group Leader

Key Persons

.

7

Mr. N.R. Culbert,
Co-ordinator of Education for Physically Handicapped
Children, Queensland Dept. of Education,
Brisbane.-

Ms. K. Bayard,
Paediatric Psychotherapist,
Royal "Children's Hospital,
Herston.

Sr:. R. Ham3yn-Harri,
Residential Sister,
Montrose Home,
Corinda.

Mrs. P. Johnson,
Director,
Noah's Ark Toy, Library,
NeW Farm.

Mrs J.-Norton,
Teacher/Librarian,
Royal Children's Hospital School,
Brisbane.

Mr. A: Sandaver,
Principal Child Care Officer,
Department of Children's Services,
Brisbane.

Ms. D. Wallace for Miss R.N. Shepherd,
Officer-in-Charge,
Central Assessment Clinic,
Brisbane.

Mrs-R. Turner,
Social Worker,
Spina Bifida Association of Queensland,
Brisbane;

Contributions from. the following .key persons are appended :

Mrs J. Norton
Mrs 0:.Johnson_

and also from Miss R. Shepherd who was unable to attend.
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Chapter 19

HOMEBOUND CHILDREN

A Report from' Group VII

A. Population of homebound children

7
1. Congenitally intellectually and physically handicapped children

aged 0 - 3 years.

2. Pre-school' aged developmentally delayed children who cannot .

attend a regular pre-school end for whom special pre-schools
do not currently eXist.

3. Schodl-aged moderately and severely intellectually Andicappedp
children on waiting lists for special schools.

Multiple handicapped children who, do not gain a place in'
existing pecial schools.

5. Physicall or delicate children who mould be
endangered by school attenahce (e.g. haemophiliacs,
asthmatic's, cardiac disorders). ''

6. 4
Children convalescing after' hospitalization for a short-term
or long-term fractured femur, braid stem injury and burns
cases.

7. ,Emotionally' disturbed children (e.g. choolphObic, pre
psychotic and,encapretic conditions) wh -.have been suspended
froM scholikAattenaance.

8. Children of migrant, retarded or socially disadvantaged
parents who are unaware of or unwilling to use existing
special education, facilities. -----

Action statements

1. Collection of statewide data relative to the numbers and
- characteristics of homebound children:

;
.

.

2. -An encompassing statement of desirable philosophical objectives
and organizational structure for homebound services.

/ /
3. . A determination of .essential and ides/ tea6her competencies

and preparatiOn. .
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The delineation of.successful educational programs and strategies
for all levels from infancy-to adulthood, including recreational
programs.

Mount a PR. campaign to increase lay and professional
appreciatio and understanding of these services.

Instigation of a co-ordinated and broadly constittted basic
and applied research effort.

(a) Establishment of educational "at risk" registers
(b) .Establishment of a clearing house of information from

medical agencies to educational authorities fOr "at
risk" children.

(c) Provision of multidisciplinary assessMit and family
support- teams to deliver house-based,-earl eivention
programs. 1

(d) .Provision.of more special pre-school fr. severer
handicapped children.

(e) Provision of educational play equiiiMent libraries around
the state. (e.g. Expansion of facilities of Noah's Ark
toy library) .

(f), Provision of more play groups for young severely
handicapped .children (e.g. Expansion of activities of the

c'Ssociation for"the-developmentally-youne.

3. Provision of dome visiting teachers sufficient to serve homebound
children at'pre-schook and school level, Children from remote
areas should be served either. by correspondence programs, or
by.theirboardingJin,:the cities during school term.

). Provision of relief placements for parents of homebOund children
through - suitable family group or foster homes

expansion of the Volun)eer Aeighbour,Service
- expansion of the Home Help Service.

). Assistance to parents in the form of paypent of transport costs
to special pre-schools or payment of mileage allowance to .

volunteer drivers.
J.

L. .-Investigation of the feasibility of teaching homebound children,
by telephone as an adjunct to hbme visits.

2. _Representation to the Offi e of, Gild eare,s the, Schools. Commission
and government departments.reg ding adequate funding of.the above'.
prograMs.

Assumptions underlying teaching for
\\
homebound children

1. . The education of children who are homebound is the, responsibility
of the Department of Education.-
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0
2. The pro m is one of inclusion in a school. program,.

not exclus on.
0

3. Teachers in the service of these children are certified
classroom teachers with additional specialized preparation in
special education.

4. Teaching these groups of children is a regular part of the
teachers' work load; it is not an after - school salary supplementer
or charitable effort on behalf of the underprivileged.

5. Educational programs for the homebound need supervision_And
direction from qualified and knowledgeable educational . 7

leaders.

6. Education 'Should occupy a distinctive place in the lives of
.the..children because of its normalizing and therapeutic
values. ,

7. ,Children confined to their homes do riot ;usually perform
educationally as well as they can and should.

, 8. The inescapable, individualization of instruction presents a
unique oppor,tunityto start .at the basal level. at which the
child functions comfortably, to fill in the learning gaps and
to encourage intellectual curiosity, exploration, experimentation

.and forward movement 0

419. ome instruction an foster accelerated educatibnal prOgress
g1

as well as promote remediatIon.

10. Inherent in this speicialized teaching is ext1-;apidinary teacher
freedom for experimentation,creative inStruqtion-and the,
cutting of new pathways for education generally.

11. For optimum educational programs for children who are homebound;
teachers require a working relationship and effective
communication with members of the interdisciplinary team
concerned with their pupils.

(Adaptdd from Connor, F:P. "Education of
homebound) or hospitalized children.)

.,.;.

q,
.

Agencies currently providift services for homebound Children in Queensland
.

t
d'

* ,

1.: .,Di9ision of Special idicettion, Department of Education.
. . .

. ..._(a) , For hearing - impaired' children..

A home-based early intervention program is .offered to families
of young heariflg-impaired children immediately on diagnosis and..,- .

1.

O

3fs

"'
4,

., 3.
I'
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referral to a special pre-school for the hearing-impaired.
Such pre-schoolS currently operate at Yeerongpilly, Zillmere
North, Ipswich, Toowoomba, Rockhampton., Townsville, Cairns
and Mt.

(b) For'visually handicapped children.

A home-based early intervention program is offered to families
of young visually handicapped children immediately on diagnosis
and referral to Narbethong school and Hermit Park-Unit in
Townsville.

(c) Royal Children's Hospital School.

Since 1973 a home visiting service has operated from the Royal
Children'_s Hospital School .for children unable to attend a
school. L.In some cases this service supplements lessons from a
Correspo deuce School. In other cases it provides the child's
only educational program. Admission to the is through
the. Principal and/or the Guidance and Special Education Branch
following medical .recommendation that_ the child is unable to
travel to a school,

2. CentraZ Assessment Clinic, Divisiori of Psy6hiatric Services,
Department of Health.

The Central Assessment Clinic
and domicilAary support services for
including psychologists, therapists

a,

and a social worker.

provides a wide range of assessment
tatellectually handicapped dhildren
teachers, a recreation officer,

3. Queensland Sub-nOrmal Children's We.lfare Association.

The Association employs teacher home counsellors to provide home
support to parents of intellectually handicapped infants and toddlers.

4. Noah's Ark Toy T.ibrary.

5. 10-1Qa t of Children's Services:I!'

The Department provides services to
where there is need for such counselling.

6. Queensland Spastic Welfare League.

Social work support
'therapists are provided by
services at New Farm.

\ .

parents as well as children

for parents as well as home progr4ms for
the League to a wide rdhge of centre-based-

,'
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-C. Rationale for home visiting services

1. Young handicapped children

The parents are the primary influence during-the early
formative years and provide the-necessary warm intimate and continuous
interaction with the child that no professional could emulate.
Parents are not trained in the child- rearing skills associated with
typical, much less atypical children. Severely handicapped children
often need to be taught to eat, to drink, to walk and they need to be
toilet trained. Many handicapped children need to be taught to play
and tp be given specific help in acquiring language skills in a way that
ensures that they gain pleasure and satisfaction as well as an
understanding from these activities.

In addition to the skills necessary for daily living, young
handicapped children need an enriched.environment to foster optimal
growth and development. Therefore it seems logical for parents to be
given more expertise in dealing with thesT children, thus enabling them
to become more effective in furthering their development._ An important
dutCome of this course of action is the building up of the -Mother's
_confidence in her ability to advance .her child's independence and in so
doing, her own self7esteem with beneficial effects .for the whole
family.

A variety of professionals may be involved in a domiciliary
program and the need for a-coordinated approach tolthe family is paraMoun
Doctors, saCial workers, therapists and psychologists are needed to
complement' the work of 'woe visiting teachers.

Domiciliary programs should not.tiewed as a substitute for
educational'experiences outsile the home.. Every effort needs to be
made to socialize the child through activities such as, playgrolipip and
.through more informal contacts., One of the most significant deficits
in the experience of homebound Children is. the lack of peer contact. and
resultant immaturity in cognitive and social skills together with a
'poorly developed self-concept. Compensatory activities need to be
deliberately planned in advance to offset potential developmental
imbalance.

2. Chi Zdren unablerattend a school.

It should be stated emphatically that the preferred educational
setting for school-age children is the school not the h46e. As with
young homebound children those of school-age miss 'out on the enriching
experiences of peer involvement. Opportunities for vicarious learning
which exist in a school_ day Pbutine are also denied the homebound
child. Further, because of the limited Nature and .extent of equipment
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and materials. which realistically may be takers to the home by
the teacher, the quality of education is at risk. For all of these
reasons the aim of any homebound program should in the first' instance,
be to assist that child to return to a school situation as soon as
possible. In the case of school phobics the "school situation"
would need to be a special therapeutic program.

However, whilst a child is homebound, whether the reason
is physical, intellectual or emotional, if he/she is considered
medically. to be capable of participating in learning activities, an
appropriate educational service should be provided..

tt
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APPENDIX

A Contribution from Miss R. Shepherd

The intellectually handicapped child may be "homebound"
for a variety of reasons :-

1. By reason of the severity of his handicap for example, the
profoundly handicapped child may be immobile or certainly significantly
delayed in achieving mobility, he may be physically large while at
the same time very dependent in a number of-care areas, including feeding,
toileting.. This will limit his attendance at a conventional training
facility and similarly limit his social experiences, such as outings,
visits to relatives.

2. By reason of secondary problems, which make him similarly
difficult to manage away from home and similarly restrict him to the
home - .problems such as cerebral palsy, epilepsy, hydrocephalus.

It must be realized that a homebound child means a homebound
parele,and increases both the physical and emotional stress on the
parents.

Thp problem may be aggravated by a parentis (usually a mother's)
illness, by the presence of young siblings who are also dependent and
difficult to take out, or even by a lack of acceptance of the child's
handicap and unwillingness to display him to public view. The latter
situation is not helped by some public reactions to a significantly
handicapped child.

A profoundly handicapped child may be living at home by the
parents' pre6h2rence, or while awaiting admission to a residential care
'facility.' In either case, his continuous presence in the home underliries.
the _need for domiciliary intervention with a view to -

i) making his care at home more comfortable for parent and
Child, by assisting the parents in handling techniques.;

ii) making his care at home more productive in terms of his
development; and

iii) hdnimizing the development of further secondary problems.

A variety of disciplines may be involved in this sort of
program - occupational therapists, physiotherapists, psychologists, etc..

However, domiciliary progisams should not be revived as a
substitute for training progl'aMs and social experiences outside the home.
In my experience'in talking with pkrents, one of the most wearing problems
is the failure of .handicapped children to meet the expectations of
gradually developing independence, which we all hold with regard to
children.
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That is, it is reasonable enough to provide most of the child's
care and learning-experiences within-the home setting for the first
few years of life, but in our culture we expect the child progressively
to move away front the home for increas`ipg periods df time, in the normal
cycle of pre-schbol, school plus additi nal recreational activ4ties
outside the home, and so on.

In the case of a profoundly handicapped child whose care continues
to place so much demand+Zil a patent's time and stamina, it seems to me
to be even more important tolsimulate this process and meet this
expectation. This underlines the deed to consider this group-as having
sone prigrity in service provisiongliwther than placing them at the bottom
of the list.

It is considered that both forms of service provision - i.e.
domiciliary intervention and access to programs away from home - should
be well integrated.

t. Contribution from Mrs. J. Norton

One of the aims of our society is to'provide equality of
educational opportunity for all students. So in July, 1973, the
Queensland Education Department decided that provision shod be made
for health impaired students, those who for medical reasoiM including
illness or accident are unable to leave their homes to attend school,
.to receive, an educational program in their own home.

The very first pupils of this service were physically incapable
of coping with a school situation and indeed were incapable of coping
with formal lessons,' being children who suffered from muscular dystrophy,
brain damage and/or malignancies. Other groups of children who
could be provided with home teachers include, and I quote from "The
Exceptional Individual" by Telford and 5awtry,

1. physically weak orthopaedically disabled children who 'cannot
attend school because of the difficulties and strains *of
travel, or for whom transport is unavailable or the building
is not suitable; 40

2. children suffering severe cardiac disorders whO. cannot attend
school but do not require hospitalisation;

3. children whose physical or mental health would be endangered
by excitement, infection or injury. (haemophiliacs).

4. children who must remain-at home while concurrent psychiatric
treatment is provided;
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5. children with such frequent and eve,,, .e uncontrollable
seizures that school attendance is inadvisable.

Children visited have ineludeAthuse in fufl-body plaster such
as seoliosis suffering, one suffering from iintense migraines brought
on by the pressure of fprmal schooling, haemophiliacs, muscular dystrophy
and malignancies.

Provision has been made for this service-to be extended to
another group of children whose education had been worrying members of
the State Special School, Royal Children's Hospital, for sometime.
-These are children $4-5B--Nrp convalescing at home following hoSpitalization
and who had been pupils Adf this school while in ho'sPital. Their
incapacity is relatively shortterm and includes Children yith fractured
femurs, brain damage, and.scoliosis, and burns.

As mike doctors are recognising the value of a minimum stay in
hospital in alien surroundings and.a Maximum stay at_home convalescing
within the emotional security of the patients Own home, the greater is
the demand for a continuing educational program for these children,

Guidelines for enrolment of the hoMebound child

1. Provision of a current Medical Certificate stating thaKt the
child is physically incapable of attending a normal school.

2. Assessment by a Guidance Officer and/or recommendation of the
Principal of the State Special School, Royal Children's'llospital,
Brisbane, in consultation with the Regional Guidance Officer.
Often pupils are brought to the Education Department's.attentiAin
by medical staff, social workers, therapists of the various
disciplines, principals of the. child's previous school; and
patents.

3. A parent or guardian must be in attendance at the home during
the teacher's visit.,.for.a variety of reasons._"

Type of program provided
. . /

. .
. .

Obviously the educational prograt is tailored to the pupil's
needs. Howevei- for the Purpose of discussion it is, desirable to divide
the pupils into two groups, namely those who are convalescing Who' would.
require the service for a limited period of_tine, and those whcise

.

.,.requirements cannot be met by any other educational drititutrion'and
,

7

whose program would by of a more continuing nature. .'r" , ,i, '..

(, (

.
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The Short term patient
. .

The school is contacted and a program is sought so that the
child may return to school with a minimum disruption to his normal
schooling. If the child is .to be absent for over five .nor six months
and his school is not very cooperative about supplying the normal
school program the pupil is enrolled with the Correspondence School.
Many of these children are in Secondary Schools and the Homebound
Service .has always had most cordial and helpful relations with the
Secondary Correspondence School. Thus the visiting teacher is really
supplementing programs provided by other schools, usually the child's
own.

The long term patients

For these pupils the Homebound Service must provide a special
program both informal and flexible as our first consideration and
responsibility /is the child and'his needs. In addition the teacher has
a supportive rdle to play to the parents and in particular to the
mother.: This is especially necessary In the:cAse of pupils with terminal
conditions. The program is geared to the child who is allowed to progress
'at' his own rate. Prerecorded tapes and roneoed sheets for a weekly
program are left at eachmeekly,Visit and a selection of books from
the school library. _Occasionally slides or strip filM are shown
during the teacher's visit. The, tapes bring the teacher into clo
daily contact with the child per medium of, the teacher's voice. Our
program is of necessity slanted towards the.audio visual presentation
of lessons.

.The lessons take place in the child's home, in the kitchen,
the bedroom the lounge, at a table, by abed, on the floor, under
the rotor bed, in fact wherever it is most comfortable and convenient
the child and his family.

The -length of the fessork- depends largely .on the child's -*

attention span_ and physical. health. Usually a one and a half hour
session suits best. HoW often these visits occur depends on the
availability of teachers and somfar a once a week service has been
prOvided.4- Ideally twice a week would be a minimum.

I.
for

As,two disadvantages of education, for the homebound are the lack
of Tearcher/Pupid.contact and the loss of stimulation through interaction

"-with his'peers these visits would be discontinued if:

a student is well enough 'to return to his own school;
2. a place was found for him in a.,special school;
3. the 'program were to jeopardize the child's health:

Thus periodic .review must be made in each-and every case to' ensure
that each child'is being catered for adequately and that in the case of
the short term patient he is returned to his own school without
educational handicap.--.



"It should be plain that home instruction is not a pupil
personal service; it is not a charity; it is an instructional
offering. It is enrichment; it is educational remediation; it
is educationally evaluative; it is an educational opportunity;
it is the right of all Children; it travels to the children
wherever they are."

1 (Connor, Education of Homebound and Hospitalised Children)
.

The possibility of a teacher-student telephone link is not beyond
the realms of possibility and has been implemented in Ike U.S.A.
In 1972 the P.M.G. issued a report on the telephone as a teaching media.
Telecom Communications in Education by G.W.H. Gosling "A report
commissioned by the Australian Post Office on uses and planned uses for
Australian Educators of Telecommunication facilitieS could meet, a real
need in the student community .in the future.

C. Cvnti.tbutin from M.Pd P_ duhuson

The Noah's Ark Toy Library for Handicapped Childrn at, New
Farm is an existing facility for the homebound child.

What 1.8 a Toy Library?

Just as the name implies. A collection of toys, play equipment
and related books available for members to borrow. Library
membershiv is open to families of handicapped children, .groups and
organizations working with handicapped children and members of the
public interested in handicapped children.

Aim of Toy Library.

The library provides an extensive collection (2,000 :toys at the
present time) of toyS and play equipment: SoMe is specially designed,
'otheis- are adapted and modified.

Guidance is given by the library staff to enable the members to
choose toys and equipment appropriate to the child's haridicap and ,..

developmental stage.

.The libiry is not an additional therapy centre, it is a Toy
Library. ere `::toys and play equipment'are available for borrowing and
experimentation,. Advice is given,on'toys play and play activi-ties.
Books are available on all these. The library staff whenever
possible,wors in cooperation with centres for; handicapped children
throughout Brisbane. i .

Why Toys?
eNc.

To an adult play.may be a form of recreat on and an escape from
routine. But to the child -play is work. It is through play that.the
child, gains experience-necessary forlihiS intellectual, social and' /
physical development.
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The child.\ needs to play and toys are his tools of play.

HOWEVER -

We must remember that play comes first, toys follow. We do not
play as a result of having toys. Toys are more or less pegs on which
to. hang our play.

In 'theory toys are not essential-the child could wander through
his fantasy world just using imagination. Toys provide solid'and tangible
points. Just as language- allows for more subtle and complicated thoughts.
Toys do the same for play.

The baby'S'. first and best toy is his mothe r.
swing, spin, turn, play peek-a-boo, make noises when
hard, rough and smooth. But mother cannot always be
-toys can provide play objects independent-of moth$r,
mother can be replaced by a mirror or jack-in-xhe-bo

How do families hear of us?

She can bounce,
touched, fepl soft,
around and therefore-
e.g. a peek-a-boo

x.

Families come- through various 4annels. Most are referred through.
centres in Brisbane dealing with handicapped children, e.g. Spastic
Centre, C.A.C., Autistic Centre, Narbeihong; W.R. Black Home and many
others.

.
There is no fyrmal referral systam. However it is easier for

-the library staff and thd parenA if some information is sent with the
family. . 1,

There are no restrictions on age or handic ap. 'The handicap
need not be permanent.' We will provide toys to children recovering
from-accidents or hospitalization, foster children and migrant children.,

I feel that if the child .is- thought to be handicake he' is.

HOW DOE', 'HE LIBRARY OPERATE?

The library is open four
(see handout).
, .

s a week and one Saturday a month

As there are a large number o members (20a individuals an
40 groups) "an appointment is,esSentia for the first visit.

.

The toys can be borrowed for one month With an extension of
one iiionth possible. The membership fee-is $2.00 per year, forfamilies,
$10.00per year for organizations. There is a hiring fee of 20c
per toy,-

.. .

No charge is- made for broken toys however'a replacement,fee is
charged for complete loss. All Tees are waived in cases of financial'
stress. .

n :
i
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AT THE MOMENT THE LIBRARY OFFERS

(a) Toy borrowing facilities in New Farm, Sunnybank,.Ipswich
and limited facilities to country individualS.

(b) Guidance in toy selection and buying to parents ,and groups.

(c) A small book library.

(d) Holiday programs.

(e) Advice on establishment of toy libraries throughout Queensland..4

The library has recently received a Federal Government Grant.
We are locking for ways to expand. Some suggetions have been

establishment of gular play sessions- at the Library

11
family e l'.:s e library with film, guest speakers,
works ps...

- more suburban .-_mots. ...

O

S
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WORKING PARTY - GROUP VIII' eROSTHESIS IN EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION

Group Leader Mr. S. Stieler,
Acti ng Princi pal ,
State :School for Spastic Children,
New Farm, Brisbane.

ato

Key Persons Sr. Agostinelli,
Royal Children's Hospital,
Hers ton Road,
Hers ton.

Dr. F. Ledi tschke ,
Reader in Child Health,
Hers ton Road,
Hers ton.

Miss' E. McDonnell,
Xavier School ,
Coorparoo.'

Sr. Stilman , .

Sister in charge of Prosthesis
Royal .Choi 1 dren ' s Hospital ,

Hers ton4 Road ,

.Hers ton

Ms. U. Urbacher,
Multi cap' Meadows, ,

303 Padstow Road, I

6 Eight Mile Plains.
A

a
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Chapter 20

PROSTHESIS IN EDUCATIONAL INTERVENTION

A Report from Group VIII

Nothing indicates more the deviant in societies midst, than
the,person wearing or using some clumsy apparatus ostensibly to allow
him to function more normally. -It is. this feature which was used
considerably by charities during the period'.prior.to the present
l'ilarmalization" philosophy. The public sympathy created to help fund
raising, emphasized separation,, from 'society. The child wearing
calipers or the person with dark, glasses or a white cane were popular
stereotypes. The modern international access symbol. is used to
deonstrate-the reverse trend that,, the handicapped should be,'and are_ ,
normally present in society.

The development of hearing aids, artificial-limbs, spectacles
and-other prostheses, is a somewhit-natural extension of mans' tendency
to use tools when his own physical -proficiency is inadequate. The
generally accepted' view Of .prostheis is in reference to artificial
limbs. Our definition is much broader and includes' any device or
agent that replaces 'or improves some personal function. The'advantage
-of this definition is twofold.

Ir placel the child with a wheelchair 'on the same
continuum as a person wearing spectacles.

(ii) It recognizes trends, particularly in therapy, which
are aimed .at providing alternatives to cumbertome
attachments.-

It is not surprising 'that a high level of sophistiOtion and
practicability charactlerizes most_prostheses in cureent use User
comfort-even over long periods is a feature of modern appliances. Designs
`are sufficiently versatile to overcome many environmental barriers.

.

To reach this stage continual development has been required.
The helping .professions have all been involved in creating and
ioperimenting with appliance designs. Some of the larger handicapped
peoples centres have prosthetic departments. Smaller institutions
mist rely-on major hospitals or voluntary support. Brisbane centres
are fortunate in having studints from the Queensland Institute of
Technology to undertake the design and modifications of apparatus as
part of their designcourse.

It could be argued that as most.prostheses require individual
itting and design this ad, hoc approach to design is unavoidable and
etirable. -Also, where appliances such as-urinary bags and wheelch

a e capable of- being mass produced this' octurs. Inicyther words wh re
ec nomies are possible they are attained. It is unwise, however, to

176
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)

overlook the considerable-development work carried out by institutions
for the handicapped prior to business firms taking up manufacturing:
Often during this stage considerable duplication of effort occurs.
In one instance duplication continued right through to commercial
manufacture. The concurrent manufacture -of "Possum" and "Carba.
Linguaduc" environmental control systems demonstrates a considerable
lack of, awareness of developments occurring within the 'field, and
a waste of valuable professional time.

Wt necessary corollary to the design and manufacture of
appliances is the _development of programs to leach socially acceptable
use. This aspect follows a similar ad hoc pattern in the community to
appliance dev- opmenit. Some hoSpitals, schools and- therapy centres
have adopted rehensive roles iii._ helping the .handicapped deVelop
independence, ability to function Urithin existing environments,
and .personal care. Attempts are also made by,these institutions to
communicate with parents and others in frequent contac-i with the
handicapped, about the -nature and use of applianceg.

Often tie situation is the reverse. Frequently we find ;pat
particular personnel withip hospitals and schools are.the-only ones
Who understand the use of certain appli'ances or methods of management,
The nurse who learns the proper care of stomal appliances frequently.
is left to that task. Similarly the teacher who learns sign language
is often the.only one able to talk to the deaf child.

.

The major concern of the present is the existencerof negativer
attitudes both within the handicapped and within the comm &ty at large.
The situation Mentioned in the previous paragraph is oAe e
disturbing attitAdelg amongst the services caring ,for the H icapped.,

The familiarity that a person has with a particu
-

determines his level of apprehensiveness. Teachers in da
often 'communicate these anxieties to their pupils ;and d rerlaV°

/,
between the integrated handicapped child and his "no'rma t

greater concern is the non 4pcepting school where pupils demons
cruel and unhealthy curiosities towards handicapped children.

nt gration policies depend n teacher and s ool
ce. One attitude r cently expresse y A

ts and. itizens-grigociatioh.is that i tegration is an ac eptabLe
olicy yiding that a disproportiona:te ount of teacher, ti e is
of taken up, in management. If this/iSaln iadication of gene al public
action then handicalked childvn wi problems ,of this nature both in
4tical management' and in learMiig s lls need increased aide and

isitingteathet\suport.

Where schoolg are , "ac ptine;;difkerent problems. occur.
:There seems Xo be a reluctan e on .the" art of school officials to

. .

contact support.servi;es when problems., a
_/

ri-4,e, particularly the .child's

lb

t
1111P

1
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A.

medical, practitioner. A parallel situation exists lip the medical
profession that where a local general practitioner agrees to treat
a handicapped child a reluctance to contact specialist help is'often
noted..

These problems are no doubt exacerba by the delays in
receiving support. Country children who are grated, often have
to wait for periods of a month or more before :11(visitingteacher sVws
up. New problems,with prostheses are often generated in this time bv.
mismanagement. The primary prindipal wh insists on a spina bifida4
child's mother coming to' school each da "ust to empty a urinary
appliance is. one example of this.

AnOther area-which causes concern with the integration of
handicapped children into regular schools is access. Wheelchair access
to Queensland schools is extremely limited because of poor design.
Works Departments have incorporated requirements for the handicapped
in their des,ign policies but new schools are still being built without
these facilities.- .Expense saved in construction is often4lransmitted
to parents who have to travel large distances to suitable schools or
Education Departments are expected to meet eicess transport costs.
Setondary schools are. of particular concern. There are only two sctools
,in the metropolitan area which are suitable.- One of these was not
designed for access but had to have considerable modification done to
makeitaccessible.

.

While all of 'these concerns are apparent, the parent of
.the handicapped, child through necessity becomes inoreasingly.ilivOlved.
with the concerns of her'ehild. The result of thiS is overprOtection.
A high level"of initial Counselling of parents is required' wb,,en
prostheses are fitted: Continu'ing counsel ling and management:training_
is required of both parent and child to allow; them cope' with
critical periods in the chpels life such as Tube. -The present lack
17r counselling. staff leadsVto difficulties ill fostering independence-
)and.thus reducing overprotection. A further probl m-is that present

izedfacilities for deilgn of prostheses andetraini are notweil
and are perhaps 'under- utilized by parents.

-One group -of handicapped is partiCularly didvdntaged in its, d

us of even the most modern prostheses:. The moderately and severely-.
retarded because 'of 'clifficulties_In training and comMunicationfind
artificial appliances -less 'relevant than do more able' children. Th'is,
means, 'that greater concentration on the broad interpretation'of-
yrbsthesei--is.required by thera*sts:,A recognition of the value of

...

play ih fostering development, part,_ rly in communication and physical
skills is required. Therapists wor with the, multiple kkandicapped
need to take a Strong stance in advocating environmental modifications
which w l avoid the necessity for artificidl appli es. - r.

tN .scent developmekts in medicine an thTapy show a trena away
from the "toof"\approach to the hesvelopment.df internal control. The

r
Petq system of therapy I'oecerebtal palsied children -reported 'at this
*conference-dep.irds on the deVeloOrnent of internaifurittibning and "control

*
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and shuns the use of alternative appliances, e.g. electric typewriters
as an' alternative to writing skill. Improvements in electronic bladder
and sphicter stimulation may make it possible for a proportion of spina
bifida children to gain bladder control 'and notneed utinarrdiversions.

' -41e exploration of electronic brain stimulation by the Spastic Centre of
?few South Wales and the development and bio-feedback techniques are other
examples of this trend. The ramifications of these trends are that less
-cumbersome attachments may-be developed and that complete elimination
,of appliances may be possible in some cases. It must be stressed,
however, that these developments are yet to be fully researched and are
speculative at this stage.

Recommendations

. /t e,-
Communications

.,.- . .

The major concern of the woup is that people who are
responsible for the management ora child often do not know fundamental
details of the operation and use of Often, children,
particularly in the country, are fOiind to be without useful appliances.
RecommendaTionslare thus aimed-largely at improvin communication.

(j)-- Increases in the number of visitin teacher and itinerant
nursing staff particularly in, the country a e required.

.
. N

/
/

e'

(ii) ..Medical advisors should be urged to encourage teachers and
principals to communicate with' them regarding appliance management.

(kii) The publication in pamphlet, of general prostheses management
techniques by the State Health Departm t is required. These pamphlets 1/4

should make a specific request.to schbo staff to contact children's
medical advisor's. Visiting teachers and ursing staff could -distribute
these pamphlets.

(iv) . For children not making use of prostheses design services,
handicapped children's centres should advertise this aspect of theie
function.

(v) Education programs of short duration for'teachers and nurses
shoUld be available in training; institutions. These should be available

.

to bdth preaserVice an in-service students. ,

, .

4

Therapy.

, A full range of \therapy services is, requiied for multiply
handicapped children in Queensland to cater for their inability to usell
regular proitheses. Other recoinmendations n.this area are -

(i) Empbasis ,on recreational play ilefequire in therapy programs ...
parti.Cularly with the retarded.

, f
.

Al
..

,
,

.

(ii) Families ,irequire counselling in coping strateg'es

Iltt
AW
All

:



Design

(it) t The trend towards less cumbersome and greater use 'of natural
functioning should bt supported by increased grants for research in this
area by the National.Health and Medical ..R.e'search Council.

(ii) Endoutagement of communication between design centres to avoid
wasteful duplication of effort is needed. This could possibly be
achieved through the inclusion Of ar;.icles on exifoxatory design in
professional newsletters and journals.

(iii) Education departments should undertaketa systematic upgrading
ocaccess provisions 'in regul4r hools so that at least some:of the
Classrooms are available to han apped children.'

n..

7
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WORKSHOP GROUP IX - HANDLING SKILLS FOR PROMOTING

PSYCHOMOTOR DEVELOPMENT

4

Group Leader : Miss Yvonne Burns,
Lecturer in Physiotherapy.,
University of Queensland,-- *
St. Lucia.

Key Persons Dr. Simon Haskell,
Senior Lecturer Special' Education,

Burwood ...State College,

Burwood,' Vi c.

Dr. D. Tudehope,
Director of Neonatology,
Mater Mothers,
Brisbane. .

Mrs. Sue Walker,
Speech Therapist at Pre-sdhool for. Deaf,
Brisbane.

Mrs. Pauline Watter,
Physiotherapy Department,
'University of Queensland,
St. Lucia, Old. (Part-time)

Miss Barbara-atson,
Occupational Therapist,
Spastic Centre,
Brisbane%

A special contributions from Dr. D. Tudehope is appended.
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Chapter 21

HANDLING SKILLS FOR PROMOTING PSYCHOMOTOR DEVELOPMENT

Raport from Group IX

The workshop session opened with a brief introduction to
promote the theme of the workshop. "Handling Skills" can imply
physical handling, emotional handling and also the management of, the
total child. The group was importantly reminded at the outset, that
the child was the central theme of the session and that the key people
Were really the parents. Influences on parents, as well as on the
people concerned with the child, will.-affect their handling and
therefofe the psychomotor development of the child. Thele influences
may comes from many directions (e.g. educationa, social, medical'and
the health-allied professional areas). This concept reinforced the
overriding theme.of the whole conference.

Dr. Tudehope chose "outcome of Low Birth Weight Infants" as
his topic for this session. He looked at the incidence of low.
birth weight babies andjthe neonatal mortality and morbidity rat
with respect to advances in quality of care of this group, over the
last decade. Citing relevant. figuitt of incidence averaged from many
studies, he showed that an aggressive attitude to management will
result in lower mortality of the low birth weight infant group, With
perhaps .a higher ..percentage of morbidity amongst survivors, but
definitelyT higher absolute number of normal babies as an end result.
The need for adequate follow-up of such a "high-risk" group was then
discussed, both, on short term and long-term bases. He concluded that.

current data has shown steady improvement in the outlook for low birth
.weight infants, both insurvival rate and quality of the survivors..

Mrs. Waster spoke on handling of the child with coordination
and other minor motor problems. Children referred to her with these
problems usually fell into four main categories, namely those showing
evidence of slow development; those,children who are notably 'clumsy'
having minor neurological problems; those with learning problems and

Ot
those children who are hyperactive. She ih compared these main
groups, discussing the basic problems in e h area and the Manner of the
handling of these problems from a physiother'peiatic point of view,.
Importantly,°she reminded the workshop group of the total child, by
including other problems that a child may have as a result of his
primary problem, e.g. poor ego development, poor development of inter-
personal relationships leading to emotional and behavioural problems.

Dr. Haskell's contribution to the workshop centred around the
growth of intelligence. Some of he theories of Piaget and Hebb
which particularly related to the mportance of the'environment were
emphasized. The need for interaction with tie environment, as well as
a ,knowledge of it, was stressed and ow the m tor Aspects of learning
were involved with the whole process
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Sue Walker spoke about the interdisciplinary team and how it

could bP used to enhanje the child's ultimate potential. ShP illustrated

this by describing her everyday work situation. Mrs. walker -xplainPd hot,

the team could he structured So that effectivcsly, each member of the tonm

(including the child and parents) is of equal standing and as a result,

all t'am mombers work and combine-together. rn thir, way a common problem

found with the t "am approach, i e. fragmentation of handling of the chi1'1

and his parents, iG prevented in the total management uf a child, the

team works out priorities and then acts tog "ther to pies ,the hc.c7t

program of managemPnt for t.hr, child And his ppyont.

"Some Considerations of the Services Given by Occup tional

Therapists" was the topic Miss Watson selected for this session," She

emphaS'ized how one must not work- with the child alone, but with him in

the context of his environment. In particular. she examined the

environments of the physically handicapped and the institutionalized

intellectually handicapped: and dramatically illustrated common pitfalls

of workers in these areas.' She also investigated how the services Of

the therapists working in these areas could best be delivered; through a

variety of roles e.g. specialist ainician, parent-educator, consultant,

or ,goordinator of a host of overlapping services.

Early infant identification of developmental abnormality or

dysfunction is not always possible. Although infant development

progresses in a fairly predictable, 'orderly sequence, there, is

considerable variation within the expected normal range of response.

This may be influenced by genetic, endowment, internal and external-factors.

In the light of this, Miss Burns then drew attention to some of the

available' infan4 assessment scales and their failure to identify basic

developmental problems. The need for neurological, sensory and motor

critetia to be included in' assessments was then disdisset,.. The

identification of the basic areas of dysfunction having bten established,

the need for parental involvement in thetreatment, which should'be

sp,..eCific but t4exible and functional, was then highlighted:

From the above presentations and the discussiouls,that followed, ,

it became apparent that the group felt that needs were evident

principally in two main areas.
S.

.

Firstly, the need for developmental follow up of particular v--

groups of children, viz: all very low birth weight infats (less than

1,500 gms.) those who have been on a ventilator and .those infants who

have suffered a crisis which may lead to long term problems. Also,

thOse children who have suffered some condition calising neurOogical

daMage or dysfunction, even if at the time,'the effect appeared to be

transitory.' Developmental f flow up requires the services of many

professions, not all of whit, would be involved with each child.

However,' a basic care team should be organized to provide this and

fUrther detailed evaluations should be available as required.

Secondly, the need for a melills whereby all -hildren'of one

family or the famary itself, could receive necessa i. y help and advice

(i.e. assessment, evaluation, tests and treatment advice) from the one
.o
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centre. instead <If two ar three.. The establishment of _central advisory
clinics for tile a'ssessment and treatment of some children with
de+elopmentai problems (particularly those of an apparent Minn?' motor
-v nr"'c'rtunl "nturel could help fulfil this need.

Other fireas of need' which became .apparent were for assessbent
and treatment personnel to visit children,in their own homes; and -for
all'.those working with a.child (including the family) to work together
in the one program._. It was felt that improvements gained'by handicapped"
children from .an integrated cooperative team with a high level of
personal involv.ement and specialiation, would far outweigh any problems,
such as maintenance of continuity of'p sonnel and economics', which mayhe e'vicolinterPd..

r
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GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT-0F LOW RTH WEIGHT INFANTS

Contribution by David I. Tudehope

Appendix

*Low Birth Weight (LBW) is defined as <2500 g. .Approxieately 33% of
LBW infants will be small for gesttion4. age(SGA) and 66% appropriate

for'gestational age prematures (AGA). The outcome for theSe two grouts

is quite different and thus &t.,is mandatory to assess G.A., preferably

by Dubowitz,exath.

Very Low Birth Weight- (VLBW) is. <1500 g.

Incidence of LBW : USA Collaborative Study): Black 16.6%.

White 7.1%, At Mater Moi5ers''Hospistal in 1976, it was 7.0%.

The qualityquality of neonatal care is assessed by mortality rate
.

an morbidity of survivors at follow-up exam.
1).

ataZ Mortakit,y Rate (NMR)

Survival of V4 tnfants'has improve markedly over the last

20 ears, e.g. at Toronto H9spital for Sick Children the mortality,of
infants <1500 g.-has beep!: A p.

Before 1960,- 85%, 19 -1970 - 70%. 70-1972 - 52%,

1973-1974 - 45%, 35%.

Must, rem

birth weight.

ese babieS were outbornand 45% were <1000. g.

To fully appreciate the impact of bitth weight on NMR, le have,

to subdivide babies into. 250 g. birth weight groups and into 10V

groups <1000 -g. The San Francisco survival 'data collected between

1970- illustrateg, this Point:.

500-600 g. = 20%, 601-700 - 0%, 701-800- 16%, 801-900 - Ittt
901' -1000 - 62%, 1001-1250 - 74%, 1251,1500 - 89%.

ThUs overall sui/-rival for infants <1500 g. was 65%.

.
The impact of an intensive care nursery (f.C.N.) on NMR can be

appreciated by the McMastef University, Hamilton, Ontario,:txperience.

NMR is defined here as deaths within 28 days of lift in live born

infants <1000 g.

In 1971 (before ICN) - 12.5/1000. In 1972, 1973 (after ICN) -

"7.7/1000 amongst 18,000 deliveries in the e tire catchment area Thus

86-babies saved at a cost of aboudithree mil on dollars.
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The healthy premature who is AGA can be expected to grow at,same
rate as a term infant of same post conceptual age, i.e. regain birth
weight at 2 weeks post natal age and then accelerate so fiat by E.D.C.
infant will be near expected weight. At follow-up, Height, Weight and
H.C. will be at or just below 50th percentile for post conceptual age.

Growth failure often occurs in SGA and sick prematures who receive
inadequate nutrikion for first 4-6 weeks.. 'In this later group,, linear
and head growth virtually cease and even when adequate nutrition is
established growth is suboptimal. SiMilarly, SGA infants have a mean
weight between 10th and,25th percentile, at follow-up,

Neonatal Morbidity

Morbidity has fallen pari passe with mortality over recent years.

Medical problems at follow up of VLBW ,infants, with incidence
figures aVeragcd from-many studies are:

PU4NARY: Bronchiolifis/Pne

CARDIAC :

,OCULAR:'

MEARING:

SURGICAL:

1'0167,kn survivors of RD

25% irl survivors of mechanical
m:1i 4 ventilation /1

60% in survivors of BRV..

Cot Death - (13/1000- versus 3/1000 for full term).
.

PDA - 45% 4f VLBW with RDS b t majorifyrclose by E.D."t.

Retrolental fibroplasia 1-2%, Myopiaand Strabismus
are common but no incideye figures. available.

Sensorineural hearing loss 1-,2%'.

InguiRal and umbilical herniae and undescended testes
are all common.

Neurological problems at follow up in VLBW

MAJOR Neurologidal Handicaps:

Spastic' iplegia 3.5% 0

Hypotonia; hemiplegia, quadriplegia 2%

Hydrocephalus' 4%

'Microcephalus 0,5%

MINOA'Weurological Handicaps:

Ataxia, incoordination 3.5%

Specific learning difficulties
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Minimal cerebral dysfunction.

I.Q. Mean global IQ ranges from 90-97 in retorted series.

"" Follow-up data must be,interp'reted with kndwledge of initial.

population number, biographical data and % mortality, i.e. an aggressive

attitude will result in lower-mortality, perhaps,a higher percentage of

)7
rbidity amongst -survivors but definitely a/Juvher absolute number of

rmal babies as an end result.

Adequdte Follow-up

From initial total population attrition rate should not exceed 20%.

Duration is uncertain but by 2 years pajor neurological handicaps

are detected,,however, learning difficulties, behavioural disturbances'

and low I.Q. often not detected. Long term. follow-up (5-8 years) suffers

because neonatal'care is so rapidly evolving that management 7 years ago

,bears little resemblance to current practice.

Do follow-up results. identify any groups of infants where

treatmeht,shdUld bey wi,thheld?

e.g. 1.. Iesuscitation of infants with perinatarcardiac
arrest or s ere birthasphyxia.

2. Infants <1 00 g. birth weight.

3: -Infants requirialg,ventilatio

These are,philosophical questions that require very careful

evaluation. .4/

Summary:

The current'data available suggest that there has been steady

improvement over the last 15 years in the outlook for T infants,

iboth in survival rate andspality of suvivors.

1 &

1
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WORKSHOP - GROUP X PROBLEMS OF DEAF CHILDREN

IN REGULAR SCHOOLS

Group Leader : Mr. S.J. Cliffe,
,Senior .Guidance Officer,
Physic4lly Handicapped Chilfren,
Brisban.

Persons Mr. N. King,
Queensland School for the Deaf,
Cornwall ,Street,
Dutton Park, Q1 d. ,

Mrs Kay Ng,
Speech Therapist,
Brisbane.

Mr. W. Tonisson,
Acting Officer-in-charge,
NationalAcoustic Laboratory,
Brisbane.

Mr. L. Vidler,
Queensland School for the Deaf,
Cornwall Street,
Dutton Park,..Q1d.
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Chapter 22

PROBLEMS OF DEAF CHILDREN IN REGULAR SCHOOLS

Report from Group X

A.
The Queensland scene in the educition of hearing impaired

children has seen draMatic changes in recent years. Until the_1970's,
children whose educational needs were so pressing that they could not
remain in the regular school were placed in the Queensland School fort the
Deaf, Cornwall Street, Brisbane..,A small _number of children however,
were moved from the School for the Deaf to regular schools and assisted
by a visiting tealimE of die deaf who was a member of the Staff of the ,

Cornwall Street scRODI. In a vast state such as Queensland, country
Children diagnosed as deaf were required to-'.board in the residential ,of
the $thoOl for the Deaf if their parents were. unable'to'move to Brisbane.

'The seventies have seen the.establishment;wf centres to provide
for hearing impaired children in cities throughollt the state. Units
haVe beewtt,ached to pre-schools'and primary schools with administrative
responsi4Aity in the hands of the school principal. Resource centre-,

have also been placed,,in a number of .high schools. A further development
has been the extension of a visiting .teacher service which has expanded
to assist hearing- impaired children in Brisbane and country centres.
Teachers in the country ,unitsoperate an intinerant service from the
unit to pre-schools, primary and secondary schools. Visiting teachers
based in Brisbanewendeavour to assist children in other'areas'with visits
to other country areas where this can be arranged. :Ale expansit6f..
'gUpport.services:within the Guidance and'Special Education Branhas
seen thej.nvolvement of speech therapy, services fOr many hearing impaired
children in pre-schools and primary sciiii31s.' Resource/remedial teachers
and guidance oL icers are also available in a supportive role.

The changing role of the' School for the Deaf
0.)-

The role of tNe.School for the' Deaf has.. changed considerably
recent years. Fewer 'residential children are being placed, there
particularly at a young age. The availability of special services
and support personnel will enable the School for,the Deaf to provide
intenSiveprograps kor severely impaired children. stablishment
there o sPe cj.al departments such as media .services educational ,

audiology,logy, eriVisages,the School for the. Deaf as a resource centre
which can.serve*fhe.state's far-flung,units and servitevfor the
hearing impaired. Secondarroprograms particularly in the' pre-
vocational areas will continue to be an important focal point at the
School for the Deaf. The School has an important role to play in
primoting and assisting the entry of deaf students into terfiary and
technical levels of education.

"t
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Classes for hearing impaired in regular schools

Receni"changes-in the placeMent of many hearing impaired
childrAn have ;dad considerable implications for teachers in the

AiregulaPclassroom. The establishment of units and resources centres
pre-chool, primary and secondary schools has provided a scenario

fok;tommunity-based education for this group. Children attending a
unit in Toowoomba, for example, may stay'in a private home during
the week and return home at the week-end. Often the search for .

suitable host parents becomes wide ranging and this with the setting- -
up of aspecial unit has meant a considerable impact on th'e community.

There is no doubt there is a much better understanding of the nature

anii significance of hearing impairment through,the'estaplishment of

such a unit in the community. Local newspapers and. television.
stations -have featured items-of interest relating to the. units and -

have been-helpful in such activities as making known the need for
local homes ?to accommodate children who come from'places too distant

for daily transport to the unit.

Of 'greater significance however, is the fact that within a

number f schools scattered throughout' the state there are groups

Of se. ely hearing impaired children who are interacting with...,
children in a regular schoGia to varying degrees. For some, because

of the "severity of handicap, the interactitn is. minimal, but for

others there is considerable involvement with regUlar clasSes:ip_a

range of subjects. Where this occurg there is close cooperation
between the teacherin the r gular class and, the specialist teacher

in the unit. For some chil en ,progress may make it possible for .

the hearing impaired child- . move from the highly structured program
in the attached unit to 4, regular s6hoOl'nearer home and be assisted

by,.a visiting teacher.
.%0

Early Identification

Experi,end-has shown 'that early identification of'', liearing

impairment combined with access .to support from .pre - school units

is a vital, factOr in assisting these children and their parents. The
significance of.deafness in-the development of language,aadIrducational,'

.progress merits continued pressreon all organizations \.;orking.with

infants and young children td'prbVide early diagnosis.

Early diagnosis wilrWble intervention procedures at pre-
school centres" now accessible to Most'areas in.the.state tb bye more,
effective. .

While many.deaf children will need the services of. the

School for the Deaf or of the attached unit, the likelihood of increased+
interaction with the regular class,is increased with early diagnosis and

.

conseqUent intervention.

A
RECOMMENDATION (1)'

.Continued'effort must be made to'coordinate all' agencies

invOlved.wit ung children to provide early diagnosis and

promote effective intervention procedUres thereby increasing
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tIke opportunities for hearing impatre children to benefiAL
from participation in regular tla§ses.

an,
HearinLimpaired Children in regular clalses

For a Limber of children with a range of heariNimpairment,_
appropriate placement is ip-the regular school. The working party saw
these Children belonging to.two groups:

children with a significant sensori-neural loss
kii) children-with a variety of mild hearing problems.

-BeCause.of the nature of the Wdicaps, parents, teachers, and
others ihvolved.with pre-school children and older stodehts should be
alerted to the.nedd for -Checking any Suspicion of a hearing loss,
evidenced. bytspeech and language irregularities or atteption'deficits.

increased recognition.of tell tale signs of hearing loss has
resulted in greater use ofaudiolog4cal testing services. Such

et referrals .are continuing to reveal an increasing number of. chilcdren
with mild losses of a serfsori-neural or conductive nature.

(i) Children with a significant' sensori-neural loss"

In line with practice elsewhere, Queensland has integrated m.number
of children with moderate and severe lasses inter regular classes,
often after help froM the $chool for ,:the Deaf or a'pre-sthOol unitafot
heating impaired. These children-have the:necessary communication skill's

. and academic progress for regular. -class pl.acement. Such placement while
considered to be to the child'siaWtvginitds the hacV-Up of the
types of ptograms which are avaliaple inirthe special classes for, the
hearing impaired - auditory trainiWanelanguage development programs,
for example.

Assistance in concepts 'found in academic:s,ubjects, and individual
tu ing are further needs of the hearing impaired child whose

4alternative placement may he a special class. For these chi,144.en to
. ceive the adiranta s of regular class placement, a high level of.eik.

_,., uppor.t on an indiv aL baSis is required. .,-:A,..,- 1. . '
'' 1 . , ,

., Other: chi 1 with sipificant losses may -hot require the _
t- intensive level of support suggested above. They reggire nevertheless

X. k visiting teacher service on a regular basis. with featuressimilar to
...,' those mentioned above. Such assistance does. not' present an adecmate,-pm-/-;ft. picture of the visiting teacher's ride - rather.it highlights 'a .:
Li significant feature of one aspect of the problem: HearinWmpairment

'constitutes' such an educational handicap that proviSion of an adequate
visiting teacher service is a critical issue forall hearing impaired
children in reelar school. Such a service wou nd be able to
address itself to assisting individual students and their eachlrs; And
furthermore, develbp better understanding Of hearing impairMent among .

pupils, parents, staff and cbinpithty.-
0

.,k.. -
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RECOMMENDATION (2)

9
.

...
,

There is need for expansion oft' the visiting ,teache'r'sevice
to provide an adequate support system for all heAring impaired
students able to profit from instruction in regular classtrooms
from pre-school td tertiary level.

(ii.) Children 1.,..itli a variety ofmil.d hehringproblems .

These include, colitditkoins involving conductive hearidg loss',
monaural loss, high frequency loss and mild senSori=ipural losseS
often not assisted by '`prosthetic devices. The extent and effecti of

his condition with itsh
conductive losses among young children have not been realised by educators.
Aboriginal children; particularly are prone to
.ffect on hearing, attention' level and-genercealth...

. ',.
,

q ,\
The working party alsosaiscussed.t4e.groWipg"COncern.. ong .;

teachers that a number of children suspected of being hear g imp.a.d
are found to have normal hearing. This group 'requires fur her diagnosis, ,

understanding and treatment of auditory:processes such as-auditory . 41e

-"disciminatiqn; figure:ground differentiation, sho t.-7term audi%6ry m
11

ory,

span and auditory closuFe. future developments pefU414rly'will,exp d:
techniques and resdurcesto diagitosertese aspects, of audito60,per eTtidit)41,'-

e

RECOMMENDATION (3 )

The incidence and significance of.heating losses particularly
of a mil nature are such that a-personipsed service td
these children and the schools they attend. is required.

ii -. ,r. . , 1
Hearing impaired children in remote area schools

4 .

- ....

, Earlier in this port, it was stated that'deVelopment.of
units in'fueedsland cities has made special education more accessible

.

.to country, ;children. -Teachers from these units have been developing
a 'visiting teacher service in their area. However., the 'vast area of
'Weenslart4 presents problems.in prdviding a service for, hearing :

:impaired chifdren appropriately placed in _the regular school but too
'isolated to be'.visited from the. hearing impaired unit.

.

;, ..

, a

,

RECOMMENDATION ,i( 4 ) ,

_
,\

-
0 ,

,

,- -

t--1

Special procedures need to be involved for
, . .,

children in ' schools in remote areas. , ,..

-.
a.

ti
, .

i,r ,
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Coordination of services

Adequate provision of services is dependent on a number of
factors.. These include the coordination of professional groups and
services blork.ing with the hearing imPAired, the adequacy of trained

-personnel for the variety. of roles involved, the,extent of. services
required to meet the needs of handicapped children with a wide range
of needs and scattered throughout a vast state.. The'Working party
considered that a ,coordinatl.ng agency would be.required,to develop
a service adequate to the needs of tide children concerned,

'RECOMMENDATION ( 5)

The setting up of a coordinating agency with adewate
clerictl staff should be considered to enable these

1 recommendations to' be adopted effectively.

Further recommendations:

RtCOMMENDATION (6)

.Suitable material to assist teachers:in-regular schools
with hearing impaired .ehildren should be developed by a
Media Resource Centre with particular emphasis on assisting
students, parents and teachers in areas without access to

`visiting teachers.

RECOMMFNDATION(7)

I

ti

The increased availability of counselling services for
_ hearing impaired children and their - arents would assist

these children furthe in coping with oblems that occur
in the regular s,ch I

i..
/

4

p

1
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, WOgCSHOF.' GROUP XI - TEAMING CHILDREN IN HOSPITAL

Group Leader

Kdy Persons

Miss Joan K. Atkinson,
Senior Tutor,
Schonel 1 Educational Res'earch Centre,
St. Lucia, Qld.

Dr: P. De Bue ,
Acting bi rgctor, In tens_i ve Care Unit,
Royal Chi 1 drren s Hos pi tal
Bri sbanp.

Mrs Dommd'ti ,

(Teacher, -. ,

.o. Mater-Clii 1 dren ' s Hospital Pre- school.,
Br.isbane:4 :, .----

Mrs G. .,Hunt ,

Teacher,
Royal Children's Hospital ,
Brisbane.,

. .

Miss H. McDonal d,
-Pri
Royal Chi 1 dren 's Howi.tal School
Brisbane.

Mits: L. McLaren ,
Teacher,

portuni ty School ;
dab erg .

Miss D. Matthews,
Physi otherapi st,
Royal Children's Hospital,
Brisbane. s-
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,tChapter 23,

.TEAC..HING CHILDREN4I HOSPITAL'

.Report from Group XI

Discussion was sti iulated in a number-of areas witti'a.view to
isolatipg problems and making appropriate recommendations.i.

\,
RATIONLE,1 Whb do We teach in hospital?

Vhy do we teach them?

Miss McDbnald,J5rincipal Royal Brisbane Children's Hospital, -'
gave A brief-a:cc:Omit of4the de4lopment of hospital schools in Australia'
from the early years of this century,.. Childhood diseases of that I

peri4d...vpsulted in long-term ospitalization (poliomyelitisdiphtheria). 4(
. hospital schools ere founded to proliide edUcation for these
.-1,ong-:term patients. r'

Miss McDOnald ofipre participants,a copy of 'a stAtemegt of atTs
.

she 1mA drawn up concerning the present aims f Royal Children's
Hospital School (See Appendix. A).

Discussibn Area (1) -,. Meetinrg the needs of hospitalized children of
all age groups (with widely varying medical and psychological condition
fromloe-ochoal to secdridalv levels, for greattririg periods of. stay.

Key persons p inted but that, "because of changes in medical
techniques, the perio of stay in a dAildren's'hospital now varied
greatly from ong -term (couple of months) to what are colloquially knowh.
as "quickies (day patients). conditions too, .vary gr%atly through
Surgical, orthopaedic', psychiatric, medical etc. .

e'

It was inted out-that ther are two -'rather polarized groups
amongst patients in the children's h pital. There are those children,
whose. severilly of injury (particular) , brain stem) render lit impossible.
for them to participate in any formal chboling. Their imMediatp needs,
of course, are met More appropriately y.occupational therapy, ".

physiotherapy, and speedh ther,apy.. On the other hand, there are the
increasing numbers of.cAildren who are treated as out-patients.:

o.

The teachers from the hospital school ailed the kinds of
children .who tended to come to their attention, They"ranged from thbsex
whose staytwas long-term, a couple of months, middlf-term patients .

would stay for a, lesser period and those whose stay amounted to days
oily. This, of course, was.in addition tolthose who were in just for
tests. - thy "quickies". .Theii range was paralleled by .a range, in grade
and ability levels. Grades extended from pre-school t o secondary#

,N

Le!
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pi S CUS $1 OltkAre a f2) - Admittance. ito

1

hospital schools and subse44ent
Attendance ''- . ..

t%

I 7
Referral procedures vary:fro hospital to hospital. Royal BriSb

Children's Hospital referra ). procedt.es were statedNeaaspital, school
teachers emphasized that they wefe, kf!en to. be involved with all childr.n?
who could posSibly attelia schodl. H lever referral sometimes :aPpear;i:/'.
to be'haphOard and tends( to deRgnd on the views of harticular I,t rIcti:'

(
personnel on the need for schopling. .

,,,- ,.....,-I'''

":"V i' . ,

oW
..,`I''

4 .,4.-.. .'w-

It was agreed that doctors. .sho41 d recognize the'va e,qr hos tat

sthooldpg when
" t

making rec endaZions concerning a chil . wipt*e expel. ce

_of one participating (tea r/was that os doctors an 1110 es ,expct
,very child to take part. in school act vities whenever156ssible.

The teachers agrTeth that the most vital,Atpect of referral 'of a
Child to the hospital $choo- is that fu , relevant inforpAtion accompany
the child. A situation in ch a nurse vpssed over" a, child without,
providing appropriate referral forms audAither" relevant informatian was

found ,to be unsatisfactory. It was also \a that a7team,meeting
be. hell once a 1aek. :At

,
, :/

11,

/.

.

It was suggested that better Waiso
personnel

/
could be arriyad at,- if the refe

was autoFatically implicit in:-the issio
matter of, tali that a child attend s ool.

between 'hospital, and school
ral to the hospital sViool''
. After all, it is a

:tChool adMissions and attendance are sometimes adversely affected^_.
by la k of communication betweep medical and`; school staffs. At was

vs

pointed out that the Mater Hospital , Brisbane was more Compact than tke
Roy0,l Children's and thUs did not share some:Of the communication
prOblems. leachers ,the.. latter institution are concerped about erratic

tendances at school. The prinCipal' indicated that shefils made aat
/6ubmission to hopi authoritieg concerning,. this problem..

Dr. De Buse pointed out that, as a doctor, he preferred doctort
to. see children involved in "normal" activities when making rou s.

nding't
n

'Iiherefore, he saw a tage in as many .Fhildren as possible att
hospital scho regularly and a)eains where possible 'rounds being
the school are s. rather than in the( wards. This procedure cou14.,
dramatically reduce erratic school attendance at the school due to ward

round hold-ups.
406

xisted to allow therapy
attend. ce. This could further

In the. new school space,
treatment to be given during school
reduce poor school attendance.

4

f-Y
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e
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ssioh Area 0) - maiht ining ZiaisoriHzridcommunication Litwen
AoppiaZ7therap-tsts t tea&.kOrs/parentti_gnd the regular.school.

questioh of liaison was 'been to.bevital to a hospitalized
eeds in4 tnvolvedpany'people:. doctdt,.thetapistprincipal and

Wchers (Hospital Sthool.ind Regular Schools) and-,parents In relation
wa.thschoolS' om Which these :children came, it was

si.iggepst d that cdunSell s aud social, Workers-be'reddily
r .e$

suggestion w that .a full-time social. worker be
specifically attache tsi the hospif;#1 school, How'ever, it was pointed
out th t asIthe sch of was part of the hospital; this was the province
of the. hospital so ialmorkers,. who we more than willing to be 4AvOlvd
'prov;idfng df.cour e. they ,rezived A ;referral,.I-

Liaison ith the physiotherapists was then ,considered. One
theraplistTrefe 'red /to difficulty in handling numbets requiring aid
sometiwks thr e children at a time. Good cooperation was seen to exist

. 1;letwerthe ysiotherapY section and the hospitAlschool'particularly1-!at,in ion o scheduling.\ In addition, tife.physiother#pists frequently
takejdhoo work down with children, to their department so that children
may cdnAin e to do school work whilst the therapist is attending to.other.
patients. Though it was considered Olportant to have some facilities'for
physiOth rapy within the school sectic5n, it was also considered to be
important to get some children out 4nd moving for exam e, asthtati.cs_

re. was general agreement that liaison between profes iohals is
1-mited and that tatter communicatir"between all thos people concerned
ith the hospitaled chil'd was crucial.

At thi poilt, it Was agreed at the mainte of the t:te-rksho
seemed to he the iJMportance ofocommum. atidn.

` Involvement of parents whilst the child w s ho,spi-talized-and -after
,dischtirge was seen as impOrtant in helpihg the ar alit to underktand,t46ir4.
children's problems and how to' code with them. e importance of the
parent as.anyintermediatory when the child re ed to regular school was

,4remphasizIcl.

11-

4DiscuSsion Area (4) Difficuitibs in ca ring for the widely different
demands and needs of short and ZOng-term atient$.C.

A problem always facing hopital texchers'is that of meeti
ts. A partidIpant base at an

er-state hospital schoo described e referral procedure a her
sch whereby children ar ref re o th.e'school only if they are
admitted for periods beyon a f ht. It was pointed out that a
Committee has been set up in ew SO th Waleg to investigate the needs'
Of the short-term patient.

needs of long-term and short-term pate

197
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The'organizational4difficUlties.ofdealing with long and Short
term patients were pyrsued. It was suggestod-thendiyidual teachers
iniAht_special.iiesin either long or short term patients. Certaln

. Points were.noted;
, , ....

, . _
-- ward SuppoFt by a teacber over five Wards-Was unrealistic

and made for inePtectual organizatiOn
. .

. ,
,.:_,

--,
- a system establishedat the Mater resulted in class teachers

taking short term patients and ward teachers taking long term
patient's , '

teaqiers at the Mater,deScribed the programs offered by -the
class teacher as highly individuaLized : ,-'

_ young children eould-be offered "group activities rather than
', a formal; educational program thoxigh,it was still possible toy.

,'
assess them (Mater teachers- indicated cooftration! of 4.

1

"occupationaloctupational theratoistS in 'this regard).

DI4c4ssion Area (5) - .Spedieq: educational provisions dr'specific
-) Cate"gories child n receiving hospital' treatment. -

(a) -' Chi ren who are,homeboubd.because of illness.
The homebound childi-en.are met:-by a service from the-

r
,---, Roydl ChAildrer--spHospit41 whereby teachers,visit the -homes of

children who .cannot-attend schoolbecadse of medical conditions.
it was added that correspondence lessons are not necessarily
suitabl'fOrsuch children. The visiting hospital teacher

,,,,

promotes greater- involvement: Children temporarily homebound
after hospitanzation benefit from the visiting service. (See

c

Appencli x R) . .

b.Y) jvildren making.outLpatient visits to the.. children's hospital

,
..

.

fr $ -

Casual out - patients are frequently identified as tieing "at risk"
'children" who do no' attend school regulaTly in any ev t. A
suggestion,-was made that some informal program be-set. p to meet
their.needsduring, their visits td the hospital: .A 'r om situated.
adjacent to out-patientssection would probably be more suitable.
than attempting to provide-tlid.service inthe hospital-school

.4 proper. J.. -,

,
(c) Short -term 'E3 -5 day )-admiSsion. .

Reference was made o a rather different group of out-patient . i

aildrep who atten thellospital for regular therapy (and
-...

sometimes regular admission).. SuCh children,ATght benefit from
Arolment in the hospital SchoOl. until therapy ceased. ;y,

411 relation to the above,children; itlwaspropOseithatN ..;,4.
yclifferentrearndng envirrinments be structured.'` A Short -term. ,

...
7

?k
stay '(3-5 daYs). does 'not offer arty real bp0qTtubqty; or. g

'7

'educational iprograms.of.anygreatvalue.SU00Ort-of sucl- - .. -
1,

r.k-

chi.ldrencould well :be Ileviewed. -Out-patientould be. s'erved 4 . ,r'
by a:P.l,py ftlerapy type facility. Reference wamade to this.type,
,of personnel being available in -major hospitals ill New South WgleS-;.

4 ,
it', 0,

.-ICT ,./ , ,
. v. . .
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(1

Di*cusion Area (6) Ediicationcd Assessmenf hospitalized children.

1.Y.
.

.

.

In thiS area, the hospital teachersfwee seen to:operate in'a
similar fashion to those in regula,Pschoolg They needed to ascertaitipf

.

Q. . . . c.
."-"what specific strategies and materials were indicated!

. '1.

what difficulties a child wa. experienciniso that remediatio4
could } cip initiated if necessary.

.

.....) . °

r

. The 'point. was made that forlSome children a period in.hospital might
m an opportunity for them to receiverindividual.attention for their
spe ifi educational problems. The grolip agreed that many learning
probiems could be related to frequent absences from school. In this
regard, child withApme)chrenic illness could be Seen. as vulnerable.

, lir
Wi increased numbers og'shorter term patients, hospital teachers

are faced with the task.o ing speedy assessment of performance
dN.attainment levels i order to initiate a program. °Hos "tal teachers

.. ave-limited time in which to make an -assessment cif short- rm patients'
educational needs.-- In thecase of the very short term patient, the
teachers agreed assessment frequently amounted to "pl.ying'it by ear".

.:==.

what educational was needed

Hospital,, teacherz, require a variet of measures and strategies VbA,
ascertaining children?-4educational needs a d to'initiate suitable'
act.j.on'aS soon as possitqe.

The'question arose concerning. the value of contact with a child's
regular teacher as obviously any information from. that source would he
vital, pareicularly in the case of short-term patients. However, it was-

,

agreed by the hospital teachers, that, at present,few.opportunitios
presented for actual contact with teachers outsiEW the hospital.

The teachers indicated that guidance officers are available to
these schools so that children with severe educational problems can he
referred to psycho-educational assessment.

A question was asked of hospital teachers.:

"What kind of assessment do you use to find a .starting'
4 point for a child's,problem?"

1
,

The answer given by a Mater Hospital schoOl teaCher indicated that
initially she ised material from the child's grade level. Failure to
cope ulith that work indlcated'need for a lower difficulty level. This
was true of:short term patients. However, it 'was pointed out, in the
case"of long-term patients, more opportunity was avai'lab'le eo obtain

- information from the child's regular school. This last procedure was
often related to the amount of parent .contact and, cooperation
Strong emphasis was given to the needs of secondary students to maintain
level of school performance. -

is
1.99

Oh.
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4

pl.scusSiOn.Area (7) - Management of chi-lc:Wen bei treated for
emotional disturbance.

, .

Special attention was given to the pr6lems dealing ith the
increasing numbers of hospitalized emotionaliytdisturbed edren.
The teachers commented that such children tend to be disiliptive when
working in a group and that the hospital physical envilionm9n generally
did not lend itself to management of these children.

It was emphasized that the teachers were fupy aware of their
responsibilities to such dhildien and were concerfted .t.0 arrive at

appi4opriate manager en.t strategies.

The group agreed that the problem was particularly pressing as
children admitted to hospital :for psychiatric treatment were likelp'to
be extremely disturbed' .,/ /...........6' '

I \
0,

The question arosd'as to how",much information and support teachers
received from the psychiatric unit at, the hospital. .The teachers agreed
that the degree e-ol support varied. The occasions upon whicic doct
contacted the teacherS and discussed referred ,children were found
most helpful.

number of ideas whicti might gen'cralry impr ve the situation
were put forward

or)teacher /pupil ratio could b considered in dealing with

Oere possible; these children dould be grouped together
so that their Asru five behaiour does 6a disturb other
children )1.

teacher -aides with special training could be mailable to
help 'with these children. t

Discussion Area, (8) - Compileng "at rick" registers from childilen'e
hospitals' patint population.

1/

1J
...,

...It was suggested that children who were generally "at. r4Jc
would- number largely

i

among t those presenting at children's hospitals.

:'13r
A further suggestion was mat that such hospitals would opistitute, in
.a sense, a living "at risk register. Th14, problems relating to
education could be picked up and referred to appropriate support services.

Discussion. Area 00m .He ping children adjust to gNepitalization

Suggestions* were made conc7rning strategics to hel'p children to

adjus4, t to hospitalization, The following were put forward -

role playing in the context of drama Itherapy was advocated
so that children could cope ith'emotional stresses

,,_,

'4;

9
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the woriok Mrs.. Lovelace at Stanford University waS:.
recommended as a reference in this area .

a pre2hospitalization,progfam was a43cocated..

4
/

Discussion Area (10). - The role of parents 'in ralatial to hospitat,schwts.

:The question was raised concerning involvement.Of parents -
,hospital schools. In general-Kit was agreed that parental assistance
and involyement was welcomed. the following were presented as
examples: J

ti

.
.

parent can sit in with child as he/she works "IS.

A
parent,, is elcon to.consult with,teacher.on chil4'sneeds and oblems

. .

- the.schoo can funCtion as an observation post where
parent/child dnteraction can be assessed. ..

.
.

,
. , The comment was made...that the last Mentioned function could also

.be considered for out-patients.
.

\p. . . _ . _ . . _ .. _ _ _ _ .

. %....- .Dis usstion Area (11) '-- Requirements necessary jar teachers w hing
. 'to ork as hospitej teachers. (See Appendix C).

...- .

3

,-
e req144remen,ts for

->

hospitA,teaching were considered under
'thy ings of attributes_aed trainivig. The group agreed on the
folloik/in :'

.
. ...-'

.

. .
. /.

-experienced teachers arl_required with a deal of p actical
.

...experience ",
.., as -, .

a labge measure of emotional stability is requ red-
.-,- .

'background in special education is necessary to cope pith,
special needs in children 1,

wide experience in. as many areas as possible is helpful,
4

in dealing with the wide range of children inhospital
.

acce to in-service training is necessary to permit
teacher toirkee n ontat wi,thregular.school practicefi

-- variety -of problems epCountered requires teachers with
elualificatIons. ir.

However,, the particular protlems experienced in hospital, schpols
would seem to ca* fol"---the following additio41 requirements:

pupil/4teachelratio needs to be retconsidered

supply teachers need to belkAde available

- Svport -teachers are needejp5l,Tor special purpp
4.

0
0

tts, .

I,
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. . ..

Presentcourse requirements for training of hospital teachers - in
Queensland were teachers presently undetiOce,/the course
for Teacli'trs-of the Physically HandicapPed at Mt.: Gravatt,ollege.
The group considered that,. in light. of the demandsynade of hospital
teacher, a course which trains Resource Teachers could be more
suittle. ese teachers were considered to be generalists) in special
,education dithis was felt.to.accOrd with the tasks'of the hospital. -..
teachers. *

1.

The role of the hospital school was seen to have changed
°markedly in the last three or four years with an increasing number
disturbed children requiring attention. Therefore, the group suggested
that consequent developments-be considered ?in relation to facilities and
personrfel. Withdrawal rooms, for example, should be available in the
hospital school to provide for disturbed- children: Personnel is also
needed to cope.with problems arising from'increasing numbers of chi $ en
film differing backgrounds.

In conclusion the group. made the fo,14owing recommendations:

all children coming into hospital should receive some kind
.of educational support

.atxendance a the hospital school should.b64autoftatic for
all school-a e patients (providing they are well enough)
.rather th the present practice of admittance on request
of the ward' doctor

.proviGions for long and short term patient_peed to be
reviewed as well as fox :0-lase regularly attending out-patients
and those who are hospitalized. for regular periods

a homebound program should be offered to children
temporarily homeboUnd after hospitalization

teacher/pupil ratios need to be improved and:Some emphasis.
should be paced on tae provision of specialist teachers
and aides

provision should be made for more appropriate post-gradbate
in- servi'e training courses which would better equip staff
to dear with the wide variety of prOblems found in th

0. hospital population
4

,opportunities for i roved and increased communication with
\ other hospital st are needed so that they may be made

awarageof what goes on in the' hospital school. Student
._,..Durses could spend some time workin &within the hospital

school.

'much medical observation and assessment should be carried
out within the school setting 4

better communication between'mediCal staff N(both doctors and
nurses), hospital school teachers and therapists, parents and
the regular school teacher is 'crucial to the educational
being of the hospitalized child.

4

The Group leade makes acknowledgemento Miss M. jutchipson
for "takin.g notes during reporting.

11 0.0
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N\-4- Appendi A

4.

AIMS QF:TpE ROYAL,CHILDREWS1110S.RITAL. S610

Contribution by Heather McDonald

The Hospital Sghool seeks :

. _to provide ed ation in its fullest sensecommensurate.
with the ability and. condition of the child;

. -

.1. ..

. .

4§) to encourage the. cflild.to adjust to his,surroundings, t accept'
.

.

.*: :.,N his present circumstances and endeavour to cope with immediate..
physical and/or medical condition;

f
.

.

,

to offer a-stikulating environment, amid familiar school
books and equipment. and thus give re-assurance to the ,'

hospitalized child and so help to alleviate homesickness,
- .boredom and'anxety, and, by enabling him to become aluetber

ortheschool group, combat any feeling of isolation. that may
.ep ';,

.,,
accrue;

:) i .4d) to cooperate with the members of-the various disciplines so #
that the best may be done for the child. (e.g. Provision

lig, . of renabilitation programs for accident victims, e.g. brain,Y
:

steMildamage, etc.);
.....

--.1

40.. to madntain continuity of les ns and thus keep the child :
i -abreast of his curre scho 1 ork, so that he need not suffer.;.,,..

J., addi-tional handicap (as a of being in hospital. Hospital
,

-). :schooling has a very de ychotherapeutic boosting power*!.'
,1- j for the child who may of Ise ome-severely retarded in

5'1
'iiit.rscholastic progr -because of'prolonged hospitallzation;

.,,

c).

o,

.

:. (,) .F. -..to. prbvidlLeducati:onal and psychological assessments during
Al. his stay,iA, hospital for the child who is'failing in his

i.. school work. (There SP obvious advantages,'e..g. new environment,
fewer pressures, etc., for having the child. assessed while in.
hospital. .This.trpe of child frequently presents 'at the

qr,..- hospital "th'fi:iyChoadMati,c SymPtoms°b:g. tummy and Ileadache,
but basic use it- his in4bility to' cope with the formal,Wchool

.1. program. Following testing, it has been possible to, facilitate
IV the placement of these children in schools more approptiate to. ,

. their:reqUil4tments);'
.

-!
(::\ .. a '.

(F) to initiate remediallprogramanas required by:indivi.dual
--k,4 Ratients. . ) ,

. , ;\\*

4
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(11) to offer a supportive role to both patient and parents,
especia4y; in, the clseS where prognosis indi.cates'a
life. impprtAnt that teachers continue to main ain,
regiilar contact with .such children, proceed normally, and
give assurance.

( i) to avoid the.development'of a dependency syndromeof
children undergoing pr ed treatment.

If these objects are a ainead, the child will return to his
'home, school and community e well adjusted physically, mentally
and socially to'continue his learning processes without) further
handicap or frustration.

4

,

,E1
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Appendix B

.GULDUINES : VISITINS:TEAChfR SERVICE 'l"-

ContrAuti a-Orr McDonald
/

Aiins - visiting teaer service to physioally handicapped children
i

TofproVide an educational program or supplement one already,
prOvided for a child during period Wis Snabl-e, because of

4 illneSs or physical handicap, to attend regular school.

This program shoUld be seen in most cases as a tem porary
and'ewdient measure 'to keep child abreast of 'school work
until he can return to regujar school, .

-_
Tlf,p ul -tiate aim of this service must be to return. the child
to. hit school without educational handicap.

To provide ,special program for childrewhose'requirements
cannot be met by other areas presently available

It is envisaged that the ,prpgirram provided under (i)
be relatively jimitet, while that provided under (ii) would
be pf a more Qpntinidind nature.

A

Eligibility_fortvisit4144teacher service

i. Children convalescing at home following hospitalization
and who are not eligible for correspondence lessons because
of short to incapacity e-.g. accident cases, including.
fractured fem , scoliosis, etc.

Children too health im paired to attend regular or special
school.'

Orthopaedically disabled children 'who cannot attend school
because of.difficulties and strains of travel, or for whom
transport is umavailable or the building unsuitable.

iv. ' Children suffering severe cardiac disorders. who' cannot attend
school but do not require hospitalization.

v, Children whose physical or mental health would be endangered,
-byZicitement, infections or injuries.

vi. Children with such frequent and severe unccintrollable epileptic
seizures that school attendance is inadvitable.



.
.

-.. . B.

,vii. Children unablV-tb manage the prepared Correspondenre Course
be f- handicap: .

77\ /
v .

Periodic review must- be made of each case to ensure that
each child is being adequately catered for. .

- ,

As t)4id of the disadvantages Of educatihg .c.,hildren at home
are:-

4. 1.4pck of teacher/pupil contact; and
ii. loss of stimulation through lack o'f contact with

other children,

every effort must be made to return the child to the Armal
stream' as .soon as possible. 1

These visits would be discbntinued if -

i. a student is well-enough to return to his regular school;
a place is found for him in a suitable special school;

iii. the program were' to jeopardise the child's health;
iv. the child fails to respond or cooperate.

. , .1.'

Required procedure for enrolment of child. For visiting teacher
_ .

service

i. Provision of a current Medical Certificate.'

,ii. Assessment by Guidance Officer and/ox recommendation of
Principal of the State Special School, Royal Children's
Hospital', Brisbane, in consultation with Regional Guidance
Officer.

Parents' r
N'
etponsibilitm

' Par nt or guardign should be in 'attendance at the home during
the teache s visit so t at_he/she is.aware of the program and its
revirements and is thus able to offer continuing encouragement,
between the teacher's vi 'ts,; as well as to attend to any perSonal needs
of the child that may arise during the teacher's visit'.

This is an additiorial safeguard for both teacher and chilli.

Recommendations

On discharge from hospital a'child wh o has an receiving
lessons durink his period of hospitalisation scoliosis, fractured
femur, etc.), and who is unable to return to his regular. school,
should receive immediate help 'rom a visiting teacher.

, Immediate assistance coulAbe provided as follows

i. Preferably a program could be-provided by the child's
()WTI school, as it is-hoped the child will return. to ,take
his, place in his own group.

206
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J
(This program may be obtained during the child's stay in
hospital, as has been the policy in m y cases. This is .

most desirable, especiglly at the Seco ary level, Irhere.
a continuing program is most essential. This program
would be4upplemented by' visits from the isoi..,ting Teachers
Service.) C

ii, Program provided by the Hospital School".(

information for Guidance

Fractured Femurs : sually in traction for 6-8 we ks.
Temporarily,discharged but in spice plaster and unable sit;.
therefore must7;eilther stand or lie, for period of 6-8 weeks Then, if
no complications; plaster is removed and the child is usually able
to attend regular school.

--"\I If there are complications, the child may have to return to
hospital for further surgery, followed by another period in a pla'gtercast.

Scoliosis : Major surgical. procedure:
Patient is in hospital for'a period of 6-8 weeks initially.

Usually in traction. (May vary according to severity of individual
condition.Y

May return home in full non-walking body p laster cast for a
period of apprbximately 8 weeks.

In hospital again for review,and change of plaster for two or
. .three weeks.

1

. If treatment has been sudcessful patient may retut home in
walking plaster. If school is accessible-he may be-able return
at this stage, but may reqiiire special asskstance, e.g. co . to rest
on during lunch hour.

2

1.

If further treatment is required patient will either be
hospitalised or return home again in a.non-walking plaster. This
treatment may extend over a period frbm 6 months to 2 years.
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fat

REQU IREMENTS FOR TEACHf,tS IN A HOSPITAL

Contrib4tion by Heather onald

(1) Enthusiasm an dedicatkon far a difficult job.

(ii) Kagyiledge of 'normal' - its` developmental and emotional
stages and:abilit ssess

Experienced teacher, preferably one who hA had,expetience in

a small school and/or with multiple grades; or in another area
of special edu ation.

(iv) Ability to cope ith any grade or KillingneSs to qualify in '

OP
this i.e.

''

iliarity with curriculum in prima school.
.

. .

-(v) Ability to assess a chi ademic level, especially the child
who is experiencing difficulty with formal lessons anti provide

suitable learning material at the appropriate level. A knowledge
of ,diagnostic and remedial techniques an advanVge. -

fa.

.

(vi) Ability to assess quickly and to cope. with situations as presented
by behaviour problems, emotionally di.kturbed 'children, those
finding difficujty in adjusting to hospital routineietc. Because
of the increasing incidence of children with be ur problems
and emotional disturbances, it iS.becqming necessary for all
-teachers to have had some training in These areas.

(vii) Ability to accept varying types of illnesses.

(viii)bAn awareness and sympathetic understanding of the physical
limitations of some medical conditions; without becoming
physically or_ emotionally upset.

(ix) Willingness to accept the transitory nature of most of the

school population, yet not bec4rne complacent.

(x) Dispoiition to be able to work harmoniously with those of
differing disciplines.

(xi) Willingness to serve in any area,' as circumstances dictate,
i.e. flexibility and versatility a must.

(xii) Familiarity with 'teaching-resource materka1library books and
audio-visual materials currently available within the school.

(xiii) Other reqdiremerlts include :-
1. Patience
2. Common sense
3. Sense ot humour

Obje-ctiwaty
5. Gbod Health

,

(I,
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THEct(OkE OF T4E-PSYCHOLIGIST .1, MEETING THE NEEDS

iN OF C1411_1)10

Repot -from G2vkp XII

s.
da.

. It is obvious that there is increasing overlap in the role\,,,

'played by the diqerent helping professsions. This undoubtedly as
many advantAges and hopefully aids communication across discipli es,

';
However, it jpalso frequently leads to considerable confusion. I is
often difficult. to know to whom a child, should be referred, .

parents frequently become bewildered by, the number and diversity of
different professions,, to whom.their chid it referred. Not
uncommonly theseprofessions are duplicating functions and this can
cAOse considerable frustration- and annoyance for both the professiondls
an the. parents: .1-f reso rces and sk' lls are to be used efficiently,
it lis. essential that Suc djhplication be avoided.

. 1

. Another Amporiant factor which i.r'equir'es consideration is that
0 all professions are evOlving ,- up-dat#1g techniques and developing new

technique4 which permit them to offer new and improved,services:
Frequently dhe pro'fession is not aware. of the developments taking place
in apot er piofest4on, and consequently .fail torevise referral requests.
For e,'psychblbgists have traditionally been rega ed as the

''administrators lof IQ tests, and although nowadays the ski s of the
.

.- psychologist go far beyond this, the most common referral s still
"IQ please ". hilst this may be all that is required in s e instances,

.
_ in nitpts cases the child would benefit tTom a very much more thorough

psyChOlogical examination or possibly lOom therapy. If app priate
-,'::,'_referrals are not made the skills Of the psychologist are not,fully

-,'!litiIiied; ( it" -.

InteIrdiscip inary meetings are therefore essential if-we
arp o the skills aliai 1 ablAamongst , the different professional
gro to the greatest benefit of the:child. We are gratefulfekr the
opportunity to present some of the ways in which we feel that 'itYchologist
can meet the needs of children.. We have arranged :these undet three
headings:

a,

I'

(A) DiagnOstic Testing

(B) Parent Intervention

.(c) Therapy

..5
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Diagnostic Testing

These children
neurological disabiTli
inte.114prce. Howev

z

B.

C.

0
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Assessment of ildren with Minimailiferebral.Dysfunction
\

tes
visual and or

freque.nily do not shoui any demonstrable,
ies and are often 'oef average dr above average

r they have :si'gglificant problems in coping with
On psychological
processieg 6f

o1 work and may pave severe-reading. disabilities.
s they frequently demonstrate ,difficulties in, the

auditory information.

.!

Personality Assessment(

AN.

T4

S%.There are b4sically two types of test used for personality
assessment.- Theseare (1) questionnaires (2) projective tests. The
results of these tests canbe extremely useful in assesling.an emotionally
distuibed child and are invaluable' in guiding later,therapy,ewhether,
this be conducted by fhe psychbrogist, social worker or doctor. In

general however, 411 diagnostic assessmepts require verification by
observation of th? child-in his normal environment.

Parent Interventiipn

When chil'ren show. disturbed behaviour, a breakdown in
communication wi hin. the family, or parental mismanagement of the child
is frequently apparent. In parent intervention, a systematiciattempt is
made to make parents more. aware of the consequences of their behaviour
and to give them greater insight And understanding of their children.
Attempts are'also Ngde to improve communication skills:.

' , q

Therapy

(i) Pldy Ther

"Play is work of childhood" and it is through play that th'e

child advances tot ew stages in the mastery of his..environment It is
also an. autotherap utic process, and when the child is allowed to play in
a permissive acce ting atmosphere, he is. frequently, able "to play through"
many "of his anxie-i=s and find appropriate ways of coping with them.

?tip Behaviour Pip fication

This technicip is based en Learning Theory, and uses rewards,
withholding-of reward and inisome cases punishment, to establish
apprbpriate behavioOr and extinguish inappropriate behaviour. These
techniques haye been\ u ed in .a wide, range of situations, e.g. toilet
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traininisevereljr retarded children, tleachin,:, speech
children _and improvihg the writifig:of. chiidFen with/
Dysfunction. They have also. beer( applied in' group s
he maintenance of classro,olit

(Ito autistic
,Minimal Brain
ituations, e.g. "ir

yr
1 ,

,C

Conclusions
a

1,t can be seen that t he psychologi t has .many skills to offdr
in meeting the needs of children. The wo shop generally felt that
there was insufficient awareness of the services available, and
that these services require wider publicity so that More childten
could benefit . ,

ti
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CHAPTER' 25
1).

A

.PERSPECTIVES" FOR THE FUTURE' :7AN ED 4C TIONAL VJE6WPOINT.r .

A

Geoffrey Swan

No:longer are schools regarded aSA
,

he only learning
....

,

place for '.children and the exclusivt wor -klil gplate for iAchers.
It is now acknowledged-that much_mdke learning takes place before a
child enters school and there are many. educative agencies besidesthe school. Nhe teacher may have peen the sol professional occupant
of_thdlorclassroom oug, but this can no longer b th ase, for other
professions, many of them.of,'recent origin, have much to offer the

..children - not onJoy in the class om setting, but in other settings
as well.

o

When Alexander' G am Bell first 'used the' ,term "special
education"-in 1898,.he as,not thinking of'a process removed fr'om t
Mainstream-o4education;.1 ed-, I regard ,his statement- as the firstplea for integration.:

All have said in relat4gbto the deaf would be
equal4qadvgntageous to the br7Rd and to the feeble
minded. We have in the public school system a large
body of .ordinary children in the same cbmmuility. We
have there children who cannot hear...sufficiently well
to-profit by instruction in the public schools, and we
have children who cannotsee sufficiently well to profit,
by instruction in the public schoo', and we.have
children who'are_undoubtedly backward in their mental
dei,elopment, Why shouldn't these ,children forme an annex
to the public school system, receiving special instruction
from special teacheirs, who shail be able to give instruction
to little, children Sho are eer deaf, blind, or -
mentally deficient, without sending them away from their
homes or from the ordinary companions with whom.they are
associated?

,

: The developments in special education over the last decade
have.henefited mapy children. with special _needs but the associated
research; techniques and materials that have been produced have.
had cqnsiderable effect on the education of all children. It has been
said that special education has a pilot.role and as a result.of our
concern' for children with very specific prob'lems, our knowledge of the
learning-process of all children has been enhanced.

This seminar, "Health, Education and Welfare", has been g
lively one. There have been many differences of opinion and much
discussion, but the signal I see most clearly is;

The criterion, for aZZ decisions-must be the needs of le child.

214
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-*". Most of us work if facilities witfi
4.
wariou,* professional

groups: This week we have mixed freely. and happily,with administrators,
C-,-kuid.hnte offictirs, llsw54.ers, medical ractitionArs, nurses, occupational

therapists, physiotherapists, psycho dgists, social wOkers and teachers.
Sometimes there was a language barrier, even though everybody spoke

lish (or varieXies of it!) . Professi
in ibitor, but this was readily translated
by the,questio : "Could you explain please

argon was .one
d no one was" disturbed .

\
colleaguesCredibility amongst apex colleagues in our own and ,&li other

,r
professions, can onlyAcome as a result of our being most cip petent
in our own areas, combined with arsacriness to discuss, bet allenged,-
and sometimes to Change our minds. o one profession half. 4r°. 'the
answers to the problems presented by andicapping conditioil0

.

The future depends on the here and.the.now. The ciiktpig
profes work in isolation. The variety of skillequired
come fro variety of proiessi s, and there is -'no exclusive

.

t.,territory. In the past the so- c, fled team thwapproach has led to what
has been'termed "fragmentation o 'the egp", theild has been seen .-

as an education probltm, a .physiotherapt problem: -a speech problem,
and so on. Let us from today focus positively on the chili and hiS .

-strengths, rather than break them up into areas of weakpess.

Let us, too., thi0 about our own personal relationships .

forgetting, that .unity caly comes when-everybody agrees with oneself,
but remembering that honesty and good manners are essential and
basic attributes for all successful working relationships.

, 1.
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PERSPECTIVES FOR THE FUTUR A M CAL XOPOINT

Simon Lath am

"Good health -within a community cannot be achieved by the
p ovision of even the most comprehensive and generously
f ded curative medical service. Health depends on very
mu .,.more than the' ready availability of remedies. The
phys cal well-being of a nation is heavily dependent upon

s social pattern -and way of life" (Gould, 1977).

This interdependence of Health, Education and Welfare has meant
that workers in any of these fields. must have a working knowledge of
the relative disciplines if they, are to work effectively and
economically.

r.

Unfortunately the knowledge, that we have allows us-only a-
, superficial-understanding of a child's development. RelatiVely little

is known about the intricate interactions, between the indivi4ual, his
inheritance and-his upbringing, and the social and physical environment.
in which he lives. Inheritance patterns determine a. child's potential,
but th4s potential can be limited both by physical and social factors.
Disease during pregnancy, accidents during child-birth, illness and
malnutrition are all limiting factors and generally the earlier they
occur the more profound their'effectS. This potential can also be
limited by our social and educational environment; Conversely a
child's potential can be increased by a favourable environment.
Research and new methods.in education have shown us that it is possible
to develop a much greaterNpool of ability in a- population than was
-hitherto believed (W.H.O. Conference, 1974).

N .

In spite of this vision, our Sociaa services are donsumingan
ever increasing slice of.the gross national product, and neither
medicine nor education are achieving even g fraction pf what seems
possible. What is fundamentally wrong in our'societ34 that allows such
an unfavourable environment? Three major,,issties see to be' involved.
These are the 'physicalL and social fabrics, and, with n these, the family.
If the first two of these are compared with the soc ety of Classical
Greece smile concltisions rare possible.

The.model of civilisation in classical Greece depended on a
physical home for that community; for by shaping his environment, man
shapes himself. The heart of Athenian society was the Agora. This was A
an-openpace in the heart df i'very. Greek - city of 500 B.C., partly

4011,
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i.

-if -4,
.

.

surrounded-by.colonngedes and containi Markets, teiiil?les, o es,
.

,.0 monument's, shops, exchangesfountains,coUncill.chambers,-ria uwts,
,ancl amenities-of4 A11 kinds,,. The 8-acre'thenian Agora-was a adle

4-- .6f meStern.tivilisation, er.jiteratur9ahers, hew.Phip y and'.
.-her democracy Ythere is n act mRdernequivalent;for _ go r a oP

/ was far more' a civic centre,' marketplace, a meeting place,
-

4 , '

a
:cultural centre; or public place, though it combined all of these.
It was a puce. where the,Greekscdrifted Aofina cdngenial cOmpany4o'.
gossip, or to re ax. -OriOnally-it was: here that.the:G*eekS-'weret-for'

4sport or for-cul Ural!' Iife.,i It-Was he that they'iiaiiti;to shop or' to
engage in °the* onmiercial activity,, to have their hair cut Or to
enge in repartee with Socrates. And it, was to the Agdr4that
they .Ve t to worship, to take. part in'thenadminisiration of justice7,
to.enga 6 in

ii
politics and to personally in the of the

entire 'ty state. The Agora was in short the pulsating hart of the
classical Greek city, It was tife most essential feature ofIthat city.

C Without an Agora, a. Greek city simply could not be a Greer city. This
:seems the first fundamental -that no primary community can exist ,

Without a-physical home for that community (Peck, 100). .,
J

- The Greek citizen of SOO B.C. was favoured in being able to
. ...

participate'actively in the runhing o his society, unlik the
X

.

inhabitant of today's moderncitr. Th 's in part a failu 'of

planning. Every lonely old age pensioner, every girl who s ays shut' up
in her flat foje whole week-end, eve person who cannot pass the
skill barrier at the local tennis club d is unable to play a game
he dearly wishes to play is a failure the ,part of the, town planner
.and contributes not (as he or she coul in an efficient town) to, human_
happiness, but to the sum-of human mise _ .. . ....-..

,sJ,421.

The size of towns or suburbs seem to be a second fundamental. -
Aristotle writes that Hippodamus planned a .ity for 10 .00 and' Plato
in the laws suggests 5600 citizens as ihd_ide re. Many modern
planners are of ,the opinion that a planned neighbourhood should house
between 5,000.and 10,000 people.

Experts will decl a that these tonce is contain nothing new,
,

but I put them forward as in- hich all disciplines should be
involved.. If e are to fa our tasks with vi ion and with aims greater
than pluggin .up individual oles in a dyke, e must look fot.thens:
of creating the modern equivalent of the Ai ra in the suburbs -of our
tools. To achieve this we must work.Withthe planners' and polititkans,
our diSciplines must cross fertilize, and We no6d to extend into those
areaswhere there is a contribution to be made.. zr

f 11

The th4fundamental- is the family. The.historyof our own
.,

state demonstrates "an encouraging awarenest' f.itS.:.wdle and a return
froM emphasis on institutional care to .increasing support' of the
family structure. There is nevertheless an increasing rate,of.change
in our socie and environmental conditions wider which the_ family
exists, an-a7thls affects the health of all its miemiber. .ProUlems of

-4
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e7,,,s;ocial adaetal4on are created- and re rEFflectOic in the incq-easini .disturbances of child.ren. We tt.ere oineeci. to be reyiwing continFarly,our tr,aditional approaches. It se s -to be here Ahat. ouri,threedisciplines of heal.th, education and ))1kelfes.re need t9 be most c osely ,

.

. integrated. If I can end with a quotation front PrOfessor '.

.'.. ' '. BrOnfenbreTver
.
(14) of Cornell University:0

., .

to

4

"Tf-te family is the most humane, effective and econo,micall,system of chi*I-d\cale known to man. The first aim shouldbe to strengthen the family. and enable the, parents tofunction as parents for their children.
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CHAPTER 27

Oa

)6° THE HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE OF CHILDREN':' AN

OVERVIEW

"I, think it is
salptory to remind -,bur-
selves from time to time
that our various .

professions have not
been aroUnd:all.that

Relative. to our
1:png history, the broad
mass of people has had'
free access to schools,
health and social wel-
fare agencies for only
a brief period....the
family'system, rather
than the individual
isolated child should
be the prime focuS of
sery s ' (David
Mi the Z Z, Keynote
Address)

"....there exists a
firm base in community,
attitudes....for all
disciplines, systems
and community agencies
to promote and realise
positive goals for the
handicapped....in the
long r1.11-rit will be
efficient service
delivery which deter-
mines the quality of

,life foe the exceptional
;:arnes Ward)

R.J, Andrews and K.J. Cochrane

This overview seeks to bring together the
philosophies alld.aspirationt that were expressed
during the conference',. and place them in an
historical context. Selected key statements made
by the speakers at the plenary sessions have been
identified and reproduced with the overviei*4, to
emphasite what is perCeived to be the collective
viewpoint of those who participated in this Eighth
Annual Seminar in Special Education.

The concept of a number of disciplines being
involved .in the care and treatment of.children hat
been promoted for many decades, and many proposals
have been put forward about the roles and fUnctions
of.the various disciplinesfin health; education and
welfare programs. -While Progress in this area has
been made i a number of treatment- areasj'in that
persons with iffering discipli
together in a complementary'wa
assistance to children and ad

ayy backgrounds, work
in activities of
tst moves towards_

realistic collaborative interdisciplinary involve-
ment have been rather slow.

Many peopleCttill express the view that altpoUth
the concept of true interdisciplinary effort
worthwhile one,- it is really a "pipe-dream" and
will never happen. Indeed it seems too easy. for us
to look at the present` training and orientation of
the various professions as being the sourceOf
difficulty in achieving interdisciplinary .involvement
in treatment, rather than actively seeking to find
ways by which cooperative involvement:can:become. a
reality.

HowIlver, it' still seems to be true to say that
the contribution of each discipline and professional
group must be integrated within the total treatment
plan of a handicapped child, if that child is to
receive the full benefit of advances in knowledge
and skill. No discipline should take the view
that the -management of handicap is' based in itself
alone:ond thus deny the' contribution of other
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"There is-no place
fgr'the primp donna;.
The team approach is
all important."
(Bgrry Appleton)

"One has no desire to
produce 'jacks of all
trades; but.there.is a
very great need for all
to have sufficient
knowledge. *(:) make
communication between
the speciali,ties
effective."
(Helen Connell)

"If we are to face
our tasks with'vision
and with aims greater
than plugging up
individual holes in a
dyke; our disciplines
must cross-fertilize."
(Simon Lathar0.

4

_disciplines.: This narrow view typically leads
to professional egotism, with resullant disadvantagb
to the handicapped:CWild. A preoccupation with
-professionalism may 'also militate against
professional' functioning.

MUch.bf the current difficulty in advancing
interdisciplinary involvement can be attributed
to the eduCational world. Special education
contrabutea most of the treatment meted out to-
.handicappectchildren, but 'is typically as
restrictiye'as other disciplines when it comes to
interdisciplinary involvement. Special education
generally concedes the ContributiOn of others in-
the assessment and/or diagnostic functions,of
education but, too often,-in little beyond that.

Origins of special education practice

At this stage an excursion into the common
.

backgrounds of health, education and welfare
.

progress will be useful.

Nbt many decades ago services to children in
these areas were not. readily identifiable from each
othef. For example early health services toc-

. disadvantaged children also had a strong welfare
component, in that they were as much concerned with
the social circumstances of.the patient as with
adverse medical conditions. Likewise, early
education prbgrams for children with handicapping
Conditions were established within a welfare
framework, in -which the social care of the children
was more important than education and training,
with basic education and vocational skill training
being added latex in the development of these
services. It can also be noted that much of early
special education practice was influenced. by .

medically cum psychologically trained persons.

With the development of increasing
specialization in the broad disciplinary areas of
health, education .and welfare, and their.
diversification 'into the wide range of professional'

. groups which-today are involved in services to
children, we can also identify a trend for them
to grow apart. Increasing knowledge, skill
development, theoretical viewpoints-, and service
innovations have in many cases created a schism

. between disciplines, and a tendency for each to
work in increasing isolation from the others.



1.

"..:.efficient
'communication between
disciplines involVed
with the welfare of the
child is essential
in order to further
his interests...."
(Helen Connell)

"The caring profess-.
ions cannot work in
isolation. The variety
of skills required come
from. a variety of
professions, and there.
is no excrusive
_territory." (Geoffrey
Swan)

...important as it
is to solve the dilemmas
of the team approad in
delivery of special
services to those-Who
need them, it is even
more important to
effect Collaboration to
ensure the/ provision of
general living
conditions which will
minimize the need for
special servites."
(Edna Chamberlain)
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There have beel some restraining influences
on this trend.- One of the'most important of
these can be seen in the development,of school
medical services; a 'traditi'onal' link4.between
medical and educational practice. since the late

-'1800s in Europe, -and the early' 19.00s in
Australia. But even with suchtspecific links -

between the disciplines as school medical services,_
the trend has still been toward separation of
practice and provisions, rather than integration.
This has led in recent years to a timely review of
the role of medical services in schools, as .

reflected an the report of one working party at
this conference:

1.

The early contribution of, medical services to
special schooling-

Many of the pioneers of special education, .

including Itard, Seguin, Guggenbuhl, Montessori,
Decroly, and Binet, who contributed to early
educational programs for the deaf or mentally
retarded, were medical psychological practitioners.
But medical developients also contributed to the
education of the handicapped in other ways.

During the 1700's hospitals and dispensaries
were founded; mainly-by charity and private
philanthropy. These institutions not only
extended medical care to handicapped persons but

chelped make the ommunities of the period aware.
of their condition and needs. Epidemics which
swept parts of-Europe in the 1800's also placed
an emphasis on health needs, and the necessity
for the medical profession to systematise its
knowledge.and practice in such a way as to help
combat the spread and effects of disease,
including prevention of loss of. life..

During the nineteenth century medical enquiry
increased very rapidly. In the United Kingdom
this.included enquiry into the health and living
conditions of the population, with emphasis on the
"lower classes". Mortalttysates,'elimination of
disease, the comparativehIplth risk for various
groups in society,' improVeinOt of diet and
sanitation, all were extensively studied. The
vigorous demands of public- spirited men. such as
Chadwick, 'who initiated the first report on the.
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"History gives no
grounds for complacency
about our management
of children. The
social, family and
disease presstires on
Children today may be
different fi-cim those of
'yesterday, but are cer-
tainly no less -trouble-
some fom the,child,"
(Helen Connell)

114

C
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.Health of Towns in 1838, and was largely
responsible fOr the Report on- Intra-Mural
Interments, ensured thlt the medical prafessipn
came'.. to grips with the spread of epidemic
disease, especitiksolera. We also find freelance
'medical enquiry into defective 'eye- sight, including
shortsightednesS'and the effects Of school
conditions on vision, during tbii period.

Local government authorities in the United
Kingdom were made responsible 'for child welfare
and the controlling of infectious diseases in
sChools; which" mainly took the form of general
improvement In sanitation and health standards,
and'later led-to regulations on school clOsure.
By 1884 medical officers were well established In -

.schools and institutions. Advances in m ?dical
.science-duringTthe last part of the nineteenth
century led to a better understanding of nutrition
and bacterioIbgy, shorter Working hours and greater
leisue time, and the development of X-ray.
tethniqUes. Nevertheless, these advances, welcome
and timely as they were,. still left-much-to be
accomplished in the twentieth century.

School' medical servizes

The first school- medical officer in the .United
Kingdom was appointed in. 1890, i,n London, but with
little emphasis on working with children. With .

the-appointment of a medical officer at Bradford
in 1893 emphasis was placed on the examination of
children, which by 1906 had been instituted in 49
local education authorities. In comparison,
medical inspection of school children began in
Western Australia in 1906 and in Victoria.in 1910.
The duties of medical officers in the United
Kingdom at - -.this time ranged from anthropometric
surreys to' the examination of defective and
epileptichildren. Malnutrition was still
widespreg.a, and by far the greatest contributing

.. --
to .physical defects in chilaren. .

11,k 1907 the.. first Chief Medical Officer had
been 4ppointed by the Board of Education in London..
(lat'r the Ministry of Education and Science),
resOting in the codtinuing development of 'a school
medical inspection system, oversight of school
sanitationand of efforts to control infectious
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diseaies- At this time we also find medical
officers being given, the responsibility to notify
the local.education authorities of all children
found to be 4efective, in the sense .that special

. education was desirable (the terms mentally or
physically defective were used in this period).
Thi's notification function for medical officers
was to set a pattern which can sti41 exist today, .

although it is frequentl modified Jen administrative
practice.

Newman, who ks thief Medical Officer was
Jargely .responsible for moulding the school medical
service, and influenced many other aspects of
special education practice in the United Kingdom,
claims that The medical inspection of school
children -

1. gave a picture of the physical condition of
the nation's children-, leading to treatment
and the checking of childhood diseases;

2. stimulated parent interest in their
children's health;

enhanced attention to pupil individuality,
and

4: drew the teachers' attention to pupils'
Rental and, physical aptitudeS.

The medical. inspection service also drew
attention to speech defeats, delicate pupils, and
tolciartially. sighted and partially: deaf children,
`for whom classes commenced around i910. Early
checks on the vision of school children further
drew attention to "congenital word. blindness",
largely from Kerr's. work at Bradford.

Butterfield suggests that meal inspeeon
accelerated the movement toward thelestablishment
of recognized qualifications for teachers of the
blind and deaf,.in that the years 1907to 1911
saw'negotiations with existing schools, associations
and teacher training colleges toward that end. He
further suggests that it contributed to
experimentation on teaching procedures in special
schools.

Interface of education with welfare

In listing welfare as the third of the three
disciplines brought together in this seminar, we

. ,
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"The express'ed
values and goals of,
medicine, education ana
welfare are strikingly
similar." /
(Edna Chamberlain)

"Collaboration
demands more than
anything else, inter-
personal Skills."
(Edna Chamberlain)

could be accused of having subscribed; albeit
undonsciously, to the view that welfare is.. less
professionally siini.n44nt to children iri need
of :help. Yet we have done no worse than the
.United States Government in setting up their
Department of Health,:Education and Welfare;. and
it would Seem from Edna Chamberlain's paper that
we have,.at least, exhibited a greater degree-Of
''!:togetherness' ?.

Qualified social workers' are a more recent
additiofi.to the.groUp.of professions working
with disadvantaged children than most others . .

Working within the framework of Uealth ox Education
,serVices. ThisAlay_explain why it has been harder,t.
for,qualified'p'eople, working within the broad'
boundaries Of what is Called social welfare, to
achieve frill recognition of their professional
status. The shadow of nineteenth century
jphilanthrOpy hangs more heavily overthem than
over those who work in medical, para- medical and ,
educational settin6. ,There is _still confusion,
both in the general public's.perception, and
the point where.services are offered to those in
need, as. to who is an untrained volunteer and who
is a qualified professional in this area.

, All three disciplines; represented in the
tithe of'this settinar do, in fact, "profess" to
haVe the welfare of the child as a cerrtral:aim
,in their activities. That they would better
achieve this by closer collaboration can 'tcarcely'
be denied. Increasing involvement with what is
happening within each discipline, accqerated as'

it is today by. ever-increasing specialifation,,,
tends to work against healthy cross-fertifization..
The greatest need is that people ,working within
their 'own disciplines should develop an awareness
and the necessary skills which would enable them
to communicate with others.- across disciplines -
who genuinely have the common aim of furthering
theyellbe4ng of children in need.' *.

It may well be that social workers could
come to the_fore in showing'the way to all of us;
for it is inherent in their training that they
should be sensitive to other people's needs, and
self-effacing in displaying their own. All
disciplines could benefit from an interaction of
this kind.
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"....althopgh(Parlia-
mentary) acts and regu-
lations often ilave good
intentions and provisibns ,

the'enactment and,
administration of these
does not fill out the
promise of legislation."
(Geoffrey/Smiley)

"There remain large
areas Where welfare.",
education. and the law
should get'togdther in
an .effort to achi%ve at
lea'St parallel develop-
ment and, approach rather
than each of us going
ahead on our own

individual courses."
\ (Don Smith)

"Social work students
e taught no law."
uentire Bryce)

Pi.awyers are not
tra4ed in the

.beha ioural sciences."
(Lynn Foreman).

"The paret role- is
that terribiSc important
one of being a parent,
not a teacher's aide nor
a therapist's i'de, but
a parent witha unique
relationship wit a
child." (Geoffrey Swan,
,S.cond Keynote Address)
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The int ekts of the child shall be pax*mount

. N ..
.

.
.

1 In the\Faxeword
.

to:this publication,
the Honourab the Minister for. Education
stresses the for the interests of the
child to be param tint in Medicine, in.
Education and i cial Welfare. It was,
however, a fourth\di cipline that particularly
focussed the attentio of this conference on
this paramount issue\- the Law. At -0.
plenary session;,a lawyer and two social workers
discussed legislation as 'it'relates to children;
and it was the inadequacies rather than the
adequacies of ;such legislation th-at received
most attention. And the now familiar call for
more effective communication across disiplines
was sounded again'.

At a pUblic- meeting held during .the
conference, two speakers with legal training
expressed two rather different viewpoints on
the issue of paramountcy ,(Chapters 6 and 7).
It is of interest to note that both speakers

.

commented 'on the encapsulation of discipline4
from opposite directions.- Here, At least, was-
one poiht of near agreement.

Parents and the Professions

In most seminars organized by professional
people concerned with children's well-being

(1

parents tend to be un er-represented. They could
have been at this s minar had i:t not been for
'_the inclusion in the program of the twelve
working parties and workshops. Many parents
feel unable to express their real thoughts and
feelings when faced by a 1..rge number of
professional' people. It might be that the attitudes
of many professionals have conditioned them to
feel inadequate. This is a great wrong that must
be rectified; for the parent's role is the most
central of all tb the well-being of the child.

The Working Parties and Workshops

We have seen, in Section Two of-this
publication, that each of the twelve working party/
workshsop groups made recommendations for upgrading

1
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"Compelling
scientific evidence
sometimes takes years
o obtain; meanwhile,
the handicapped child
4nd his parents need
help today." (Win Apelt
and Robert Andrews)
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services for handicapped children in the/particular
area to which they addressed themselves. It is,
therefore, of interest to mote-that some
communality. of demand can be perceived when a
"birds-.eye view!' of all twelve sets. of
"Fecommendations is' taken.

Eight of-the-groups suggest; in strongest
terms that the disciplines concerned with health,
education and welfare should learn more from one
another_ and find more effective ways of communi-
cating and cooperating. Six of the groups - either
explircitly or implicitly - ask for more efficient
and/or more widespread delivery of services to
meet- the needs, of handicapped children. Five
-groups were emphatic in their suggestions-that
planning procedures for future development need
considerable improvement. Three groups gave clear

.expression .to the need for more 'responsiveness
by'professional persons to their clients. TwO
groups expressed a desire to, see more attention
paid to the socially handicapped than is, at

0 present the case.

It needs to be said that when a conference
makes provision for a cross-section of clients and
professional people to gather in a forum.1/4 a good
estimate of current feeling and opinion is
immediately available. The best possible outcome'
would be accelerated implementation of the most
urgent needs expressed in these recommendations.
And if this be too much to hope for, nothing but
good can result from groups of people with, strong
common interests meeting, and reinforcing one
another in their desire for a world that is fairer
and brighter for handicapped children.
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